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Abstract 

This thesis summarises a set of experiments towards the integration of concentrating 

optics into up-conversion photovoltaics. Up-conversion in rare earths has been 

investigated here. This optical process is non-linear therefore a high solar irradiance is 

required. High solar irradiance is achievable by solar concentration. Two concentrating 

approaches were investigated in this thesis: 

The first approach involved the concentration of the incident solar irradiance into 

optical fibres. An optical system with spherical lenses and dielectric tapers was 

designed accordingly. A solar concentration of 2000 suns was realised at the end of a 

single optical fibre. In addition to the total solar concentration, the spectral dependence 

was characterised to account for the effect of chromatic aberrations. Then, the solar 

concentration could be transferred into rare earth-doped fibres. For this reason, a series 

of experiments on double-clad erbium-doped silicate fibres was carried out. Although 

up-conversion in this type of fibre is minimised, the measured power dependence agrees 

with up-conversion via excited state absorption. 

In the second approach, concentrating optics were integrated in up-conversion solar 

cells. The role of the optics was to couple the photons transmitted by the solar cell to the 

rare earth up-converter. Therefore, imaging and non-imaging optics were investigated, 

with the latter exhibiting ideal coupling characteristics; concentration and high 

transmission of the incident irradiance, but also efficient collection of the up-converted 

emission. Out of the non-imaging optics, the dielectric compound parabolic 

concentrator fulfilled these characteristics, indicating its novel use in up-conversion 

solar cells. Two erbium-doped up-converters were utilised in this approach, beta-phase 

hexagonal sodium yttrium tetrafluoride (β-NaYF4:25%Er3+) and barium diyttrium 

octafluoride (BaY2F8:30%Er3+). The latter performed best, with an external quantum 

efficiency (EQE) of 2.07% under 1493 nm illumination, while the former exhibited an 

EQE of 1.80% under 1523 nm illumination both at an irradiance of 0.02 W/cm2. This 

corresponds to a relative conversion efficiency of 0.199% and 0.163% under sub-band-

gap illumination, respectively, for a solar cell of 17.6% under standard AM1.5G 

conditions. These values are among the highest in literature for up-conversion solar 

cells and show the potential of the concentrating concept that can be important for 

future directions of photovoltaics. 
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Chapter 1 : Introduction 

 

1.1 Motivation 

Energy demand in developing, but particularly in developed countries, is increasingly 

reaching unprecedented levels. The energy demand estimated in 1997 by the 

International Energy Agency was 8,610 Mtoe, whereas the estimation for 2035 is 

13,529 Mtoe [1]. As the units (tonnes of oil equivalent) suggest, oil, coal and gas are 

still [2] the primary resource for global energy supply. Other than the argument that 

these resources are the reason behind the anthropogenic global warming [3], the 

aforementioned fuels are fossils, thus finite in human timescales [4]. It is therefore 

accepted that if energy supply is not a challenge for humanity today, it will become a 

major problem at the current rate of energy consumption and if alternative and 

renewable resources are not sought after. 

Energy from the sun is constantly reaching the earth at a rate, which is known as the 

solar constant, of 1360 W/m2 [5]. In one hour, this corresponds to approximately the 

energy the world consumes in a year [6]. One technology able to utilise this resource 

relies on systems that transfer the solar radiation as heat into liquid media, generally 

categorised as solar thermal systems. This way, solar radiation is stored in the medium 

and consequently increases its temperature above the ambient. The stored heat can be 

subsequently utilised for electricity or direct uses in existing power plants that currently 

receive the required heat from fossil fuels. Alternatively, solar radiation can be directly 

converted to electricity in solar photovoltaic systems. Currently, solar thermal 

technology has an average capacity in the range of 50 Wth/m2, compared to solar 

photovoltaics with average capacity of 20 Wel/m2 [7]. 

 

1.2 Photovoltaics 

This thesis will focus on the utilisation of the solar resource by technology based on the 

photovoltaic/photoelectric effect. The phenomenon involves the separation of electrons 

from an atom upon absorption of light. Accordingly, the absorbed light needs to possess 

energy equal or above the energy that holds the whole ensemble together. 
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If the current trends in solar photovoltaic prices continue with the same exponential 

decrease [8], photovoltaic technology will be the best alternative to fossil fuels [9]. 

Despite these positive estimations, the main cost of the technology remains in the 

module [10] directly related to the abundance of the semiconductor material. Out of the 

available photovoltaic technologies, crystalline silicon (c-Si) not only embodies 90% of 

the global market, but also represents the greatest electricity producer among 

photovoltaic technologies [11]. In addition to the material requirements, another factor 

driving the cost is the energy conversion efficiency. Although, photovoltaic efficiency 

improves steadily, the highest single threshold and material solar cell conversion 

efficiencies are currently not higher than 30% [12]. One reason for this is the low 

portion of the solar spectrum utilised. This inevitably leads to the search for earth 

abundant materials [13] that utilise a greater portion of the solar spectrum. 

 

1.3 Up-conversion 

The approach followed in this thesis relates to the up-conversion of the sunlight before 

its interaction with the solar cell. This is an important yet simple, in principle, approach 

to improve the efficiency of a solar cell. It does that by addition of photons with energy 

less than the threshold of the solar cell, sub-band-gap photons. This way, photons below 

the band-gap of photovoltaic solar cells, otherwise lost, can be used to further induce an 

electric current. Similarly, it constitutes a simple approach because it relies on existing 

and already developed solar cell technology. It particularly does not interact with the 

semiconductor material of the solar cell electronically, but merely optically. 

Up-conversion involves the addition of two or more low energy photons into one or 

more of higher energy photons. In fact, the story of up-conversion goes back over 

50 years where it was first proposed as a quantum counter [14]. Although the quantum 

efficiency of the process was expected to be low, this did not prevent the demonstration 

of the first infrared quantum counters and up-converters [15, 16]. From these very first 

demonstrations the need to state the power density along with the quantum efficiency 

was essential due to the nonlinearity of up-conversion. In photovoltaic solar cells, up-

conversion was first employed with a rare earth, ytterbium-doped vitroceramic in 

gallium arsenide (GaAs) solar cells in 1996. Another rare earth, erbium, which will 

comprise the core of this thesis, was employed for c-Si solar cells. Other rare earths and 

materials have been proposed but these still remain the most common candidates for 
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photovoltaics. An up-converter can in practice be an additional layer coupled to the 

solar cell. Another reason adding simplicity to this configuration is that the two layers, 

solar cell and up-converter, can be independently, yet concurrently developed. 

The main geometry of the device remained the same before the work presented here, as 

in the first proposed layered configuration. In this thesis, with the intention to gain the 

maximum out of the solar spectrum with up-conversion, geometries concentrating the 

incident irradiance were investigated. The relevant bands in the solar spectrum are 

depicted in Figure 1.1 for c-Si solar cells and erbium up-converters. Absorption of 

photons at approximately 1500 nm will excite the erbium ion from the 4I15/2 energy 

level to the 4F9/2 and 4S3/2 to finally emit from the 4I11/2 level mainly at 980 nm, above 

the band-gap of the overlying c-Si solar cell. 

The first geometry was inspired by the extended application of rare earth-doped optical 

fibres. Thus, a novel optical system to concentrate and transfer the required solar 

irradiance into the core of an erbium-doped optical fibre was investigated. Additionally, 

up-conversion was studied in erbium-doped optical fibres of low doping concentration. 

 

Figure 1.1: The solar spectrum and the main bands responsible for up-conversion in crystalline silicon 

solar cells. The structure of the device is shown in the inset. The solar cell coupled with the up-converter 

via the optics integrated in the device, first proposed in this work. 
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In the second investigated geometry, the concentrating optics were integrated into the 

archetypal layered device structure, as shown in the inset of Figure 1.1. For this 

purpose, the concentration, transmission and collection properties of several imaging 

and non-imaging optics were initially investigated. Optimum optical properties were 

identified for the concentrating optics and further proved the potential of the geometry. 

Different bifacial solar cells were also assessed according to their optical properties 

relevant to the performance of the device. Finally, two up-conversion erbium-doped 

materials realised the devices in this thesis. The first, a so-called up-conversion 

phosphor, β-NaYF4:25%Er3+, and the second, an up-conversion crystal, 

BaY2F8:30%Er3+. Both rare earth materials are known as two of the most efficient for 

up-conversion to-date. However, each of them has optical properties that merit the 

device differently as it will be shown. 

 

1.4 Thesis outline 

The thesis is structured as follows. The motivation behind the approaches that I 

followed to enhance the conversion efficiency of photovoltaic solar cells via up-

conversion and solar concentration, were introduced in this chapter. 

The basic photovoltaic and concentration principles along with the physics behind 

photo-luminescence and up-conversion are presented in Chapter 2. This includes the 

theory and the basic models describing the underlying mechanisms that result in the 

colourful emission from converted infrared photons, invisible to the human eye. A 

review of the literature of up-conversion in photovoltaics and an outlook of the 

materials is also given. Finally, Chapter 2 closes with the current approaches and 

concepts for up-conversion enhancement. 

Then, the methods used for calculation, modelling, characterisation and experiments are 

presented in Chapter 3. This includes the description of the models used for calculation 

of the three-dimensional distribution of the irradiance in the investigated systems. Also 

here, the equipment used and the experimental setups, along with a description of the 

materials used are presented. 

The first investigated approach in optical fibres is presented in Chapter 4 with a novel 

high concentration system, incorporating primary and secondary optics. The essential 

parameters of the acceptance angle and wavelength for maximisation of the coupling 
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efficiency and solar concentration are presented in this chapter, along with the regimes 

for a complete optimisation. 

The high solar concentration achieved in the presented system, useful for up-

conversion, can be delivered in doped optical fibres. Hence, the study of erbium-doped 

silicate optical fibres is presented in Chapter 5. The up-converted photoluminescence 

depending in the length of the optical fibre and the excitation power density were 

studied in double-clad optical fibres. 

The second investigated approach is presented in Chapter 6. There, the secondary 

optics, were integrated between the solar cell and an up-converting layer used for 

conversion of the transmitted sub-band-gap photons. The UC layer in this case was 

multi-crystalline β-NaYF4:25%Er3+, one of the most efficient rare earth phosphors 

applied in photovoltaics. A comparative study between imaging and non-imaging optics 

achieving different solar concentrations is presented. Figures of merit to achieve 

significant enhancements are also provided. 

Chapter 7 further focuses on non-imaging optics and particularly dielectric compound 

parabolic concentrating (DCPC) optics. The effect of the acceptance angle of the DCPC 

on the excitation profile of the up-conversion layer is presented. Here, the conversion 

efficiency of the up-conversion solar cell (UC-SC) was also quantified by means of 

current-voltage (I-V) characteristics, a characterisation that is rarely presented for UC-

SC. 

The DCPC integrated UC-SC were investigated via the characterisation of devices 

based on a different class of up-conversion materials, the BaY2F8:30%Er3+ in 

Chapter 8. The latter is a monocrystalline material characterised by high transmission 

and negligible scattering in the wavelengths of interest. 

Finally, in Chapter 9 overall conclusions are drawn from the approaches followed 

during the course of this thesis and suggestions for future directions are discussed, 

where potential for further research is identified. 
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Chapter 2 : Photovoltaics and photoluminescence in rare earths  

 

2.1 The solar spectrum 

The ultimate goal throughout this thesis is the efficient conversion of energy from the 

sun. Being the central star of our planetary system, the sun continuously creates nuclear 

fusion reactions of hydrogen into helium. This results in emission of electromagnetic 

radiation from its surface, the photosphere, at a temperature in the region of 6000 Κ and 

an energy or spectral distribution following Planck’s law. As light from the sun travels 

through space, it will interact with matter and may thus be transmitted, absorbed, 

scattered, reflected, refracted or diffracted. Sunlight in the atmosphere and before 

reaching the earth will mainly undergo the first three interactions, while the three last 

will be analysed in section 2.6. 

Depending on the zenith angle φ as the sunlight reaches the earth, it will be transmitted 

through path lengths of various air-masses (AM) according to 

AM = 1 / cosφ     (2.1) 

This angle is of interest as it directly refers to the available solar resource that can be 

exploited on earth. The AM term has been standardised by the American Society for 

Testing and Materials (ASTM) and is widely used for photovoltaic applications. The 

irradiance at top of the atmosphere is AM0, while at φ = 48.2ο is referred to as the 

global AM1.5G with an integrated intensity of 1000 W/m2. The latter has become the 

standard for the characterisation of solar and photovoltaic devices [17, 18]. Both 

spectral irradiances are presented in Figure 2.1. 

The radiation may be directly transmitted through the atmosphere and corresponds to 

the direct component of the solar spectrum, denoted as AM1.5D. Part of the radiation is 

scattered in the atmosphere, especially in cloudy days, and finally reaches the earth as 

the diffuse component in the spectrum, referred as the AM1.5d. Absorption from O2, 

O3, H2O and CO2 in the atmosphere permits negligible irradiance on the earth in the 

parts of the spectrum around 250 nm, 1300 nm and 1900 nm. Once the light of this 

spectrum reaches the earth, it is available to be converted into other forms of energy, 

including electricity. 
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Figure 2.1: The spectral irradiance of the solar spectrum for the extra-terrestrial incident at top of the 

atmosphere (AM0), the global (AM1.5G), the direct (AM1.5D) and the diffuse (AM1.5d) components. 

[17, 18]. 

 

2.2 Brief photovoltaic history 

The story of the conversion of light into electricity goes back to the discovery of a 

photocurrent from illuminated platinum electrodes immersed in water by 

A.E. Becquerel [19, 20]. It was later discovered that photocurrent could be obtained 

from selenium by W. Smith [21] and W.G. Adams [22] and later led to the first solar 

cell, made of a thin layer of gold on selenium with an efficiency of 1% [23]. 

The induction of an electrical current by ultraviolet light was further studied by 

A. Stoletow [24, 25]. The action of light on matter, later dubbed as the photoelectric 

effect, was explained by A. Einstein, triggered by the idea that light comes in packets, 

quanta of energy [26], today called photons. The idea further led to the rethinking of the 

then accepted classical mechanics, being today described by quantum mechanics. 
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It was not until 40 years later that the first solar cell was made from silicon by R. Ohl at 

Bell Laboratories [27, 28]. This initiated further research on positive (p) and negative 

(n) junctions and the concentrations of impurities in semiconductors. The theory of 

diodes [29] and the transistor [30] was concurrently developed by W. Shockley. Based 

on this theory, more efficient solar cells were made [31, 32] that later drove one of the 

first satellites in orbit around the earth [33]. For the development of the solar cell 

technology since then, the interested reader may refer to recent literature by the 

"grandfathers" of photovoltaics for a detailed review [34, 35]. 

A straightforward differentiation of photovoltaics into three generations is generally 

made based on industry trends. The 1st generation covers the solar cells widely used at 

present, based mainly on silicon wafers. Silicon still remains the predominant 

photovoltaic material. On one hand this is primarily attributed to its abundance on the 

earth’s crust [13]. On the other hand to the extended use of silicon by the 

microelectronics and the information technology [36], which inevitably leads to the 

exchange and transfer of knowledge between the industry sectors. 

With the 2nd generation, the reduction in costs by the use of less semiconductor material 

is represented by thin-film technologies. Candidate materials under this generation 

include cadmium telluride (CdTe), copper indium gallium selenide (CIGS) and 

amorphous silicon (a-Si). 

All the currently pursued approaches fall under the 3rd generation [37] and namely 

include: tandem multi-junction solar cells [38], quantum well solar cells [39], 

intermediate band or impurity [40, 41], hot carrier solar cells [42, 43], high solar 

concentration [44] and spectrum splitting approaches [45-47], spectral conversion [48] 

that includes down-conversion (DC), down-shifting (DS) and up-conversion (UC), dye-

sensitised solar cells and very recently perovskites [49, 50]. 

One may differentiate further each of the 3rd generation approaches into more 

categories. It is generally accepted, however, that every approach has its merits and 

drawbacks. Nonetheless, it may additionally provide new insights into the physical 

understanding of the technology. Two 3rd generation approaches were followed during 

the course of this thesis, solar concentration and up-conversion. The two approaches are 

directly interconnected and merit a parallel investigation. A more detailed review of the 

two approaches follows. 
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2.3 Photovoltaic efficiency limits 

According to the detailed balance model [51] of a solar cell, the upper limit of the 

conversion efficiency of a solar cell based on a single threshold p-n junction is 30% at 

1.12 eV. For silicon, this adjusts to 29.8% [52] by further considering Auger 

recombination losses and to 29.43% [53] under the AM1.5G spectrum and realistic 

material parameters. 

The main mechanisms that affect the maximum conversion efficiency of a p-n junction 

solar cell are schematically depicted in Figure 2.2. In this schematic the horizontal axis 

refers to the depth in the p-n junction and the vertical axis to charge carrier energy. The 

conduction EC and valence EV bands are indicated, separated by the energy band-gap Eg 

between the bands. 

 

 

Figure 2.2: Model of a p-n junction solar cell and main mechanisms upon absorption of photons. 

 Above band-gap/thermalisation,  below band-gap/transmission,  radiative recombination,  non-

radiative recombination,  diffusion across the junction,  voltage drop at the contacts. (Adapted from 

[48]). 

 

Following the detailed balance model, photons incident on a solar cell can be  above 

or  below the band-gap of the material of the solar cell. Photons above the band-gap 

will be absorbed by the solar cell and give their energy to an electron in order to move it 

to the conduction band. However, as these electrons have energy higher than the band-

gap at equilibrium, they quickly lose the excess energy as phonons. Similarly, photons 
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with energy equal to the band-gap will rise to the conduction band and across the 

junction,  in Figure 2.2, resulting in photo-current. Finally, photons with energy less 

than the band-gap will be transmitted through the solar cell. In Figure 2.2 three 

additional mechanisms are depicted as , the radiative recombination of an electron in 

the conduction band into a hole in the valence band,  the non-radiative recombination 

of an electron into an intermediate state (Shockley-Read-Hall) or another electron 

(Auger), and  the voltage drop at the contacts. 

 

2.4 Up-conversion photovoltaic limits 

Up-conversion is a promising third generation photovoltaic approach for overcoming 

the Shockley-Queisser limit [51] of single junction silicon solar cells, that is 

29.43% [53]. Among the spectral conversion approaches [54, 55] to overcome the 

efficiency limit for single-junction solar cells, up-conversion aims to recover sub-band-

gap photons otherwise transmitted through a solar cell. 

Utilisation of these sub-band-gap photons has been predicted to enhance the conversion 

efficiency limit of a silicon solar cell to 40.2% and 53.0%, under solar concentration of 

one and 46,200 suns, respectively [56]. In this model, significant improvements were 

predicted under high solar concentration and especially by restricting the solid angle of 

emission. However, zero relaxation of the intermediate level of the up-converter was 

assumed in this model, underestimating the efficiency under low concentration. 

It has been further estimated in extensive models that consider light trapping via optical 

design and non-radiative recombination, that up-conversion can provide a relative 

efficiency increase of approximately 25% [57, 58] on an overlying silicon solar cell 

with band-gap Eg = 1.12 eV. There, the refractive index of the up-converter was 

assumed equal to that of the solar cell that is n = 3.6. However, for real up-converters of 

refractive index lower than the solar cell, higher conversion efficiency is expected [59]. 
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2.5 Photovoltaic characteristics 

The conversion efficiency of a solar cell η is defined as the ratio of the output power 

from the solar cell Pout to the incident power Pin, as: 

     η = Pout / Pin     (2.2). 

Conversion implies the utilisation of the solar resource, so the integrated irradiance of 

the AM1.5G spectrum is considered as Pin. Pout, the electrical power, is given by the 

product of the voltage V between the terminals of the solar cell and the current I. For 

photovoltaic operation a solar cell should operate under certain regimes to obtain the 

maximum power, and hence maximum efficiency. These regimes lie between short-

circuit and open-circuit conditions. In short-circuit conditions all the photo-generated 

carriers flow through the diode and the current ISC is maximised. In open-circuit 

conditions, the photo-generated carriers are equal to the injected carriers and no current 

flows, but the voltage VOC is maximised. The maximum current and voltage, IMP and 

VMP respectively, will be extracted a few mV before the VOC as a result of a small 

potential difference at the contacts [60]. As shown in the current-voltage (I-V) 

characteristic of a solar cell in Figure 2.3, the current and the voltage at maximum 

power give rise to the fill factor (FF), defined as, 

    FF = IMP VMP / ISC VOC    (2.3). 

 

Figure 2.3: I-V characteristic of a generic solar cell and photovoltaic parameters ISC, VOC, IMP, VMP and 

FF. 
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2.6 Concentrating optics and photovoltaics 

The Shockley-Queisser limit and the up-conversion photovoltaic models consider one 

sun concentration but also maximum concentration. In the sun-solar cell system, 

maximum concentration can either mean the restriction of the solid angle of absorption-

emission between the sun and the cell, i.e. 0.267ο, or the extension of the solid angle to 

a complete hemisphere extending over 2π. Both conditions may practically translate to a 

change in the solid angle by means of geometrical optics as shown in Figure 2.4. 

 

 

Figure 2.4: Geometrical concentration and étendue in a closed optical system. The solid angles Ω, 

incident angle θ, aperture areas A and refractive indices n are shown. 

 

In this case from conservation of entropy, the generalised étendue at the input of the 

optics should equal the étendue at the output, therefore [61]: 

222
2
2111

2
1 coscos ∫∫ Ω=Ω dAndAn θθ

    (2.4), 

where n is the index of refraction, Ω the solid angle, θ the acceptance angle, and A the 

aperture of the optics, while indices 1 and 2 refer to input and output, respectively. The 

concept of étendue may also be found as the Lagrange theorem, optical invariant, 

optical extent, acceptance, throughput or AΩ product, depending on the context [62].  
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Additionally, the maximum average solar concentration C in three-dimensional space 

can be estimated by the angular ratio [61], 

1
22

1

2
22

2

sin
sin

θ
θ

n
nC =     (2.5). 

From Equation (2.5), the upper limit for solar concentration widely used for solar cells 

on earth is ~46,200×. This implies that the solar cell is surrounded by air with a 

refractive index of 1. However, if a medium of a higher refractive index is used, this 

limit raises by a factor equal to the square of the refractive index. The average solar 

concentration achieved by the optics can be calculated with Equation (2.5). However, 

the spatial distribution of the concentration, and hence the power density, at the output 

of the optics will vary significantly from the average and can be modelled via ray optics. 

For an UC-SC, this power density is of particular interest as it relates with the UC 

luminescence as it will be discussed in section 2.10. 

 

2.6.2 Optics for concentrating photovoltaics 

There is a plethora of literature in broadband geometrical optics to transform the solar 

irradiance. A division between refractive and reflective can be made, cf. Figure 2.5(a,b), 

concentration is obtained via a focusing lens or a reflecting mirror, respectively. Solar 

concentration varies from 2 to 150× in the so-called low to medium range. C-Si solar 

cells are used in the majority of applications in this range, while thin-film and 

luminescent approaches are also utilised. To obtain higher solar concentration, the lens 

or mirror becomes the primary optic and is followed by a so-called secondary optic, see 

Figure 2.5(c,d). 

In systems for high solar concentration up to 1100×, secondary optics are used either to 

enhance performance, or to ease tracking tolerance [63]. These optics make the system 

more versatile, especially if one wants to achieve efficient coupling with the solar cells. 

III-V multi-junction solar cells are utilised in this range. These solar cells currently hold 

the record for solar energy conversion efficiency, owing to the better spectral matching 

of the direct band-gap semiconductor alloys, such as GaInP and GaInAs, which are 

deposited by molecular beam epitaxy on Ge or GaAs substrates. 
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Figure 2.5: Types of concentrating optics for photovoltaics. In (a) refractive and (b) reflective, a lens or 

mirror is used for low to medium concentration, while for higher concentration secondary optics are used 

either with (c) refractive or (d) reflective primary optics. 

 

The primary optics currently [63] used for high concentration are Fresnel lenses and 

parabolic reflectors. The optical design required that the system follows the sun 

throughout the day on a two-axis tracking system. However, significant benefits can be 

obtained from the advent of optics and solar cells in the micro-scale. Solar concentration 

higher than 300× has been demonstrated in flat plate concentrators with GRIN lenses 

[64, 65] or micro-lens arrays [66, 67] that are able to track the sun by small lateral 

movements [68, 69]. 

Additionally, the optics should conform to additional restrictions posed by the solar cell. 

The main are uniform irradiance at the exit aperture and reduced chromatic aberrations 

that affect the performance of the solar cell [70, 71]. To this end, primary optics such as 

non-imaging Fresnel lenses [72], tailored prisms in parallel [73] or arrays of refractive 

and TIR prisms [74] have been proposed. Additionally, the secondary optics or so-

called "homogenisers" are commonly used to transform the irradiance into a uniform 

profile. For an extensive presentation on the various classes of concentrating optics the 

reader may refer to [75] and references therein. However, for the purposes of this thesis, 

the review will be limited to totally internally reflecting (TIR) with a focus on non-

imaging optics. 
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2.6.1 Totally internally reflecting and non-imaging optics 

As the term implies, non-imaging optics do not form an image at the end plane as the 

imaging optics do. This enables an additional degree of freedom towards higher 

concentration, since transmission of an object through the optic is not a requirement. 

Consequently, the maximum solar concentration for imaging optics, is by a factor 

between 2 and 4 lower than what is achieved by non-imaging optics [61, 76]. Since, 

high solar concentration is one of the purposes of this thesis, non-imaging optics seem 

to have a great advantage over their imaging counterparts. 

The optical path length, defined by the product of the refractive index and the distance 

elapsed by a ray or wave as [77], Σnidi, of all rays between entry and exit planes. It can 

be seen that the optical path length is equal to the physical path length di used in the 

Beer-Lambert law, only in the case of n = 1. One can say that in imaging optics all rays 

have the same number of  interface interactions, as for example when refracting through 

an imaging lens. However, in non-imaging optics some rays may undergo more than 

one reflections or refractions.  

For TIR to occur between two media of refractive index n1 and n2, the input angle θ1 

should be equal or above a critical value, the critical angle, according to Snell’s law of 

refraction, 

 n1 sinθ1 = n2 sinθ2    (2.6). 

From this, it follows the critical condition for the output angle θ2 should be equal to π/2. 

The incident ray or wave is mainly reflected in medium n1. But a small fraction, the 

evanescent wave, is transmitted and propagates in medium n2 with an exponential 

decay [78]. This makes optics undergoing TIR more promising for photovoltaics than 

reflective coatings, such as aluminium, silver or gold, that are also absorbing. Albeit the 

reflectance of these coatings is higher than 0.95 across the solar spectrum, it falls short 

compared to TIR in dielectrics. Dielectric media, such as glasses and polymers, are 

commonly used materials for optics. This also provides broadband transmission of the 

optics and makes them attractive for application in photovoltaics. Further details on the 

optical properties of these materials will be given in Chapter 3. 

Several non-imaging designs relying on TIR have been investigated with the simplest 

being the cone, or otherwise called tapered light-pipe in solid [79], hollow [80] and 

other geometries [81]. First documented by Williamson [82], who also presented a 
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method for ray-tracing, see Figure 2.6(a), the cone was applied in one of the first 

attempts for a solar pumped laser [83], see Figure 2.6(b). Although intuitively simple, 

the cone preserves the étendue for adiabatic solid cones which tend towards infinite 

lengths, i.e. approximating a cylindrical light-pipe. 

 

 

Figure 2.6: (a) Ray-tracing method for a Williamson cone. Rays are transmitted through the cone, if they 

end inside the inner circle [81]. (b) Schematic of a cone geometry for application in a solar-pumped laser, 

and (c) photographs of the optics made of strontium titanate [83]. 

 

A geometry that has received attention due to its higher angular transmission and 

concentration than the cone, is the dielectric compound parabolic concentrator (DCPC), 

shown in Figure 2.7. Investigated extensively by R. Winston [84], was initially used in 

Cerenkov counters [85]. It can be seen that the DCPC has a higher acceptance angle 

than a hollow CPC of the same parabola and collects more skew rays [86, 87]. A 

variation is the DCPC with frustrated TIR that has some advantage over the traditional 

DCPC for high flux applications [88]. 
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Figure 2.7: Schematic of a dielectric compound parabolic concentrator [61]. The acceptance angle 

increases compared to the hollow CPC, in proportion to the refractive index of the dielectric material. 

 

A shortcoming of the DCPC, generally common within other non-imaging optics, e.g. 

the elliptical or trumpet concentrator [89], is that for narrow acceptance angles the 

length of the optics becomes increasingly long. This length can be reduced by using an 

additional optic as a primary form of concentration. Such designs have been 

investigated for CPC-DCPC [90] and prism coupled compound parabola [91] shown in 

Figure 2.8,  lens-DCPC and lens-trumpet combinations, see Figure 2.9, where it was 

shown that shorter lengths by a factor of √C were required for the latter design [92]. 

 

Figure 2.8: Two modifications of the CPC that achieve reduction of the required length, (a) CPC-DCPC 

and (b) prism-coupled compound parabola. (Adapted from [90, 91]). 
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Reduced lengths were further demonstrated for TIR optics with a dielectric totally 

internally reflecting concentrator (DTIRC) [93], see Figure 2.9. By increasing the angle 

of the arc of the entry aperture, the required length is reduced. Interestingly, while 

maintaining TIR, the reflective profile of the optic transforms from parabolic to 

hyperbolic. Certain advantages of this geometry can be applied when there is a 

restriction in the exit angle of the optic, as for example in optical fibres and will be 

discussed in the following section 2.6.3. A reduction of the dielectric material of the 

DCPC can be achieved with prism geometries as has been reported for use with bifacial 

solar cells [94, 95]. A review on prisms and TIR optics for solar energy applications 

was given by A. Rabl [96]. Additionally, reduced complexity in applications such as 

building integrated photovoltaics (BIPV) is achieved by rectangular apertures, matching 

with the dimensions of solar cells [97-99]. 

 

 

Figure 2.9: Optics with ideal concentration and reduced length, (a) lens-trumpet or flow line [92], (b) 

DTIRC. (c) Significant length reductions are obtained by increasing the angle of the arc of the entry 

aperture [93]. 
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On a similar rationale but for illumination in the inverse direction, half-sphere TIR 

concentrators have been investigated [100]. Different designs for illumination and 

concentration were investigated by altering the divergence of the source, albeit a figure 

of merit of the overall optical efficiency was not reported. The half-sphere designs 

shown in Figure 2.10(a) were oriented towards dense source elements, such as 

filaments. However, with minor design modifications a similar design can be used into 

planar surface sources, see Figure 2.10(b), such as light emitting diodes (LED) and 

diode lasers. These have been investigated in TIR paraboloid optics with truncated and 

spherical output surfaces [101, 102]. 

 

 

Figure 2.10: (a) Schematic of the half-sphere element designed for reduction of divergence [100]. (b) TIR 

paraboloid made of glass with truncated spherical exit surfaces [102]. 

 

A graphical comparison of the performance between the non-imaging optics 

investigated in this thesis, the cone and the CPC, can be seen in Figure 2.11. The 

transmission of the optics of acceptance angle 10ο with equal area of entry and exit 

aperture, hence equal concentration ratio, is displayed. It can be seen that the CPC has 

unity transmission below 8ο compared to the cone that after 4ο the transmission is 

reduced significantly. In other words, a sharper cut-off in the transmission-angle graphs, 

also observed for a range of acceptance angles around 10ο in the Figure, is an indication 

for best performing concentrators. 
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Figure 2.11: Transmission of (a) the 3D CPC for different acceptance angles and (b) the cone for 10ο 

acceptance angle. (Adapted with permission by [61]). 

 

The above review covered geometrical optics at the étendue limit that fulfil a single 

purpose. That is, either the transfer of radiation at the maximum concentration from the 

input to the output, or the collection of radiation from a finite source. Radiative 

emission from solar cells and phosphors is well defined as isotropic. Therefore, in the 

case that coupling is required between the two, as for example in the UC-SC, the optics 

are to serve a dual function: i) the transfer of the solar radiation at either maximum 

concentration or optical efficiency, and ii) the collection of the isotropically emitted 

radiation. As presented above, the CPC was shown to fulfil these functions, and will be 

further investigated in Chapter 6, 7 and 8. 

 

2.6.3 Optical fibres and coupling 

While tapered light-pipes are used for concentration, cylindrical light-pipes can transfer 

radiation by TIR. This wave-guiding geometry has been extensively studied, developed 

and expanded into the field of optical fibres. Optical fibres offer numerous advantages 

and new possibilities to the exploitation of solar energy. By trapping light in optical 

fibres, the waveguides essentially become cables that transfer concentrated light to the 

desired application distant from the source. These cables of light may then transfer 

sunlight for a wide range of applications such as solar lighting in the built environment 
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[103], solar-pumped lasers [104], solar furnaces [105] or Stirling engines [106], solar-

powered photo-catalysis [107], photonic networks that incorporate self-powered sensing 

and monitoring [108] and high concentrating photovoltaic (CPV) systems [109, 110]. 

The reader that is interested in an extended review of applications and systems for solar 

energy via optical fibres may refer to [111] and references therein. 

To guide light in a fibre, the condition for TIR needs to be fulfilled in the third 

dimension, giving rise to the numerical aperture (NA). The NA of an optical fibre is 

related to the sinus of the acceptance half-angle θ and is described by the following 

expression: 

 θsin2
2

2
1 nnnNA =−=     (2.7), 

where n1 and n2 the refractive indices of the core and the cladding respectively, see 

Figure 2.12(a). Combining the sine law with the restriction in an optical fibre of given 

NA, Equation (2.5) becomes: 

     Cof = (NA/sinθ)2    (2.8), 

which implies the proportionality of solar concentration with the NA. The primary 

figure of merit for systems based on optical fibres is the coupling efficiency ηcoup, which 

describes how well light is coupled into and out of an optical system, and is simply 

defined as the ratio of the power output Pout over the input power Pin as, 

     ηcoup = Pout / Pin    (2.9). 

 

The challenge of coupling solar energy in optical fibres has been analysed in the past for 

static systems and solar concentrations up to 10× [112], while tapers made of Plexiglas 

and gradient index (GRIN) rods attached to the tapers, see Figure 2.12(b), were 

proposed with theoretical coupling efficiency above 90% for incidence angles below 

65ο [113]. 
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Figure 2.12: (a) Acceptance cone depending on the refractive indices of core and cladding of an optical 

fibre. (b) Geometry based on GRIN rods and tapered guides as analysed for coupling in optical fibres in 

reference [113]. 

 

Combinations of all-reflective, all-refractive and both reflective and refractive optics for 

infrared fibre applications were theoretically analysed by ray-tracing with coupling 

efficiencies between 77% and 100% [114], the highest being for all-dielectric 

combinations, although lacking experimental validation. Ideal 3D concentrators have 

been also proposed as angular transformers for optical fibre applications, which consist 

of a hyperbolic concentrator and plano-spherical lenses, see Figure 2.13, with coupling 

efficiency between 87% and 100% at f/5 and f/50 of the lens, respectively [115, 116]. 

 

 

Figure 2.13: Angular transformers for optical fibre applications. (a) Design of a θ1/θ2 transformer 

consisting of a convex lens, an optic of hyperbolic profile and concave lens [115]. (b) Schematic of the 

coupling between optical fibres, and (c) photo of plastic injection-moulded fibre couplers of dimensions 

D1 = 400 μm and D2 = 2 mm [116]. 
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Despite that previously presented designs were able to reach maximum efficiency or 

concentration, the experimental demonstrations have obtained significantly lower 

efficiencies. The highest reported coupling efficiency under the sun is 60% [104], which 

was measured with a bundle of 19 fibres side-polished and fused together, see 

Figure 2.14. 

 

 

Figure 2.14: (a) Optical fibre bundle consisting of 19 fibres and resulting in the highest sunlight coupling 

efficiency. (b) The sides of the optical fibres have been polished, with the central fibres of the bundle 

having hexagonal cross sections. (Adapted from [104]). 

 

For systems comprised of a single fibre, the coupling efficiencies have not exceeded 

38% [117]. Whereas a bundle may couple light more easily and transfer more power by 

considering a good packing fraction [118], a single fibre can be applied in a wider range 

of applications due to higher solar concentration [119, 120]. In addition, the practical 

advantages for potential fibre applications worth examining the benefit between ideal 

and practical, while verifying it in a real system. Such advantages are simple 

fabrication, inexpensive manufacturing techniques and ease of outdoor installation and 

cleaning [63]. These aspects are important for coupling sunlight into an optical fibre and 

are investigated further in Chapter 4. 

The discussion so far described optical fibres that were passive. Interesting phenomena 

occur though, when the optical fibres are doped with luminescent species. When a 

luminescent substance absorbs light of a defined wavelength and energy, it may emit at 

a wavelength of higher or lower energy. Rare earth doped fibres have been intensively 

used as signal amplifiers as they constitute simpler alternatives to electronic repeaters. 

This way, all optical amplification was made possible. A few examples are optical 
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fibres doped with erbium (Er3+), which is used to amplify a signal around 1.53 μm, with 

praseodymium (Pr3+) at 1.3 μm, and ytterbium (Yb3+) at the range between 0.98 and 

1.15 μm. By co-doping fibres with Er3+ and Yb3+, amplification at 1.55 μm is possible 

by exciting at 0.98 μm, whereas fibres doped with thulium (Tm3+) and thulium/terbium 

(Tb3+) provide gain at 0.8, 1.4 and 1.65 μm. The next section will provide more details 

on how these wavelength conversions, or transitions, occur in rare earths. 

 

2.7 Atomic and crystal structure of rare earths 

Rare earth elements consist of the lanthanides, presently renamed lanthanoids by the 

International Union of Pure and Applied Chemistry (IUPAC) [121], and the metals 

scandium and yttrium (Y3+). One reason for this categorisation owns to their distinctive 

photoluminescence properties. Following the accepted terminology, photoluminescence 

is distinguished into i) phosphorescence and ii) fluorescence. The first occurs on longer 

lifetimes than the second, implying a change in spin for the first [122, 123]. Throughout 

this thesis, the term photoluminescence will be used as a synonym for fluorescence. 

Trivalent lanthanoids have an electronic configuration 5s2 5p6 4fn, where n is the 

number of electrons in the unfilled shell. The photoluminescence originates from the 

transitions between the unfilled 4f electrons. The electronic structure of the rare earth 

ions, with the electrons in the incomplete 4f shell screened by the filled 5s and 5p outer 

shells, results in the well-defined characteristic spectra of the rare earth ions, with a 

small influence of the surrounding solid (crystal or glass) structure. 

Two widely studied and applied rare earth examples, Er3+ and neodymium (Nd3+), are 

shown in the energy level diagrams of Figure 2.15 with the main optical transitions. The 

probability of these transitions to occur and the selection rules can be tracked in the 

Judd-Offelt theory. For the interested reader, an overview of the theory is given in the 

appendix. 
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Figure 2.15: Energy levels of trivalent lanthanoid free ions embedded into a solid host. From left to right: 

Er3+ free ion, in solid [124], Nd3+ free ion and in solid [125]. The main transitions responsible for 

1530 nm amplification in Er3+ and 1060 nm lasing in Nd3+ are also depicted. 

 

2.8.1 Energy levels of rare earths 

Figure 2.16 shows the observed and calculated transitions of trivalent lanthanoids in 

lanthanum chloride (LaCl3) for energy levels up to 41,000 cm-1 [126, 127], while the 

energy levels in the vacuum ultraviolet (VUV) spectrum have also been calculated and 

observed [128, 129]. Also known in the literature as the Dieke diagram, it includes 

energy levels for wavelengths up to 250 nm inherent in the solar spectrum and applying 

to spectral conversion for photovoltaics, thus can be used for considerations throughout 

this thesis. 

Despite that LaCl3 was used as the host crystal of the rare earth ions, the observed 

energy levels can still serve as a basis for other crystalline environments with a variation 

in the order of 10-2 wave-numbers [130, 131]. In the diagram (cf. Figure 2.16) the 

thickness of each line corresponds to the magnitude of the Stark level splitting, while 

more probable transitions to the ground state are indicated by half circles. 
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Figure 2.16: Energy levels of trivalent lanthanoids observed in LaCl3 after Dieke et al. [126, 127]. 
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2.8 Up-conversion mechanisms in rare earths 

With the multiple metastable levels existing in rare earth ions (cf. Figure 2.16), the two-

level simplified system (see appendix) becomes more complex. Additional kinetics 

between energy levels become probable and lead to non-linear processes. These 

radiative processes have been experimentally observed in several rare earths and are 

presented in Figure 2.17. In order of decreasing relative efficiency these processes are: 

energy transfer up-conversion (ETU), excited state absorption (ESA), cooperative 

sensitisation (CS), cooperative luminescence (CL), second harmonic generation (SHG) 

and 2-photon absorption (2PA). It can be seen that the relative efficiency of processes 

that rely on excitation of virtual levels, as is for CL, SHG and 2PA, is considerably 

lower than for processes using real energy levels. This is attributed to the zero lifetime 

of the virtual levels and the low oscillator strengths that reduce the probability for 

emission from these levels [132]. In addition, the relative efficiency of three-centre 

processes, CS and CL, is lower than two- and one-centre processes. In this thesis, I will 

focus on the first two mechanisms that occur by addition of two or more low energy 

photons into at least one high energy photon. 

 

 

Figure 2.17: Energy level schematic of observed two-photon processes and relative efficiency normalised 

to the incident power of 1 W/cm2 (adapted from [133]). Horizontal lines are real energy levels, solid and 

broken lines represent radiative and non-radiative steps, respectively. 
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2.8.1 Ground and excited state absorption 

The simplest up-conversion mechanism may occur by sequential absorption events in a 

single ion. In a three level system, cf. Figure 2.17, the ion may be in the ground state 

where upon absorption of photons will be promoted in an excited state via ground state 

absorption (GSA). Alternatively, the ion may be already in an excited state, therefore it 

will get to a higher excited state upon absorption (ESA). The probabilities G and E for 

GSA and ESA respectively would depend on the power density of the excitation ρ and 

the absorption cross section σα of the respective state as, 

  G = ρ σα01 (2.10),  and Ε = ρ σα12  (2.11). 

 

2.8.2 Energy transfer 

As mentioned, up-conversion via GSA/ESA occurs in a single ion. On the other hand, 

energy can be transferred between ions separated by a distance R, called a donor and an 

acceptor. In this case the probability of energy transfer up-conversion WETU between 

ions would be [133], 

    ∫ ∂= ωωω
τπ

σ )()(
4 2 AD

D

a
ETU gg

R
W   (2.12), 

with σα the absorption cross section, τD the lifetime of the donor, while gD and gA the 

normalised line shape of the donor and the acceptor per unit angular frequency ω, 

respectively. Naturally, a critical distance RC for energy transfer to occur can be 

distinguished, that can be approximated by considering a unit cell of volume V with 

critical concentration χC and N number of ion sites per unit cell as [134], 
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The spatial parameters of the unit cell can be calculated once the crystal structure is 

known via crystallographic means, such as X-ray and neutron diffraction. Alternatively, 

the critical distance can be estimated from the theory of the interaction between electric 

dipole-electric dipole, developed by T. Förster [135] and extended by 

D.L. Dexter [136]. A semi empirical formula stems from this theory based on the 

oscillator strength f of the transition, the energy E of the maximum spectral overlap, and 
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the normalised spectral line shapes of the excitation of the acceptor gA(E) and the 

emission of the donor gD(E) as follows [137], 

    ∫ ∂×≈ − EEgEgfER ADC )()(103 4126   (2.14). 

The resonant energy transfer between donor and acceptor implies both energies being 

equal, i.e. ΔΕ=ED-EA=0. Otherwise, energy transfer can still occur between ions of 

different energy ΔΕ≠0, where in this case the energy gap is bridged by phonons in a 

phonon-assisted energy transfer [133]. The latter has been proposed [138] as the 

dominant mechanism for energy transfer in β-NaYF4:20%Er3+, one of the most efficient 

UC phosphors applied in PV, as it will be analysed in following chapters. 

 

2.8.3 Non-radiative processes 

It is possible for an ion in the exited state to transfer its energy non-radiatively. The 

energy can then be transferred to: i) a passive (non-emitting) ion in the host, ii) another 

active ion in a lower state via cross relaxation (CR), or iii) the host lattice by emission 

of phonons via multi-phonon relaxation (MPR). Energy transfer via the first two 

processes is also known as concentration quenching at high doping levels. For the third 

process, the rate of MPR to the f level Anr-f, often referred to as the energy-gap law [139, 

140], has been experimentally observed and is approximated by the relation [141, 142], 

     Anr-f = Anr-i e-aΔE   (2.15), 

where a is an empirical constant dependent of the host material, and ΔE is the energy 

gap between levels i and f. Since the maximum energy of a phonon hωmax is known for 

a particular host, the integer number of the so-called effective phonons can also be 

estimated from the energy gap ΔΕ. This has been empirically confirmed to be in the 

range of 4-6 phonons for oxide, fluoride and chloride hosts [140] and in fact is used as a 

rule of thumb for f-electron systems to distinguish if the dominant process is radiative 

when above, or non-radiative if below 5 phonons [143]. An example can be found at the 

lowest two crystal field levels of the 2F5/2 multiplet in Yb3+ with a ΔΕ of 39 cm-1 in the 

system of NaYF4:Er3+,Yb3+ with 350 cm-1 maximum phonon energy [144]. In order of 

decreasing phonon energy, common hosts for lanthanoids are: oxides < fluorides < 

bromides < chlorides. However, bromides and chlorides are less stable than oxides and 
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fluorides that have been more widely studied. Taking into account the non-radiative 

transition rate Anr, the lifetime can be reformulated (see Equations A.5, A.6) to [145], 

     1/τfi =Σ( Ar + Anr)                                    (2.16), 

 and the quantum efficiency ηfi between the two levels i and f can then be defined as, 

     ηfi = Afi / Σ (Αr + Anr)                              (2.17). 

 

2.9 Rate equations and power dependence 

Non-linear processes such as UC are in general complex to analyse due to the number 

of metastable excited states (see Figure 2.17). However, reasonable agreement with 

experimental results can be obtained by simplified three-level systems. For levels i=0 to 

2 the rate of the population as a function of time would be, [146, 147] 

dN0 / dt = -GN0 + (Ar-10+Anr-10) N1 + (Ar-20+Anr-20) N2 + WETU N1
2    (2.18), 

dN1 / dt = GN0 – EN1 – (Ar-10+Anr-10) N1 + (Ar-21+Anr-21) N2 – 2WETU N1
2      (2.19), 

dN2 / dt = EN1 – (Ar-20+Anr-20+Ar-21+Anr-21) N2 + WETU N1
2                (2.20), 

where Ni the population density of the corresponding level, G, E, Ar-if, Anr-if, WETU the 

probabilities of GSA, ESA, radiative or non-radiative transfer and ETU, respectively. 

Certain assumptions are included in this three-level model such as that the population is 

achieved only by pumping via GSA (one colour excitation), a homogeneous spatial 

distribution of ions [146] and negligible ground-state bleaching, i.e. N0 ≈ constant 

[148]. 

Depending on the influence of the up-conversion mechanism, the predominant decay 

route and the fraction of absorbed power that relates to the path-length in the crystal, 

Equations (2.18)-(2.20) can serve as a simplified model [148]. Consequently, the slopes 

of the dependence as a function of excitation power can be systematically derived from 

the exponents and are presented in Table 2.1. The slopes apply for energy transfer up-

conversion in systems of an acceptor without a donor ion, while on the opposing case 

the slopes level to 1 at the high-pump regime as has been observed in several rare 

earth/rare earth systems [149]. 
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Table 2.1: Up-conversion mechanism corresponding to the double-logarithmic slopes of the excited-state 

population densities [148]. 

Up-conversion 
mechanism 

Predominant 
decay level 

Absorbed 
pump power Power dependence 

Small ETU or ESA 
Large ESA 

n-1 or 0 
n-1 

small/large 
small 

Ni ~ Pi 
from level i=1,…,n 

Large ETU 
Large ESA 

n-1 
n-1 

small/large 
large 

Ni ~ Pi/n 
from level i=1,…,n 

Large ETU 0 small/large 
 

Ni ~ P1/2 

from level i=1,…,n-1 
Large ETU 
Large ESA 

0 
0 

small/large 
small/large 

Ni ~ P1 
from level i=n 

Large ESA 0 small/large Ni ~ P0 
from level i=1,…,n-1 

 

It can be seen from Table 2.1 that the presented up-conversion mechanisms may result 

in emission of photons with either the same energy or the same exponent in respect to 

the excitation power. In this case the question therefore arises, as to whether the 

underlying up-conversion mechanism is ESA or ETU. One way to distinguish between 

the two mechanisms is through the temporal evolution of the luminescence decay 

upon nanosecond pulsed excitation. As shown in Figure 2.18(a), the decay starts 

immediately after the excitation and indicates that the ion is pumped solely from within, 

as is the case for GSA/ESA.  

 

 

Figure 2.18: Temporal evolution of the 4F7/2 to 4I15/2 luminescence of 1% Er3+:RdGd2Br7 upon 10 ns 

pulsed excitation at (a) 10290 cm-1, and (b) 10172 cm-1, indicating the different up-conversion 

mechanisms (Adapted from [146, 150]). 
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On the contrary, in Figure 2.18(b) the much longer decay time is shown upon excitation 

of a peak of lower energy. This clearly demonstrates that luminescence takes place long 

after the duration of the pulsed excitation and is a signature of the GSA/ETU process. In 

addition, for an ETU process involving n photons, the excitation spectrum from n = 1 to 

5 would have progressively narrower peaks (cf. Figure 2.19) indicating the Stark 

structure of the 4I15/2 to 4I13/2 transition [133]. This effect would make a distinction 

between ETU and cooperative processes, as for the latter the convolution of the 

excitation spectrum would be observed from the absorption of all the involved pair 

levels. As discussed in section 2.8, the excitation will depend on the coupling between 

the crystal host and the active ion, resulting in a distinctive Stark structure for each host. 

Another way to distinguish between ESA and ETU is through the excitation spectrum. 

Features additional to the absorption spectrum would be observed if ETU is involved in 

the luminescence. This has been observed for 1% Er3+:RdGd2Br7 where excitation 

peaks above 10245 cm-1 corresponding to transitions between the levels 4I11/2 to 4F7/2 

[150]. 

 

 

Figure 2.19: Excitation spectrum of (a) YF3:Er3+ and (b) β-NaYF4:25%Er3+ for n-photon up-conversion 

(Adapted from [133, 151]). The narrowing of the excitation spectrum is evident, occurring with higher 

order up-conversion. 
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2.10 Up-conversion materials for photovoltaics 

The use of rare earths in photovoltaics dates back to 1982, where an increased 

photovoltaic yield was obtained by insertion of a rare earth-doped layer between the 

metallic contact and the solar cell [152]. A year later the use of Tb3+-doped lanthanum 

fluoride and Tm3+-doped calcium tungstate phosphors was proposed as a wavelength 

converter for solar cells [153]. Since then, a wealth of available materials and hosts has 

been investigated for photovoltaic applications and can be found in extensive recent 

reviews [54, 154, 155]. Here, the rare earth materials that exhibit up-conversion and 

match with photovoltaic solar cells will be reviewed. As a first requirement for a 

considerable improvement of the conversion efficiency of a solar cell via the spectral 

conversion approach, the up-conversion emission of the rare earth should be matched 

with the response of the solar cell. Depending on the band-gap of the solar cell, different 

rare earths can be used. 

For high band-gap solar cells such as a-Si, GaAs, CdTe or DSSC, Er3+ co-doped with 

Yb3+ is commonly used to extend the absorption range around 980 nm. This results in 

efficient up-conversion emission around 550 nm also due to the larger cross-section of 

Yb3+. This combination was actually the first UC-SC device in literature by 

P. Gibart et al. [156], based on a GaAs solar cell after etching the substrate. This 

allowed for sub-band-gap photons to be transmitted and absorbed by a 100 μm thick 

Er3+,Yb3+ vitro-ceramic. An efficiency of 2.5% has been reported under illumination of 

891 nm at 1 W and more recently an output power of 0.339 μW under illumination of 

973 nm at 145.65 W/cm2 [157]. Assuming that the reported values refer to quantum 

efficiency, an estimation of η was unfortunately not given in any of the reports. 

For a-Si, J. de Wild et al. measured an EQE of 0.03% with an excitation of ~980 nm at 

3 W/cm2 [158]. Under the same conditions the UC-SC exhibited an ISC of 6.2 μA and a 

VOC of 0.6 V. Interestingly, one third of this EQE has been attributed to sub-band-gap 

absorption from the a-Si due to a continuous density of localised states. An EQE of 

0.14% with an illumination of 980 nm at 1100 mW/mm2 was reported for 

NaYF4:Er3+,Yb3+,Gd3+ nanorods with Au nanoparticles applied on the front side of a-Si 

cells [159]. Under the same illuminating conditions the highest ISC was 1.16 mA. A 

considerably lower VOC of 0.4 V was reported for these devices, but the voltage 

difference was not discussed. For high band-gap solar cells, photochemical up-

conversion via triplet-triplet annihilation (TTA)  [160] is an approach that receives 
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increased interest lately. Relatively low required irradiance levels were reported [161], 

while a maximum of 49% conversion efficiency is predicted under 1 sun of the 

AM1.5G spectrum [162]. 

For c-Si and lower band-gap solar cells, the absorption of Yb3+ around 980 nm will 

compete with the absorption of c-Si extending to approximately 1200 nm. Therefore 

singly doped Er3+ is predominantly the rare earth applied as a post solar cell up-

converter. Er3+ at its ground state has a configuration of the form [Xe]4f125d06s2 [163]. 

Up-conversion occurs between the intra 4f-4f transitions in Er3+ via the following 

possible routes depicted graphically in Figure 2.20. Long wavelength photons (1450-

1590 nm) are absorbed via ground state absorption (GSA) from the 4I15/2 level to the 
4I13/2 metastable level in the Er3+ ion. From this level, two up-conversion processes are 

possible. Firstly, after absorption of a second photon via excited state absorption (ESA), 

the ion reaches the 4I9/2 level where due to the low lifetime relaxes non-radiatively to 

the 4I11/2 level. 

 

Figure 2.20: Transitions in Er3+ responsible for up-conversion for photovoltaics. Upward solid lines 

represent absorption, downward solid lines represent emission, dotted lines represent energy transfer up-

conversion and non-radiative relaxation is depicted by curved lines. The inset shows the spectrum of the 

main emission around 980 nm upon 1523 nm excitation in β-NaYF4:25%Er3+. 
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A second, and more probable process, occurs after GSA at the 4I13/2 level between two 

neighbouring Er3+ ions where the energy from one ion is transferred to the other, 

leading to energy transfer up-conversion (ETU) to the 4I9/2 for the high energy ion, and 

to the ground state for the low energy ion. Again, the 4I9/2 level relaxes non-radiatively 

to the 4I11/2 level. From this level the ion relaxes radiatively to the ground state via 

emission of a photon with energy equal to the ΔΕ (980 nm peak wavelength emission in 

the inset of Figure 2.20). The energy spacing between the levels of Er3+ and the phonon 

energy of a fluoride host, allow for the majority of transitions to result in emission from 

the 4I11/2 to 4I15/2 in this material. At low power densities this translates up to the 97% of 

the total emission to radiate from this level [164]. 

This was the first rare earth reported by A. Shalav et al. and applied for use with bifacial 

silicon solar cells [165, 166]. Since then, in parallel to the research of materials, 

systematic effort has also been dedicated to the development of the characterisation 

methods [167, 168]. This included standardisation of the figure of merits for materials 

and devices thereof. 

For a luminescent material, the primary figure of merit is the photoluminescence 

quantum efficiency or yield (PLQY) defined as the ratio of emitted photons φε to either 

a) absorbed photons φα for internal PLQY (iPLQY) or b) incident photons φi for 

external PLQY (ePLQY), that is: 
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A relation similar to the PLQY follows for the external quantum efficiency (EQE) of an 

up-conversion solar cell (UC-SC) with power, as 
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              (2.23), 

where P is the power density and n the integer number of low energy photons required 

to create one high energy photon. Although the exponent n follows the theoretical value 

at low irradiance, from experimental studies [165, 169] it has been observed to be 

considerably lower at high irradiance. The most efficient hosts for Er3+ to-date for use in 

conjunction with c-Si have been: 
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• 25% Er3+-doped hexagonal sodium yttrium fluoride (also referred to as β-

NaYF4:25%Er3+ or NaEr0.25Y0.75F4) with 8.4±0.8% iPLQY and 6.5±0.7% ePLQY 

under 1523 nm excitation at 970±43 W/m2 [151]  

• 10% Er3+-doped gadolinium oxysulfide (Gd2O2S:10%Er3+) with 12.0±1.0% iPLQY 

at 700 W/m2 and 6.5±0.5% ePLQY under 1510 nm excitation at 1100±250 W/m2 

[170]. 

• 30% Er3+-doped barium diyttrium octafluoride (BaY2F8:30%Er3+) with 10.1±1.6% 

iPLQY and 9.5±0.7% ePLQY under 1520 nm excitation at 4740±250 W/m2 [171]. 

Nd3+ in fluorochlorozirconate ceramics has been proposed as an up-conversion model 

for Er3+ [172]. With the main absorption at 800 nm however, application of Nd3+ links 

better with higher band-gap solar cells. Other rare earth materials that match with c-Si 

are the trivalent holmium (Ho3+) and Tm3+. The latter was investigated for up-

conversion and down-conversion, due to its peak absorption at 1220 nm and 468 nm 

and emitting at 976 and 808 nm, respectively [173]. 

In an attempt to sensitise Er3+, co-doping with dysprosium (Dy3+) represents another 

scheme [174]. Indeed, co-doping can be a promising approach where additional 

absorption bands were observed in the BaCl2:Er3+,Dy3+ system, whereas the additional 

absorption in the solar spectrum can provide a maximum photocurrent of 0.8 mA/cm2 

[175]. Ho3+, with absorption around 1170 nm and emission at 910 and 650 nm, has been 

investigated by several research groups [176, 177]. It has been also proposed as an up-

conversion with Er3+ in a dual layer system at the back of a solar cell and constrained by 

a back reflector. 

Finally, spectral conversion, or otherwise called spectral concentration, can be 

accomplished by other down-conversion or down-shifting species to complement the 

absorption bands of rare earths. In this approach, the species shift the solar spectrum 

from energy bands out of the excitation band of Er3+. Possible candidates include 

cadmium selenide (CdSe) [145], mercury telluride (HgTe) [178], lead selenide (PbSe) 

[179] and lead sulphide (PbS) [180] quantum dots with broadband absorption and high 

PLQY that can be tailored with photonic structures [181]. 

For the majority of photonic applications, singly doped materials have seen extended 

application where single wavelength conversion and sharp cut-off bands are required. 
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Unfortunately for photovoltaics, this constitutes an additional challenge due to the 

broadband character of the application. The extension of the absorption range, either by 

co-doping or external layers of materials such as other rare earths and quantum dots, 

should not interfere with the emission. Especially at wavelengths where the solar cell 

already responds well, for c-Si this is 980 nm, the extended absorption should not 

induce re-absorption of the up-conversion emission. 

 

2.11 Concepts for up-conversion enhancement 

The two-photon nature of the up-conversion process leads to the non-linear behaviour 

of up-conversion devices with incident power. Reports in the literature on UC-SC 

devices based on NaYF4:Er3+ have been characterised for monochromatic power 

densities in the range of 1000 W/m2 [169, 182]. It is clarified that this power density 

does not correspond to 1 sun, which is the integrated power density over the air-mass 

1.5 global (AM1.5G) solar spectrum [17]. To achieve this, with the monochromatic 

power density per wavelength at the range 1450-1600 nm available in the AM1.5G 

solar spectrum (~0.28 W/m2/nm), a system of approximately 3,500× the available power 

density is required. Alternatively, encompassing more photons in the spectrum by 

broadening and by concentrating the incident spectrum could provide significant 

enhancements at a lower concentration. 

 

2.11.1 Broadband excitation 

Despite the fact that the solar spectrum exhibits a broad bandwidth, up-conversion 

materials have been usually characterised with monochromatic or narrow bandwidth 

sources, such as lasers. Along with the application in photovoltaics, this has been 

addressed recently by the development of methods for broadband characterisation [167, 

183]. Under a broadband spectrum, the excitation bandwidth is increased. 

Consequently, a higher total irradiance can excite the material without increasing the 

monochromatic irradiance. One of the most efficient up-conversion phosphors, β-

NaYF4:25%Er3+, has recently been reported with an ePLQY of 6.6±0.7% under 

broadband excitation of 1.97 MW/m2 [184]. This up-conversion phosphor exhibits 

saturation at a power density above 104 W/m2, which agrees well with extrapolated 
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iPLQY under monochromatic excitation [185]. The equivalent solar concentration can 

be defined as, 

     
∫
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where Pexc is the excitation power density or irradiance at the respective wavelength, 

PAM1.5D the spectral irradiance of the air-mass 1.5 direct (AM1.5D) solar spectrum [17], 

between λ1 and λ2, the integration limits corresponding to the absorption band of the up-

conversion phosphor. For β-NaYF4:25%Er3+
 with an absorption between 1450-1590 nm 

and the power density of 104 W/m2 as mentioned above, this scales to a solar 

concentration of more than 350× the integrated solar irradiance in this range (28 W/m2). 

This clearly presents an order of magnitude difference in comparison to the 

monochromatic excitation. 

 

2.11.2 Geometrical concentration 

Up-conversion as a non-linear process will benefit from a high solar concentration that 

will maximise the emission of high energy photons from each pair of low energy 

photons. For an ideal up-conversion process this emission has a quadratic relation to 

power. However, due to conservation of energy it will saturate at a high power 

depending on the dominant mechanism of depopulation [148] leading to a non-linear 

relation with power.  

The incident power relates to the concentration of the solar spectrum which can be quite 

different between the solar cell and the up-conversion phosphor. Therefore, it would be 

useful to distinguish between the Cexc and the more widely known concentration factor 

Cinc defined by the incident irradiance on the operating wavelength range of the solar 

cell Pinc, as: 
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To obtain the concentration incident on the solar cell, from Equations (2.24) and (2.25) 

it would be: 
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where Cgeo is the required concentration between the solar cell and the up-conversion 

material. This additional concentration Cgeo can be bridged with secondary optics and is 

commonly calculated by the aperture ratio between input and output as: 

     Cgeo = Ain/Aout     (2.27). 

Solar concentration levels equivalent or higher than 350× required for up-conversion are 

currently utilised in high concentration photovoltaic (CPV) systems [44]. These systems 

are designed to operate in the range of 500-1,200 suns [186], while a record of 

84,000 suns has been experimentally demonstrated on earth [187]. The latter record, 

although twice the limit of 42,000 suns in air as mentioned in section 2.6, was achieved 

with sapphire secondary optics having n = 1.76. None of the stated solar concentrations 

specify the concentration as a function of wavelength and it is noted that this 

relationship is not always constant, especially for CPV systems with secondary optics 

which are spectrally dependent [188] due to chromatic or other aberrations. In addition, 

this concentration is an average value, as the spatial distribution can vary significantly 

depending on the geometry of the optics, resulting in higher local concentrations useful 

for up-conversion, but undesirable for the solar cell. 

For silicon solar cells the conversion efficiency is maximised at approximately 100 suns 

[189, 190]. Above this solar concentration, the density of carriers makes Auger 

recombination more probable, effectively reducing the lifetime [191] with subsequent 

reduced efficiency as shown in Figure 2.21. In GaAs solar cells, however, a high carrier 

density does not affect the efficiency until 1000 suns. Above this solar concentration the 

efficiency drops due to increased series resistance in the emitter, base and contacts of 

the solar cell [192, 193]. State-of-the-art solar cells are not designed to operate 

efficiently under such high concentrations due to large series resistance losses that 

further lead to thermal management issues [109, 194]. 

As a consequence, the layered device configuration firstly demonstrated by 

P. Gibart et al. on GaAs cells [156] and later on silicon cells by A. Shalav et al. [165], 
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will lead to operation of the cell at a low efficiency regime. For comparison, the highest 

demonstrated conversion efficiency single junction solar cells is at 92 suns for silicon 

[195] and at 1004 suns for GaAs [196], see Figure 2.21. Therefore, a mismatch exists 

between the optimal concentration for the solar cells and that for the up-conversion 

material. As a direct consequence, an UC-SC with secondary geometrical concentration 

of the sub-band-gap photons transmitted by the solar cell constitutes a promising 

approach. The concentration can be achieved either through internal photon 

management in the material or externally. 

Current approaches for optical management include coupling of the localised electric 

fields via plasmon resonance [197-203], photonic crystals [204-206], or the cooperation 

of both in a solar cell [207] to effectively enhance the local density of optical states in 

the neighbouring Er3+ ions. 

 

 

Figure 2.21: Conversion efficiency of c-Si and GaAs solar cells at high solar concentration, with highest 

efficiency at 100 suns and 1000 suns, respectively. (For Si the data are from reference [195] and for GaAs 

from reference [196]). 
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Geometrical concentration can be utilised with integrated macro-scale optics such as 

slanted metallised back contacts [178], luminescent concentrators [179], or micro-

structured back reflectors [208]. To the best of the author’s knowledge, three reports 

were found in the literature relating to concentration directly on the up-conversion 

material: 

The first approach was proposed by C. Strümpel [178] with localised application of up-

conversion material at the back of solar cells utilised by slanted metallised rear contacts, 

as shown in Figure 2.22. With a slant of Lambertian reflection and width b equal to the 

up-converter, concentration is achieved for angles β greater than 30ο as the excitation 

photons reach the up-converter only for angles greater than 45ο, see inset in Figure 2.22. 

 

 

Figure 2.22: Schematic of a localised application of an up-converter at the back of slanted metallised 

contacts. In the inset, the concentration is displayed as a function of angle β for equal width between the 

up-converter hUC and the slant b. (Adapted from [178]). 

 

By increasing the height of the up-converter, a higher geometrical concentration can be 

achieved. This is up to 2.5× when the width of the slant is three times the up-converter, 

see Figure 2.23(a). The absorption coefficient following a Beer-Lambert law relation 

with the thickness of the up-converter was also calculated. By further integrating the 
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excitation from all sides and including the absorption coefficient of the up-converter, a 

maximum concentration of 2× was estimated at the centre of the up-converter, as shown 

in Figure 2.23(b). 

It can be seen that shading loss from the grid of contacts of the solar cell will occur, 

however the application of the up-converter needs to be aligned in a way that additional 

shading by the front contacts is avoided. An additional advantage is the air-tight sealing 

of the up-converter by the metallised rear contacts that act as the back reflector. At the 

same time the up-converter is protected by oxidation, which can be deleterious 

especially for up-converters in chloride hosts [209]. Unfortunately, further 

implementation of the concept has not been reported. In fact, direct application of rare 

earths in solar cells [210-212] and semiconductors [213-215] is investigated by many 

research groups, albeit poses several challenges. 

 

 

Figure 2.23: (a) Concentration as function angle β of the slant, for different widths of the up-converter 

hUC. (b) Concentration as a function of relative width in the up-converter. (Adapted from [178]). 

 

The second approach was proposed by J.C. Goldschmidt et al. [179] with a fluorescent 

or luminescent solar concentrator (LSC) at the rear of the up-conversion layer to 

increase the solar and spectral concentration of sub-band gap photons, see Figure 2.24. 

In this UC-SC system, a low solar concentration of approximately 10 suns is predicted 

by the LSC and spectral concentration by incorporation of near-infrared (NIR) emitting 

quantum dots to broaden the absorption spectrum of the up-conversion layer. One of the 

strengths of this concept is the incorporation of both geometrical and spectral 

concentration. However, it can be seen that appropriate coupling of the downshifted 
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emission from the quantum dots to the up-conversion material is required. If not, the 

probability for the emission to be reabsorbed would be quite high, since the quantum 

dots are in a LSC which emits only within the emission cone. 

 

 

Figure 2.24: Advanced up-converter system with geometrical and spectral concentration. The inset 

displays the relevant bands in the solar spectrum where the quantum dots aim to shift in order to be 

further absorbed by the up-converter. (Adapted from [179]). 

 

The third approach, proposed by T.F. Schulze et al. [208], consisted of aluminium-

coated spherical reflectors at the back of a-Si TTA solar cells. A schematic of the 

configuration is displayed in Figure 2.25(a), while in Figure 2.25(b) the absorption and 

emission bands of the organic up-converter are depicted with peaks at 670 nm for the 

donor (PQ4Pd) and 550 nm for the acceptor (rubrene), respectively. 

A maximum relative enhancement of 20% in EQE was obtained, see Figure 2.26, in 

comparison to the signal obtained from the flat region of the reflector, shown in the 

inset. The excitation was calculated to an equivalent solar concentration at 47-55 suns, 

however a photocurrent of 5×10-4 mA/cm2 at 1 sun was estimated with this 
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configuration. In addition to the increased up-conversion signal measured directly by 

the a-Si solar cell, lower volumes of up-conversion material were required when 

spherical reflectors were utilised. An enhancement of 4.5× was estimated by further 

optimising the reflector with a material of higher reflectance, and up to 9× with a higher 

density distribution of embossed spheres. 

 

 

Figure 2.25: Schematic of an a-Si solar cell and configuration for variable volumes of the up-converter. 

(b) Absorption and emission spectra of the TTA up-converter, overlapped with the transmission of the a-

Si solar cell. The up-converter consists of PQ4Pd as the donor and rubrene as the acceptor. (Adapted from 

[208]). 

 

It can be seen in the inset of Figure 2.26, that the excitation can be concentrated to 

desired levels, however parabolic instead of spherical cavities could result in a higher 

local concentration. Given that this irradiance is not at a saturated power regime for the 

material, it would further induce a higher photocurrent at the overlying solar cell in 

comparison to a multi-focusing optic. This way it could also reduce additional re-

absorption events in the up-converter. 
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Figure 2.26: Relative EQE of the a-Si TTA solar cell for various up-converter thicknesses, flat and 

embossed spherical back reflector. The distribution of the spherical cavities and the focusing accuracy of 

a 20 μm cavity, are displayed in the inset. (Adapted from [208]). 

 

The abovementioned concepts present a simpler approach for the enhancement of up-

conversion solar cells. They rely on externally shaping the irradiance of the excitation, 

without affecting the up-conversion material. In addition, such integrated geometrical 

optics can potentially bridge the mismatch in concentration between the up-conversion 

material and the solar cell. It constitutes a promising direction and is one of the main 

concepts in this thesis, which I will analyse further in Chapters 6, 7 and 8. 
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Chapter 3 : Methods & materials 

 

3.1 Introduction 

In this chapter, the methods used for acquisition of the results in the chapters to follow 

are presented. First, the method for the calculation and estimation of the irradiance and 

the coupling efficiency via ray-tracing for simulations is presented. Next, a description 

of the methods for the optical characterisation of up-conversion materials and 

concentrating optical elements is given. Further details on the electrical characterisation 

of devices and systems are also presented. Finally, the chapter will close with an 

overview of UC materials and preparation of the concentrating optical elements used in 

this thesis. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

This chapter expands on material from the following publication: G.E. Arnaoutakis, J. Marques-Hueso, 

A. Ivaturi, K.W. Krämer, T.K. Mallick, B.S. Richards, (2013, November). Enhancement of Up-

conversion for Photovoltaics with β-NaYF4:Er3+ and Concentrating Integrated Optics. In Optical 

Nanostructures and Advanced Materials for Photovoltaics, (pp. PT3C-4). Optical Society of America. 

http://dx.doi.org/10.1364/PV.2013.PT3C.4
http://dx.doi.org/10.1364/PV.2013.PT3C.4
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3.2 Ray-tracing and simulations 

The calculations and simulations of the coupling efficiency and the irradiance of the 

optical configurations presented in this thesis were completed in a non-sequential ray-

tracing software package (Optis, Optisworks). This tool is fully integrated with a three-

dimensional (3D) computer aided design (CAD) package (Dassault Systèmes, 

Solidworks). Consequently, all the models of the optical configurations were initially 

designed in 3D. Each individual optical element was designed at first. Then, the 

elements required for every optical configuration were incorporated into one assembly. 

This required the distribution of each element along a virtual optical axis that further 

allowed for angularly resolved simulations. 

The simulations use a non-sequential ray-tracing engine. That is, light emitted from the 

source can be traced and split several times through the optical configurations, which 

represents more accurately the physical model. This method of ray-tracing is preferred 

when studying optics with multiple reflections and scattering, in contrast to sequential 

ray-tracing. In the latter, rays are traced through one optical element at a time. As the 

dimension of the optics approaches the wavelength, diffraction becomes more probable 

and other methods are required to accurately predict the behaviour of diffracted light 

[216, 217]. At this scale, the propagation of electromagnetic fields by solving the 

Maxwell equations provides acceptable solutions, implemented in methods such as the 

finite-difference time-domain (FDTD) [218]. The non-sequential ray-tracing engine is 

therefore physically valid when the size of the optics is a few orders of magnitude larger 

than the wavelength [216]. For light throughout this thesis in the range of 1 μm, this 

translates to 100 μm. Consequently, ray optics and non-sequential tracing is the method 

that can accurately resolve the studied optics. 

A geometrical aspect that affects the ray-tracing and the accuracy of the simulations is 

the tessellation of an optical element. This can be described either by the magnitude of 

deflection of a ray interacting with the element, or as the maximum width of the facets 

comprising the optical element. Decreasing the tessellation increases the computation 

time. However, the tessellation needs only be smaller than the size of the element. For 

most configurations throughout this thesis (cf. Figure 3.1), 0.02 mm was the minimum 

facet width used, while 0.05 mm and 1 mm was adequate for most optical elements. 
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Figure 3.1: Tessellation of the surface of an optical element as implemented in the non-sequential ray-

tracing. 

 

3.2.1 Optical material properties 

Once the geometrical 3D design was complete, the optical characteristics of the 

geometries could be set. First, the source of illumination was defined. Based on the 

illuminating area of the source A, the optical flux Φ was calculated from the desired 

irradiance E according to, Φ = E A. Uniform emittance was used for all the modelled 

sources. For simulations of optical configurations under the sun, the source was 

modelled as a solid disk emitting light at a limited half-angle of 0.27ο, unless otherwise 

stated. If the simulated solar spectrum was AM1.5G, the irradiance of the disk was 

1000 W/m2 or 900 W/m2 if the AM1.5D was used. These irradiance values agree with 

the proposed irradiance spectra as standardised by ASTM [17, 18]. A summary of the 

source parameters is given in Table 3.1. 
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Table 3.1: Summary of the parameters used in the presented optical configurations. 

 
Broadband 

coupling model 

(Chapter 4) 

Up-conversion model 

(Chapters 6, 7, 8) 

Source  Excitation Emission 

Irradiance (W/m2) 900 190 190 

Emittance Uniform Uniform Uniform 

Intensity Lambertian Lambertian Lambertian 

Half-angle (o) 0 0 90 

Spectrum (nm) 280-4000 (AM1.5D) 1522-1523 930-1060 

 

The surface quality of an optical element is defined by the absorbance A(λ), the 

reflectance R(λ) and the transmittance T(λ) of the surface. For the configurations and the 

wavelengths ranges throughout this thesis, optically polished surfaces were assumed. 

This implies that the light-matter interaction was considered spectrally constant at the 

surface. For propagation of light in the material however, the spectral variation of 

dispersion and absorption was fully defined in the material properties. In particular, the 

refractive index n of the optical materials was calculated with the Sellmeier equation 

[219-221], 

 ∑
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where λ is the wavelength, Ai the oscillator strength constant and li the oscillator 

wavelength. For most common optical glasses the constants Ai and oscillator 

wavelengths li, the so-called Sellmeier coefficients, are widely tabulated. For example 

the coefficients for fused silica [222] and BK7 glass [223] are displayed in Table 3.2. 

For materials that coefficients were not given, the spectral dispersion and absorption 

coefficients as a function of wavelength were used. All materials were considered as 

isotropic and non-scattering, unless otherwise stated. The refractive indices and 

absorption coefficients of the used materials are presented in Figure 3.2. 
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Table 3.2: Three-term Sellmeier coefficients for materials used in the presented models. 

 Fused silica BK7 
A1 0.69617 1.03961 
l1 0.0684 0.07746 
A2 0.40794 0.23179 
l2 0.11624 0.14148 
A3 0.89748 1.01047 
l3 9.89616 10.1765 
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Figure 3.2: Refractive index and absorption coefficients of the materials used for optical modelling. 

 

Finally, irradiance detectors were defined on the optical systems. An irradiance detector, 

similar to an experimental setup, was defined by rectangular surfaces mapping the 

apertures of the investigated optics. Consequently, the detector was defined fully by its 

area and a plane facing the optical element, i.e. the side that detects light. This way, the 

figures of merit could be then quantified. For example, the irradiance and concentration 

of an optical system was quantified by two detectors, at the entry and exit aperture. 

Equally, the coupling efficiency of an optical system could be calculated by having 

knowledge of the illuminated area and the optical power. 
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3.2.2 Ray-tracing examples 

Once all geometrical and optical parameters of the configurations were defined, the ray-

tracing and the simulation could be implemented. Ray-tracing was first run to acquire a 

qualitative account of the coupling and the losses in the optical configuration. Errors in 

the interfaces due to insufficient tessellation or inconsistency of the optical properties 

could also be identified. For all simulations an adequate number of rays was used 

(usually 107) to ensure low noise and high resolution. 

One example can be seen in Figure 3.3 where configurations for the broadband coupling 

in optical fibres are displayed. The light coupled in the fibre and guided toward its end 

can be seen. Stray rays at the end of each taper are visible. It can also be seen that out-

coupling occurs especially for rays impinging at more oblique angles, i.e. the peripheral 

rays of the lens. The effect is more pronounced for the lens with a shorter focal length. 

For this configuration, this first account also allowed for an estimation of the optimum 

distance between the primary and the secondary optics. 

 

Figure 3.3: Ray-tracing of two configurations for broadband coupling in optical fibres. (a) A f/1.31 lens 

with a taper of angle a 14.04ο and (b) a f/3.28 with a taper of angle a 9.46ο. The optical fibre of NA 0.48 

with boundaries marked by broken lines was used in both configurations. In-coupling and out-coupling 

can be seen as rays guided in the fibre and stray rays at the end of the taper, respectively. 
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The effect of chromatic aberration of primary lenses could also be examined through 

ray-tracing. As shown in Figure 3.4, the effect of chromatic aberration when coupling 

light from an f/9.84 lens in a taper of angle a 3.18ο is clearly displayed. From (a) 

300 nm light, the focus shifts to a longer distance as the wavelength increases to (b) 

500 nm, (c) 1000 nm and (d) 1700 nm. The same effect is also observed for an f/2.19 

lens and taper of angle a 14.04ο for the same wavelengths in Figure 3.5. 

 

Figure 3.4: Ray-tracing indicating the spectral dependence of the coupling between a f/9.84 lens and a 

taper of angle a 3.18ο. The effect of the chromatic aberration of the lens is shown for the wavelengths 

(a) 300 nm, (b) 500 nm, (c) 1000 nm and (d) 1700 nm. 

 

Figure 3.5: Ray-tracing indicating the spectral dependence of the coupling for a f/2.19 lens and taper of 

angle a 14.04ο. The effect of the chromatic aberration of the lens for the wavelengths (a) 300 nm, 

(b) 500 nm, (c) 1000 nm and (d) 1700 nm is displayed. 
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3.3 Characterisation methods 

This section is dedicated to the optical configurations and setups used for 

characterisation of the devices and systems investigated in this thesis. The sources of 

illumination are presented first, followed by the characterisation of the 

photoluminescence quantum yield (PLQY) of up-conversion materials. Then, the setups 

for characterisation of optical fibres are presented closing with the setup for electrical 

characterisation of the up-conversion solar cells. 

 

3.3.1 Monochromatic excitation 

A Fabry-Pérot tunable laser was used as a source for monochromatic excitation. This 

type of laser is based on an InGaAsP diode as the active medium. The diode is placed in 

a resonator arrangement, formed by a diffraction grating in Littrow configuration, i.e. 

with equal incident and diffraction angles, and the diode itself (cf. Figure 3.6). The 

diffraction grating is used for wavelength selection in addition to a Fabry-Pérot 

interferometer (étalon) [224]. The selection of the wavelength in this system is achieved 

by adjusting the resonant modes of the diode with the reflectance maxima of the étalon 

and the diffraction grating. By mechanically controlling the tilt of the diffraction grating 

and the étalon, the reflection angles can be adjusted. The output of the resonator is 

further coupled into a fibre pig-tail with 9 μm angled ends and NA of 0.1. This results in 

a source with a FWHM of 0.1 nm [225], tunable between 1450-1590 nm. 

 

 

Figure 3.6: Schematic of optical elements required for wavelength selection in a tunable laser (Adapted 

by [225] with permission of the Hewlett-Packard Company). 
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The output of the tunable laser was coupled into an optical fibre (Thorlabs, P3-1550A-

FC-1) supporting single mode propagation over the entire wavelength range and again 

collimated with a lens of NA 0.15 (Thorlabs, F280APC-1550). The beam width was 

determined according to the second moment criterion (d4σ). The standard deviation of a 

cross section x of the beam with centre of gravity x0 along the direction of propagation 

is given by [226], 
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Since the width of a Gaussian beam w is well approximated by twice the variance σ, the 

d4σ width of the beam can be calculated for the cross section of the beam. The 

horizontal and vertical cross sections of the beam, characterised by a NIR camera 

(Electrophysics, Micronviewer 7290A), can be seen in Figure 3.7. The camera uses a 

lead-oxysulfide (PbO2S) detector of area 9.5×12.7 mm in a vidicon tube configuration 

[227]. Contrary to charge-coupled-devices (CCD) that detect in distinct elements or 

pixels, in this configuration the beam is imaged on a photoconductive film. The image 

on the film is then scanned by an electron beam emitted by the detector and the voltage 

difference is used to reproduce the image [228]. A continuous profile was therefore 

scanned with a resolution of 240 lines per mm. The detector has a broad spectral 

response from 400 nm to 2000 nm. The profile of the laser beam was characterised for 

different wavelengths across the range 1450 – 1590 nm and at the available flux 

between 0.1 – 6 mW. At a flux higher than 2 mW, neutral density filters (Thorlabs, 

NEK01S) were used to avoid saturation of the detector above its damage threshold of 

1 mW/cm2. 
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Figure 3.7: Irradiance profile of the monochromatic tunable laser at 1523 nm after collimation. 

 

From Equation (3.2) the d4σ width was calculated as wx = 3.82 mm and wy = 4.54 mm. 

It can be seen that the profile of the beam is asymmetric along the axis of propagation. 

Consequently, the d4σ diameter of 4.20 mm was taken as the best approximation for 

calculations of the illuminating area. The irradiance of the laser in the range of the 

available flux for the wavelengths 1493, 1522 and 1523 nm is shown in Figure 3.8. 
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Figure 3.8: Irradiance of the laser in the range of the available flux. The irradiance is shown for the 

wavelengths of the peak response of the up-conversion materials used in power dependent measurements. 
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In configurations where the beam was focused, the irradiance at the focus of the beam 

was calculated with the equation [229], E = P w0
2 π λ-2 f-2, where P is the total flux and 

w0 is the waist of the unfocused beam, λ the excitation wavelength and f the focal length 

of the lens. The calculation assumes that the beam illuminates 99% of the aperture of 

the lens and the 1/e criterion with 86% of the power within the focused spot. The 

divergence of the collimated beam was also characterised. The profile was measured at 

10 intervals between 10 cm and 90 cm from the collimating lens. This range covered the 

length of illumination of the setup for electrical characterisation of the solar cells 

presented in section 3.3.5. Consequently, the degree of divergence was calculated from 

the tangent of the hypotenuse in the half triangle between two profiles in a maximum 

half-angle of 0.02ο. 

 

3.3.2 Broadband excitation 

The optical setup used to characterise the PLQY of the up-conversion materials under 

broadband excitation can be seen in the schematic of Figure 3.9. A 1000 W quartz 

tungsten halogen (QTH) lamp (Oriel, 66187) was used as the excitation source. The 

output of the QTH lamp was collected by a spherical mirror and plano-convex lenses. 

The collected light was guided into a fluorescence spectrometer via a multimode optical 

fibre (Thorlabs, BFL48-1000) and collimated with an f/1 plano-convex lens (Thorlabs, 

LA1951-C). A series of short and long wave-pass filters (Edmund Optics) have been 

used to adjust the desired spectral windows in Figure 3.10. In addition, a 300 μm thick 

silicon wafer and a long wave-pass filter centred at 1200 nm were used to block 

wavelengths below 1100 nm.  
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Figure 3.9: Schematic of the optical setup for characterisation of up-conversion materials under 

broadband excitation. 

 

Fluorescence measurements were performed in a fluorescence spectrometer (Edinburgh 

Instruments, FLS920) equipped with a Jobin-Yvon integrating sphere, Czerny-Turner 

monochromators and liquid nitrogen (LN2)-cooled NIR photomultiplier tube 

(Hamamatsu, R5509-72). 

The integrated power was measured with a thermal detector (Thorlabs, S302C) of 

maximum calibration uncertainty ±5% and the focused beam diameter of 1.86 mm was 

characterised by a NIR camera (Electrophysics, Micronviewer 7290A). 

Figure 3.10 shows the excitation spectrum of Er3+ in β-NaYF4 on the right vertical axis 

and the power density on the left vertical axis as a function of wavelength. The spectral 

windows were selected in order to investigate the cumulative effect of the broadband 

excitation on wavelengths other than the main resonant peaks at 1508 and 1523 nm. 
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Figure 3.10: The excitation spectrum of β-NaYF4:25%Er3+ under monochromatic excitation (black solid 

line) resulting to the 4I11/2  4I15/2 transition (980 nm emission) and the broadband spectra used to excite 

the samples for iPLQY measurements. 

 

3.3.3 Photoluminescence quantum yield 

A fluorescence spectrometer (Edinburgh Instruments, FS920) was used for 

characterisation of the photoluminescence and the PLQY of up-conversion materials. 

The instrument uses single photon counting with sensitivity greater than 750,500 cps. 

This provides a maximum signal to noise ratio (SNR) of 6000:1 and a maximum 

resolution of 0.1 nm. The accuracy of the technique has been estimated as ±10%. The 

instrument is equipped with two gratings at the excitation and three at the emission 

monochromator. The excitation gratings have peaks at 300 nm and 1200 nm, while the 

emission at 500 nm, 750 nm and 1200 nm. The single photon counting extended red 

photomultiplier (PMT) (Hamamatsu, R928) has a detection range of 185 – 900 nm and 

the analogue liquid nitrogen (LN2) cooled NIR PMT (Hamamatsu, R5509-72) 900 – 

1700 nm. An integrating sphere made of Spectralon, known for its high lambertian 

reflectance over the entire wavelength range, was used. 
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Upon excitation of the sample at an angle, a fraction of light is reflected from the 

surface facing the excitation beam. This amount depends on the quality of the sample's 

surface and the geometry of the setup. Therefore, an appropriate angle was found to 

maximise the emission and obtain an adequate SNR. One side of the sample was 

polished. This side was used for measurements as it consistently resulted in higher 

emission. Before every measurement, maximum signal was obtained by adjusting the 

slit size accordingly. The signal rate was set so adequate signal reached the detector, but 

not more than the upper limit to avoid saturation. After the optimum signal rate is 

obtained, synchronous, excitation or emission scans could be performed. For an 

excitation scan, the emission wavelength was set at the emission peak and the 

measurement range varies along the excitation range. To acquire an emission scan, the 

excitation wavelength was fixed at the excitation peak (obtained from an excitation 

scan) and the measurement varied along the emission range. Correction was applied 

after every scan, in order to obtain pure spectra without effects of the instrument 

(integrating sphere, monochromator, and detector). 

For the calculation of iPLQY four emission spectra were recorded: i) a spectrum of the 

reference over the excitation range La, ii) a spectrum of the reference over the emission 

of the sample Ea, iii) a spectrum of the sample over the excitation range Lc, iv) the 

emission spectrum of the sample Ec. By substituting the emitted photons with Ec – Ea 

and the absorbed photons with La – Lc in Equation (2.21), the iPLQY was calculated 

from the following equation: 
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with λ1-λ2 the emission and λ3-λ4 the excitation band. The iPLQY of β-NaYF4:25%Er3+ 

characterised under the broadband excitation in section 3.3.2, see Figure 3.10, are 

summarised in Table 3.3. The highest iPLQY, 4.27%, is given with the broadest 

excitation of 200 nm, which covers all the excitation spectrum of Er3+ and encompasses 

more photons per unit area. A decrease by 0.35% is shown by removing the excitation 

between 1400-1450 nm, and a decrease by 1.66% after removal of the 1550-1600 nm 

excitation. After reduction to the 1500-1550 nm excitation the iPLQY is reduced by a 

further 0.65%, which results to 1.61%. An improvement of 0.05% is also observed by 
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extending the excitation 1450-1550 nm to 1400-1550 nm, indicating the additional 

emission by exciting the absorption tail of Er3+. 

 

Table 3.3: iPLQY corresponding to the broadband excitation spectra of Figure 3.10. 

Spectral range of 
excitation (nm) 

FWHM 
(nm) 

Irradiance 
(W/m2) iPLQY (%) 

1400-1600 200 290 4.27 
1400-1550 150 235 2.21 
1450-1600 150 230 3.92 
1450-1550 100 163 2.26 
1450-1500 50 93 0.58 
1500-1550 50 86 1.61 

 

The iPLQY values in Table 3.3 are comparable with these in references [168, 183]. 

However, the iPLQY and the integrated broadband irradiance should be taken with care 

as a correction for the broadband excitation and the mismatch with the AM1.5G 

spectrum has not been applied. The first correction accounts for the re-emission of the 

sample from the 4I13/2 to the 4I15/2 level in the excitation spectrum, presented as a 

negative absorptance value of the sample. The second correction accounts for the 

disagreement between the spectrum of the experimental broadband excitation and the 

solar spectrum at AM1.5G conditions. 

 

3.3.4 Broadband coupling in tapered optical fibres 

The optical setup for characterisation of the coupling in tapered fibres is shown in 

Figure 3.11. A 1000 W quartz tungsten halogen (QTH) lamp (Oriel, 66187) was used as 

the illumination source. The measured spectrum of this source is shown in the inset of 

Figure 4.6. It corresponds to the spectrum emitted by a black body of correlated colour 

temperature 3200 K [118, 230]. A helium-neon (He-Ne) laser (Melles Griot, 

25LHR991-249, 632.8 nm, 10 mW) was also used for coupling efficiency 

measurements and alignment. Double and triple axis linear translation stages were used 

for accurate alignment within ±0.5 mm for the vertical and horizontal axes and within 

±1 mm along the optical axis. Alignment of the optical elements was carried out with a 

He-Ne laser source and an iris. The He-Ne source was first placed on a 3-axis stage with 
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pitch and yaw control, aiming at the centre of the optical axis of the system. Then, by 

traversing the iris along the optical axis, the pitch and yaw of the laser were adjusted to 

achieve acceptable alignment. Uncoated 2" BK7 plano-convex lenses with 90% clear 

aperture were used for collimation and focus of the beam through a pinhole of 1 mm. 

The achieved collimation was measured within ±0.5ο. 

 

Figure 3.11: Schematic of the optical setup for characterisation of the broadband coupling in tapered 

optical fibres. 

 

The power at the input of the coupling configurations was measured with a thermal 

power meter (Ophir, 1000W) of diameter 34 mm and surface area 907.46 mm2. An 

additional f/2 plano-convex lens was used to allow for the measurement of the input 

power of the system. For total power measurements at the end of the fibre, a thermal 

detector was used (Thorlabs, S302C) with maximum calibration uncertainty of ±5%, 

while for spectral characterisation a Czerny-Turner monochromator with f = 110 mm 

(Spectral Products, CM110) with calibrated silicon and germanium photodiodes 

(Newport, 818-UV and 818-IR, respectively) were utilised. 
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3.3.5 Fluorescence spectroscopy in optical fibres 

Spectroscopic characterisation of the Er3+-doped optical fibres has been performed in 

the setup depicted in Figure 3.12. A fibre-coupled tuneable laser (HP-Agilent, 8168-F, 

6 mW at 1523 nm) was used as an excitation source. Further details on this source are 

given in section 3.3.1. The excitation beam was focused with a microscope objective 

lens of NA = 0.4 (Newport, M-20X). Three-axis compact flexure translation stages 

(Melles Griot, 17AMB003/T) were used for alignment of the pump in the optical fibres. 

 

 

Figure 3.12: Schematic of the optical setup for the characterisation of Er3+-doped fibres. 

 

A portable fibre cleaver (Fitel, S325A) was used to cleave the fibres into the desired 

lengths. The cleaver enabled 0ο cleaving for fibres with cladding of diameter 0.125 μm 

and coating from 0.25 μm to 0.90 μm. Supported cleave lengths varied between 

3 and 20 mm, while for cleaving longer fibres, the disposal compartment was removed. 

The optical fibres were mounted as cleaved on V-grooved flexure stages (Thorlabs, 

HFF003) and the emission was collected from the opposite end of the doped fibre. A 

multimode fibre (Thorlabs, BFL48-1000) was utilised for collection of the emission, 

directly butt-coupled to the doped fibre with refractive index matching liquid (Cargille, 

L-RIA-165). This allowed for a coupling with reduced reflection at the facets of the 

optical fibres. The emission was finally guided into the emission arm of a fluorescence 

spectrometer (Edinburgh Instruments, FLS920), equipped with Czerny-Turner 

monochromators and a liquid nitrogen (LN2)-cooled NIR photomultiplier tube 

(Hamamatsu, R5509-72). 
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3.3.5 Electrical characterisation of up-conversion solar cells 

The up-conversion solar cells were characterised in the setup displayed in Figure 3.13. 

The system was illuminated at normal incidence with monochromatic illumination from 

the NIR tunable laser (HP-Agilent, 8168-F) covering a wavelength range of 1450-

1590 nm as presented in section 3.3.1. The laser was fibre-coupled and collimated, 

resulting in a beam with a second moment width diameter (d4σ) of 4.20 mm and a 

divergence half-angle of 0.02ο, characterised with a NIR camera (Electrophysics, 

Micronviewer 7290A). No additional illumination bias was applied during this 

characterisation. The entire setup was enclosed to minimise the interference of stray 

light with the measurements. The level of stray light and noise was measured as the 

photocurrent from one of the bifacial solar cells in the range of 0.3-0.5 nA. 

 

 

Figure 3.13: Schematic of the optical setup for electrical characterisation of up-conversion solar cells. 

 

The photocurrent generated from the solar cell was measured with a source-meter 

(Keithley Instruments, 2440-C) and the power incident on the device was measured 

using a calibrated germanium photodiode (Newport, 818-IR). For the power density at 
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the up-conversion phosphor, the same illumination system was used, but the phosphor 

at the output of each optic has been replaced with an integrating sphere attached with 

the germanium photodiode, both calibrated for the excitation wavelength. By having 

knowledge of the incident power Pin the following relationship was used to determine 

the external quantum efficiency (EQE): 

     in

sc

eP
hcIEQE
λ

=
,     (3.4) 

where h is Planck’s constant in m2kg/s, c the speed of light in m/s, λ the excitation 

wavelength in m and e the electronic charge in coulombs. The current-voltage (I-V) 

characteristics of the solar cell configurations were determined by sweeping the voltage 

from zero until open-circuit VOC. From these, the FF and the η of the up-conversion 

solar cell configurations under sub-band-gap illumination could be calculated from 

Equations (2.3) and (2.2), respectively. 

 

3.3.6 Spectrophotometry 

An UV/Vis/NIR spectrophotometer (Perkin Elmer, Lambda 950) was used for 

transmission measurements, equipped with an integrating sphere to support solid angles 

up to 2π sr from the exit apertures of each optical element. The absorption, 

transmittance and reflectance of samples and optical components such as lenses, filters 

etc. were also measured. The photoelectric accuracy of the instrument is ±0.0003A, 

while a relative uncertainty of less than 0.5% is quoted in the calibration certificate by 

the manufacturer. The range of measurements for this instrument varies from 175 – 

3300 nm and the resolution is between 0.05 – 5 nm for UV/Visible range and 0.20 – 

20.00 nm for NIR range. The scan range and step, beam height and width can be 

selected through software. Depending on the range of measurement (UV, Visible, NIR) 

the software changes to the suitable detector. The spectrophotometer is equipped with 

deuterium and tungsten halogen lamps, photomultiplier (PMT) detector for the 

UV/Visible range and a Peltier controlled PbS detector for the NIR range. 
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3.4 Materials 

In this section, details on the building blocks of the up-conversion solar cells will be 

given. In particular, the up-conversion materials will be presented after the bifacial 

silicon solar cells. Finally, further details on the fabrication of tapered optical fibres will 

close the chapter. 

 

3.4.1 Bifacial silicon solar cells 

Three types of silicon bifacial solar cells were utilised for up-conversion measurements 

in this thesis. The transmittance of the solar cells is shown in Figure 3.14. The 

increasing performance, possibly associated with the evolution of experience, can be 

clearly seen. In order of increasing transmittance at 1500 nm, this is 24% for the 

textured bifacial, which was superseded by 40% for the planar bifacial, finally 

championed by 84% exhibited by the planar solar cell with optimised ARC. Further 

details for each of these solar cells will be given next. 
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Figure 3.14: Transmittance of the bifacial silicon solar cells utilised in this thesis. 
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3.4.2 Textured bifacial mono-crystalline silicon solar cells 

The first UC-SC during the course of this thesis utilised textured bifacial mono-

crystalline silicon solar cells (PVG, Earth-ON190). A single ARC coating of SiN was 

applied on both sides. Information about the texture geometry of the cells was not 

available from the manufacturer. The transmittance of the solar cells however, (see 

Figure 3.14) agrees with this of bifacial cells with V-grooves and inverted pyramids 

[231]. The EQE of the solar cell between 1450 and 1590 nm with the β-NaYF4:25%Er3+ 

was characterised and is shown in Figure 3.15 and the power dependence at 1523 nm in 

Figure 3.16. 
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Figure 3.15: EQE of UC-SC at 7.34 W/cm2 illumination between 1450-1590 nm. 

 

An EQE of 6.93% under 1523 nm illumination at 22.05 W/cm2 was measured, 

corresponding to a normalised EQE (NEQE) of 0.31 cm2/W. The NEQE is commonly 

used to compare between non-linear devices and materials characterised under different 

excitation conditions, to allow for comparisons in a linear regime. It can be seen 

however, that the NEQE is not constant and also follows a non-linear relation at 

different powers. 
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Figure 3.16: Power dependent EQE and NEQE of the UC-SC under 1523 nm illumination. 

 

3.4.3 Bifacial rear-line-contacted-concentrator solar cells 

Rear-line-contacted-concentrator (RLCC) solar cells were utilised afterwards. The solar 

cells are made as back contact-back junction (BCBJ) on one side, allowing minimum 

shadowing on the other side from a grid of fingers and bus-bars. They were illuminated 

from the back-side where both contacts are deposited, i.e. the grid-free side was facing 

the up-conversion material. The transmittance of the solar cells is shown in Figure 3.14. 

For the devices with tapered and parabolic integrated optics, a microscope glass slide 

was used between the solar cell and the optics by application of an additional layer of 

matching liquid between the interfaces. This allowed for the mechanical support of the 

solar cell that could not be accomplished with the small apertures of these optics. The 

EQE of the devices was finally corrected for the transmittance of the glass slide. 

 

3.4.4 Planar bifacial silicon solar cells optimised for up-conversion 

The optimised for up-conversion bifacial silicon solar cells were made in the Fraunhofer 

Institute for Solar Energy Systems by the group of Dr. J.C. Goldschmidt. A rectangular 

copper frame of 35 mm width, enabling collection of carriers by the front and back 

contacts of the bifacial solar cells, was used (see Figure 3.17). The up-conversion layer 
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or the concentrating optics were attached directly beneath the cell after a thin layer of 

index matching liquid. Finally, beneath the up-conversion layer a block of PTFE or an 

Au-coated glass slide was used as a back reflector. 

 

 

Figure 3.17: Schematic of the up-conversion solar cell devices. A copper frame was used for support and 

as a back contact, while liquid of appropriate refractive index was used between solar cell, concentrating 

optics, up-conversion material and back reflector. 

 

3.4.5 Erbium-doped NaYF4 

The first up-conversion phosphor used for the UC-SC in this thesis, NaYF4:25%Er3+, 

was prepared in the department of chemistry and biochemistry of the University of 

Bern, by the group of Dr. K.W. Krämer. The phosphor can be formed in two phases. 

The cubic, also called a-phase, and the hexagonal, the β-phase. The β-phase displayed 

in Figure 3.18(a) exhibits the most efficient up-conversion emission upon doping with 

lanthanoids by substitution of Y3+ [143]. The lattice parameters of the β-phase are a and 

b 5.97567 Å and c = 3.53053 Å [232] shown in Figure 3.18(b), while when doped with 

Er3+ the parameters were reported as a and b 5.959 Å and c = 3.514 Å [233]. 
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Figure 3.18: (a) SEM photograph of the NaYF4 phosphor with a crystal size ranging between 1-3 μm and 

up to 200 μm for larger aggregates. (b) Crystal structure determined by x-ray crystallography. (Adapted 

from [232]). 

 

Before incorporation into the UC-SC, the phosphor in powder form was encapsulated in 

a solid state layer of perfluorocyclobutane (PFCB). This host was chosen for its 

matching refractive index and phonon energy, in order to minimise parasitic scattering 

and absorption of the UC emission. In the literature the refractive index of NaYF4 is 

taken as 1.482, the same as that of NaYF3 [233]. The average phonon energy of NaYF4 

was determined as ~360 cm-1 [234] by the weighted average of the three strongest 

phonon modes of the Raman spectrum shown in Figure 3.19. 

 

Figure 3.19: Raman spectrum of NaYF4 at room temperature upon 9394.5 cm-1 excitation. The strongest 

phonon modes can be seen at 298 cm−1 370 cm-1 and 418 cm−1. (Adapted from [234]). 
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PFCB is a semi-fluorinated polymer of 1,1,1-tris (4-trifluorovinyloxy phenyl) ethane. A 

polymer host is preferable in comparison to other solid state hosts such as glass, as it 

can be processed at a lower temperature. The refractive index of PFCB was determined 

to be between 1.4785 and 1.5036 at 1550 nm [235]. By Raman spectroscopy, the 

phonon energy of PFCB was determined as ~1600 cm-1 originating from hydrocarbon 

(C-H) bond vibrations [236, 237]. The solid samples utilised in the UC-SC in Chapters 

6 and 7 were cut into discs of 12.5 mm diameter and polished down to a thickness of 

1 mm. 

 

3.4.6 Erbium-doped BaY2F8 

The second up-conversion crystal used for UC-SC in this thesis, BaY2F8:30%Er3+, was 

made at the department of physics "E. Fermi" of the University of Pisa, in the group of 

Prof. M. Tonelli. The structure of the crystal is monoclinic C2/m, with prism angles 

α = β = 90°, γ = 99.676ο and lattice constants a = 6.972 Å, b = 10.505 Å and c = 4.260 

Å [238, 239], see Figure 3.20. The refractive index of BaY2F8 has been determined as 

1.59, while its phonon energy as ~350 cm-1 [240]. 

 

Figure 3.20: A unit cell of the simplified crystal structure of the BaY2F8. The 12-vertex polyhedron of 

BaF12 is shown in pink and the 8-vertex YF8 polyhedron in grey. (Adapted from [239]). 
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The asymmetric structure of the crystal leads to the extended absorption and emission 

from the active doping material, in this case Er3+. The crystals were prepared in Argon 

under low pressure conditions with the Czochralski method. The final crystals were cut 

in rectangular blocks and polished to optical quality. The dimensions of the up-

conversion crystal utilised in the UC-SC in Chapter 8 were 10.08×10.03×2.33 mm3. 

 

3.4.7 Tapered optical fibres 

The tapers were made in the glass workshop of Heriot-Watt University by P. Allan. The 

fabrication involved softening and extruding silica rods and attached to optical fibres 

after removing a short segment of the coating. One end of the silica rods was held on a 

lathe. Then, heat from a torch was applied, while the other end of the rod was pulled and 

extended to the required length along the rotation axis of the lathe. By pulling the rod by 

its ends while heating, the cross-section of the rod was reduced at the centre and a bi-

conical geometry was obtained. The pulled rod was then cut at the centre into a pair of 

frusta and heated again at the narrow end to create a smoother surface. The wide surface 

of the frustum, later used as the entry aperture, was polished with 0.25 μm abrasive 

diamond particles. Finally, the optical fibres held through a pipette where attached to 

the narrow end of the tapers by an additional application of heat. The cladding and the 

coating of the optical fibres was removed before the connection with the tapers by an 

appropriate stripping tool (Thorlabs, T28S46). 

Vibration during the pulling process resulted in undulations towards the narrow ends of 

the tapers. These were especially pronounced in the longer tapers of angle 2-3ο. In total 

six tapers were prepared and attached to optical fibres, all shown in Figure 3.21. The 

undulations additionally resulted at an off-centre alignment of the optical fibre during 

the attachment. These tapers as a consequence had a reduced monochromatic coupling 

efficiency. Upon illumination of a taper of angle a 2.38ο with the He-Ne laser source 

focused with an f/6.56 lens the coupling efficiency was 37.73%. The theoretical 

coupling efficiency for the same lens-taper configuration estimated by the model was 

87.99%, hence the analysis was performed only for the best three tapers. 
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Figure 3.21: Photograph of the tapered fibres prepared in-house during this thesis. Undulations created 

during fabrication are clearly visible for the longer tapers. 

 

The geometrical specifications of the prepared tapers are listed in Table 3.4. The profile 

of the tapers 2 and 3 does not suffer from undulations while drawing, but has a 

hyperbolic profile, the effect of which is discussed in section 4.4. The f/# of the 

focusing lenses was 5.47, 3.28 and 2.19 for tapers 1, 2 and 3, respectively. 

 

Table 3.4: Geometrical specifications of the in-house prepared tapers 

Taper 1 2 3 
din  (mm) 11.25 10.72 11.62 
L (mm) 111.53 28.92 18.81 
α (°) 2.89 10.5 17.16 

 

Step index low-OH multimode fibres were used, consisting of silica core 600 μm ±2%, 

hard polymer cladding 630 μm ±2% and Tefzel coating 1040 μm ±2% (Thorlabs, 

BFL48-600). 
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Chapter 4 : Coupling and spectral dependence of primary and 

secondary optics with optical fibres 

 

4.1 Introduction 

The requirements for efficient coupling of sunlight in optical fibres as described in 

Chapter 2 are optimal matching between primary and secondary optics, while 

embodying practical advantages for a real system. These requirements are analysed in 

this chapter for a novel design that consists of spherical lenses as primary concentration 

optics and dielectric tapers as secondary optics. This results in a simple two-stage 

concentrator of flexible design able to reach high concentration of 2000 suns at the end 

of a single optical fibre, as the experiments have shown. In addition, solar concentration 

as a function of wavelength of the incident light is used for the first time to the best 

knowledge in the characterisation of a CPV system. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

This chapter expands on material from the following publications: G.E. Arnaoutakis, J. Marques-Hueso, 

T.K. Mallick, B.S. Richards, (2013). Coupling of sunlight into optical fibres and spectral dependence for 

solar energy applications. Solar Energy, 93, 235-243. G.E. Arnaoutakis, J. Marques-Hueso, 

B.S. Richards, T.K. Mallick, (2012, June). Propagation of white light through optical fibres for CPV 

systems. In SPIE 8438 Photonics for Solar Energy Systems IV, (pp. 843811-843811). Society of Photo-

Optical Instrumentation Engineers. 

http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.solener.2013.04.008
http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.solener.2013.04.008
http://dx.doi.org/10.1117/12.922134
http://dx.doi.org/10.1117/12.922134
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4.2 Experimental details 

4.2.1 Primary optics – spherical plano-convex lenses 

Spherical lenses are used as primary optics for the concentration of incident light. A 

lens is described by its focal ratio or f-number, defined as f/#=f/D where f is the focal 

length and D the diameter of the lens. Since the sun is a broadband source of light, 

chromatic aberration is expected due to dispersion through the lens, resulting in a wider 

visible focal spot. For this reason secondary optics are also implemented. 

 

4.2.2 Secondary optics – dielectric tapers 

Dielectric tapers of circular cross-section directly attached to the optical fibres are used 

as secondary optics to ease coupling of light into the fibre. Similar tapers were 

previously proposed by D.E. Williamson [82] to improve the field of view and reduce 

the active area required for photo-detectors. The large surface of the frontal face of the 

taper enables the use of low quality lenses as the primary optics. The length of the taper 

L, confined by entry and exit apertures din and dout respectively, resulting in an 

acceptance angle α = tan-1[(dout-din)/2L], define the geometry of the taper. 

 

4.2.3 Step index multimode silicate optical fibres 

Hard polymer cladding silica (HPCS) step index multimode fibres offer low attenuation 

over a broad bandwidth. Common NA for HPCS [241] are as high as 0.37 and 0.48, 

while attenuation is affected by scattering at ultraviolet (UV) wavelengths and 

vibrational absorption at NIR wavelengths from hydroxyl (OH) groups at 1180, 1400 

and 1670 nm, see Figure 4.1. It can be seen that for wavelengths below 400 nm the 

transmission is reduced due to absorption in the polymer cladding [241], although fibres 

with high-OH content are used with better transmission in the UV. Apparently, these 

fibres would be more favourable for applications utilising the UV and visible content 

such as photo-catalysis and lighting. Conversely, for fibres with low-OH content the 

UV transmission is sacrificed but transmission is improved in the NIR, allowing for 

distinct spectral windows to be utilised for applications such as photovoltaics and 

thermal applications. This is depicted in Figure 4.1 where the transmission per 10 m of a 
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state-of-the-art HPCS fibre is overlapped with the air-mass 1.5 direct (AM1.5D) solar 

spectrum as defined by the ASTM G173-03 standard. It can be seen that absorption 

from OH groups in the atmosphere matches with the absorption in optical fibres, 

especially at 1180 and 1400 nm. 
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Figure 4.1: Overlap of the AM1.5D solar spectrum with a HPCS fibre displaying the suitability for solar 

applications. The transmission of the fibre was adapted from reference [241]. The main absorption from 

H2O and O2 is also indicated. 

 

The parameters f/# of a spherical lens and angle α of a dielectric taper, related to the NA 

of an optical fibre will serve the basis of this analysis and are displayed in Figure 4.2(a) 

defined by f and D for a spherical lens, dout, din and L for a dielectric taper, and θ for an 

optical fibre. 
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Figure 4.2: a) 2D schematic of the optics used and definition of geometrical parameters of the elements: 

primary-lens, secondary-taper and optical fibre, (b) Photograph of the tapers prepared in-house and 

attached to optical fibres. Undulations and hyperbolic profile created during fabrication are indicated. 

 

4.2.4 Monte Carlo simulations and ray-tracing 

A 3D model of the system was developed using ray-tracing software (Optis, 

Optisworks) while the proposed [17] AM1.5D reference spectrum was used with a total 

integrated intensity of 900 W/m2. All simulations considered a single 50 mm long fibre 

(other dimensions given in section 3.4.7) with NA = 0.48. The core material was 

modelled as fused silica with known spectral dispersion [222], while the cladding and 

coating as fluorinated polymers (Luvantix, PC-370 and DuPont, Tefzel/ETFE) [242]. 

It is important to have knowledge not only of the limit for maximum performance, but 

also the region where a compromise in performance can be made in order to maintain 
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practical advantages. Hence, a simulation matrix was scheduled by varying f/# from 1 to 

11 in 8 steps and α from 26ο to 2ο in ten steps. The angle a, was chosen as the first 

integer below an angle of θ = 28ο, which corresponds to the NA of the used fibre from 

Equation (2.7). Parameters such as undulations or hyperbolic profile, see Figure 4.2(b), 

created by simple fabrication techniques of the tapers are not taken into account in the 

simulations. The undulations result in optical loss as instead of funnelling light towards 

the fibre, they disrupt TIR. On the other hand, a controlled hyperbolic profile may be 

desirable as it constitutes an ideal 3D concentrator [115]. Despite that, modelling of 

both parameters is not within the purposes of this chapter, the effect caused is discussed 

in section 4.4. 

All simulations presented here assumed a perfectly collimated source. In the case of a 

divergent source the radiation pattern at the end of the fibre changes due to the radial 

dependence analysed by Y. Qu et al. [243] in light pipes made of quartz. This effect is 

relevant to the uniformity of the beam exiting the fibre and is thus important for 

photovoltaic applications at high concentrations. 

 

 

4.3 Ray-tracing and identification of optical losses 

An incident ray of light  is attenuated through the optical system by losses and 

aberrations shown as secondary rays in Figure 4.3. These may originate from: 

• Fresnel reflection on both surfaces of the lens (~8% as uncoated lenses are used) , 
 

• Reflection at the front surface of the taper (~4%)  
• Chromatic aberration from the lens (depending on wavelength and leading to losses 

in the taper)  
• Spherical aberration from the lens (affecting the focus and leading to losses in the 

taper)  
• Disruption of TIR in the taper (depending on the geometry for matching with the 

lens)  
• Disruption of TIR in the fibre (expected to be negligible if within the NA)  
• Absorption in the fibre (negligible at wavelengths useful for solar energy as shown 

in Figure 4.1) 
• Reflection at the end of the fibre (~4%)  
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Figure 4.3: Ray-tracing diagram of a lens-taper-fibre system. Incident radiation  can be reflected in the 

front  or back  surface of the lens or the front surface of the taper , focused on shorter of longer 

lengths due to spherical and/or chromatic aberration , if TIR is disrupted in the taper  or in the fibre 

, reflected at the back surface of the fibre  or be transmitted to the application . 

 

From the above a figure of around 84% coupling efficiency of the system can be 

estimated. The losses due to reflection at the lens can be reduced by using antireflective 

coated (ARC) lenses. Although, due to the limited window of operation (typically a few 

hundred nanometres) and the intensity exceeding the damage threshold of the ARC, 

uncoated lenses are preferred. 

The estimation for losses due to absorption and reflection is straightforward, but further 

analysis is needed to quantify for the TIR losses in the taper exceeding the critical angle 

after a number of reflections in the taper. In this case the losses depend on; a) Matching 

between primary and secondary optics which is analysed in section 4.4, b) Spherical 

aberration which is observed for marginal rays important for this system in order to 

achieve high solar concentration at the end of the fibre, c) Chromatic aberration from 

the lens which results in focusing at shorter or longer lengths depending on the 

wavelength of the incident radiation, further discussed in section 4.5. Regarding 

disruption of TIR in the fibre which is expected to be low if light is kept within the NA, 

this is also further analysed in section 4.4 especially for light approaching the limit of 

the acceptance cone of the fibre. 
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4.4 Coupling efficiency simulation and experiment 

The effect from the mismatching between primary and secondary optics on the optical 

performance of the system has been investigated by ray-tracing simulations. In 

Figure 4.4, the correlation between f/# of the primary and the acceptance angle α of the 

secondary optics is plotted. By keeping the aperture of the lens D constant, the focal 

length f was varied accordingly. Coupling efficiency below 10% is shown in this regime 

(coloured as blue in Figure 4.4) for low f/# lenses with small α and equally high f/# 

lenses with tapers of large α. In this regime, sunlight converging from the primary lens 

is refracted through the entry aperture of the taper, while at extreme converging angles 

associated with high f/# it may also be reflected at the front surface of the taper. In 

addition, sunlight refracted through the entry aperture, is consequently refracted out 

through the sides of the taper at angles above the critical to maintain TIR in the taper. 
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Figure 4.4: Coupling efficiency of the system as a function of acceptance angle α and focal ratio f/#. The 

optimal efficiency region is shown for narrow angles below 10ο despite that the optical fibre used in 

simulations supports incident light up to 28ο. The highest coupling efficiency combinations of focal ratio 

and acceptance angle (black spheres) are used for an element-by-element analysis. 
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It is shown that the highest coupling efficiency is achieved within narrow acceptance 

angles α and particularly below 10ο. The f/# of the primary optics to match these 

acceptance angles vary between 4 and 11. Higher f/# numbers are translated in long 

focal lengths. It is clear that a compromise is needed for practical reasons in a fixed 

system of adequate compactness and high coupling efficiency. A spread of high 

coupling efficiencies is observed towards higher f/# and lower acceptance angles α. 

Although this is true for wide acceptance angles, this trend is saturated for angles below 

5ο as it is shown for the highest coupling efficiency combinations (black spheres in 

Figure 4.4). 

It is shown that coupling efficiency is far from optimum when the acceptance angle of 

the taper is approaching that of the fibre (28ο). To better understand this constraint in 

performance, an element-by-element analysis of the system is needed. The highest 

coupling efficiency combinations from the simulations, shown as black spheres in 

Figure 4.4, were analysed for each individual element: lens, taper and fibre. Also the 

total coupling efficiency was measured experimentally to demonstrate the practical 

value of the proposed design and to identify possible challenges. Figure 4.5 displays the 

agreement between model and experimental data, as well as experimental data under 

monochromatic illumination for comparison. 

In this element-by-element analysis better than 94% coupling efficiency to the fibre is 

observed for acceptance angles between 3ο and 10ο. For angles higher than 10ο and 

approaching the angle restricted by the NA of the fibre (28ο) the coupling efficiency 

drops significantly, a result corroborated also by other studies [244-246]. Correlating to 

the optical fibre’s acceptance angle (28ο) this accounts for less than 50% the NA of the 

fibre, leading to the decision of under-filling the acceptance cone for maximum 

performance. 

Considering that all rays within the NA of the fibre will be transmitted and that the 

primary optic, if accurately focused, accounts only for reflection and absorption losses, 

the coupling efficiency of the proposed system relies on the secondary concentrator. 

This is explicitly displayed in Figure 4.5 for acceptance angles higher than 15ο where 

the efficiency of the taper drops down to 20%. 

The measurements with the QTH lamp and the He-Ne laser are displayed in Figure 4.5 

with best coupling efficiencies 29% and 72% respectively obtained with taper 1. As 

mentioned in sections 3.4.7 and 4.3 the prepared tapers are affected by undulations 
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(taper 1) or hyperbolic curvature (tapers 2 and 3) of the profile which are not taken into 

account in the simulations. This contributes to a significant difference between 

simulated (85%) and experimental (29%) coupling efficiency for taper 1. 
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Figure 4.5: Break down of highest coupling efficiency combinations from simulations referred as black 

dots in Figure 4.4 for each element of the system and total measured with monochromatic (He-Ne laser at 

632.8 nm) and white light (QTH lamp) sources for the three tapers of Table 3.4. The discrepancy in total 

coupling efficiency between simulation and experimental data is due to arbitrary geometrical parameters 

(see discussion) in the fabricated tapers that were not considered in simulations. The spectral dependence 

of coupling efficiency is observed as the steeper slope of coupling under white illumination compared to 

the linear trend of the monochromatic, meaning that for increasing acceptance angles, losses occur faster 

for white than monochromatic light. 

 

Tapers 2 and 3 have lower coupling efficiency because of the widening of the 

acceptance angle leading to less light being coupled into the fibre. Despite that, the 

coupling efficiency of these tapers under monochromatic illumination is higher than 

expected from the simulated trend. The reason for this dissimilarity is partially the 
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better performance of the hyperbolic profile compared to the taper [61, 247], Two more 

reasons are identified for the different slopes between experimental results obtained 

with illumination from the QTH lamp and the He-Ne laser: 

a) The different spectrum of the sources, as the He-Ne laser with a red monochromatic 

beam is focused with minor chromatic aberration through the lens and is transmitted 

almost seamlessly through the fibre. On the other hand the focus of the polychromatic 

white beam of the QTH lamp is varying as it will be explained further in section 4.5. 

This was observed especially for longer focal lengths, i.e. for the f/5.47 lens used with 

taper 1, as a wider visible focal spot compared to shorter focal lengths. 

b) The size of the beam which is affecting the coupling of marginal rays suffering 

spherical aberration through the spherical lens in the fibre, as it has been mentioned in 

section 4.3. Apparently, this is not a problem for the beam of the He-Ne laser which is 

only propagating around a limited region along the optical axis of the system. 

The effect of the chromatic aberration of the lens on the coupling efficiency is further 

examined quantitatively by a spectral analysis in the next section with taper 1, which 

has the highest measured coupling efficiency. 

 

4.5 Spectral power output and solar concentration 

In this section, the power density and the solar concentration attained with the proposed 

system are examined for wavelengths 350 to 1800 nm where the solar spectrum has the 

highest intensity and can be used in CPV with existing solar cells such as silicon, 

germanium or III-V multi-junction cells. From Equation (2.8), with a fibre of NA = 0.48 

and semi-angle θs = 4.7 mrad [248] the maximum concentration under 1 sun would be 

approximately 10,400 suns, although with the apertures used in this study from 

Equation (2.27) the maximum Cgeo is 7,100 × and the measured Cgeo is 5,800 × (since 

the clear aperture of the lens is 90%). The highest concentrations based on ray-tracing 

simulations in this study were 6200 suns for α = 3ο and 6150 suns for α = 10ο. In 

Figure 4.6 the spectral irradiance at the end of the fibre as a function of wavelength is 

displayed, while the respective spectral irradiance of the source is given in the inset. 

A maximum solar concentration of 2000 suns is measured with taper 1 due to the losses 

explained in sections section 4.3 and 4.4. This concentration is not constant as one 
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might expect across the spectrum, but depends on the chromatic aberration. This is 

displayed in Figure 4.6, where the system has been optimised for two wavelengths by 

adjusting the taper at shorter and longer focal lengths than the designed (f = 250 mm at 

587.6 nm) for 600 nm and 1500 nm respectively. This result reveals the spectral, in 

addition to the angular dependence, of the performance on this high concentration 

system. On the other hand, it enables the calibration of the system to acquire the highest 

solar concentration at the wavelength range of interest, depending on the solar cell 

response. 
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Figure 4.6: Output of the system as a function of wavelength. The system is excited by an incandescent 

QTH source with spectral irradiance shown in the inset. The concentration ratio from Equation (2.27) as a 

function of wavelength is displayed on the secondary axis adjusted for two maxima by controlling the 

chromatic aberration of the primary concentrator. 

 

Additionally, absorptive losses displayed as reduced power density at 670, 1200 and 

1400 nm reflect the vibrational absorption of OH that is present both in the fibre and the 

atmosphere. As mentioned in section 4.2.4 this absorption does not represent a barrier 

for solar energy applications since the terrestrial solar spectrum at these wavelengths 

has its lowest intensity. Nevertheless, they are accounted for and are shown as the 
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reduction of solar concentration at these wavelengths. The spectral effects of the 

aluminium coated elements of the monochromator used for the measurements are 

displayed as the valley centred at 800 nm. 

The high power density over this range of wavelengths enables the experimentation on 

non-linear processes, while the high solar concentration can be calibrated through the 

system, e.g. by expanding the output of the fibre before the solar cell, to a flux 

commensurate with state-of-the-art solar cells. It is also indicative that by measuring the 

solar concentration as a function of wavelength, aids to a better understanding of the 

system and is thus proposed as an additional method of characterising CPV systems. 

The acquired results can be further improved by reassessing the fabrication method of 

the tapered optical fibres. One reason for the reduced coupling efficiency of the tapered 

fibres was identified in the undulations at the profile of the tapers. The undulations were 

a result of vibration during the pulling process. These were more detrimental for the 

longer tapers of this study and can be reduced by a vibration-isolated pulling method. 

Conversely, a more suitable fabrication method could be lathe turning, which is widely 

applied in bulk optical elements. Highly resolved profiles and reduced surface scattering 

are obtained with this method by controlling the so-called scratch-dig parameter and any 

diffractive effects. Another aspect not investigated in this thesis, was the reduced 

mechanical stability of the fibres after the attachment with the taper. This occurred after 

removal of the cladding, therefore application of a low index cladding layer followed by 

a final layer of polymer coating is deemed essential. 

 

4.6 Conclusion 

The important parameters behind efficient coupling of sunlight in optical fibres were 

analysed in this chapter, and the margins for maximum coupling efficiency have been 

presented with the proposed system. Despite that high NA are achievable today in fibres 

with polymer cladding, best performance for solar applications is found by under-filling 

the acceptance cone of the fibre. For maximal coupling efficiency, f/# between 4 and 11 

for the primary optics, and acceptance angles of the secondary optics below 50% of the 

NA of the fibre are shown. In addition, the spectral dependence of the solar 

concentration was measured to provide a more thorough understanding of the CPV 

system. A maximum of 2000 suns that can be calibrated to specific wavelengths 
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depending on the application, has been verified experimentally, allowing to design an 

efficient high concentration system with present day solar cells. Based on these 

attributes the proposed system can be tailored to solar energy applications or existing 

solar cells for CPV systems providing new routes for better exploitation of solar energy. 
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Chapter 5 : Up-conversion in erbium-doped silicate optical fibres 

 

5.1 Introduction 

This chapter is dedicated to the study of erbium-doped silicate fibres and the assessment 

of the potential for spectral conversion. This type of optical fibre has been extensively 

used in amplification and lasing applications, as well as up-conversion fibre lasers. 

Given the extensive development of this technology, it is interesting to investigate the 

potential of the incorporation with solar-coupled systems, presented in Chapter 4. In 

particular, photoluminescence from the 4I11/2 to 4I15/2 transition of Er3+ is investigated 

upon excitation of the 4I13/2 level as a function of the optical fibre length. The influence 

of re-absorption of the photoluminescence along the fibre is also studied analytically 

and finally as a function of excitation power. 

 

5.2 Erbium-doped silicate optical fibres 

Er3+-doped silicate fibres (Liekki, Er60-70/400DC) were utilised for up-conversion 

studies, with 60 dB/m core absorption and 1.7 dB/m for the cladding at 1530 nm. The 

diameters of the optical fibres were 70 μm for the core, 400 μm for the inner cladding 

and 500 μm for the outer cladding. The cladding was made of proprietary low index 

acrylate, resulting in a NA 0.09 and 0.46 for the core and the cladding, respectively. A 

low NA is required to maintain single-mode propagation and consequently good beam 

quality, essential for fibre lasers [249]. On the other hand, the high NA of the cladding 

and the diameter enable efficient coupling and multimode propagation, as required for 

the broadband case of sunlight. As seen in Chapter 4, optical fibres of equivalent NA 

enabled adequate broadband coupling around 1500 nm. The coupled sunlight would be 

consequently required to excite multiple levels in Er3+. 

The host is defined as a silica tetrahedron (SiO4)2- and it is co-doped with Ge and Al. 

The co-dopants, in addition to the change in refractive index, enhance the solubility of 

the active Er3+ ions [250]. The fibres were originally developed towards applications 

such as signal amplification and fibre lasers. Consequently, any up-conversion signal is 

undesired and is kept to a minimum. Usual techniques are low doping concentration and 

forbidden modes or mode-stripping, thus allowing certain modes to propagate in the 
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fibre. However, under certain conditions, a small up-converted emission can be detected 

to allow for a study of the up-conversion dynamics in silicate fibres and its utilisation 

for photovoltaic conversion. 

In this double-clad fibre geometry, only the core is doped (cf. Figure 5.1), that is where 

the signal beam propagates. The core is surrounded by an inner cladding that is used to 

guide the pump beam [251], required for amplification and population inversion, 

depending on the end application [252]. Usually, the core is single-mode with low NA, 

while the inner cladding is multimode with NA higher than the core. Consequently, the 

pump propagating in multiple modes overlaps with the core and is absorbed by the 

active ion. Most of the emitted signal is constrained within the core, owing to its low 

NA. 

 

 

Figure 5.1: Microscope photographs of the cross section of the double-clad optical fibres utilised as 

cleaved in this study. The transition from the inner to the outer cladding with lower refractive index can 

be seen in the (a) passive fibre. The octagonal cross section of the second cladding of the (b) active Er3+-

doped fibre is shown. 

 

The cladding features an octagonal cross-section owing to a better overlap of the pump 

with the doped core, and consequently increased absorption, in comparison to circular 

or other designs [253-255]. 
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5.3 Photoluminescence and fibre length 

In Figure 5.2 the up-converted emission is given for different fibre lengths. The fibres 

were excited at 1523 nm and a constant power of 6 mW. 
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Figure 5.2: Emission from the 4I11/2 to the 4I15/2 level of erbium for different fibre lengths under 1523 nm 

excitation at a power of 6 mW. 

 

A clear emission peak is observed, at ~989 nm for all the presented fibres. The most 

intense emission is observed for the 20 mm fibre, and lower emissions are gradually 

displayed for the 200 mm, the 100 mm and finally the 5 mm. 

After a single excitation-emission event within the doped fibre, the up-converted 

emission is expected to be re-absorbed and re-emitted until it is guided to the opposite 

end of the fibre. The absorption and emission events in the fibre are expected to follow 

an exponential relation according to the Beer-Lambert law, i.e. Iout=Iin e-al, where Iin 

and Iout are the input and output intensities respectively, a is the absorption coefficient 

and l is the length of the waveguide. It is expected, however, that equilibrium between 

reabsorption events would be obtained for a single length of optical fibre. This is further 

analysed in the next section. 
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5.4 Influence of re-absorption 

Attenuation due to absorption is usually measured in fibres via the cut-back method. 

This is accomplished by measuring the transmitted power through a fibre of a fixed 

length. Then, the fibre is cut to shorter lengths and the transmitted power is measured 

again. The attenuation a can then be determined as [256], 

     
)(
)(

log10
λ
λ

out

in

I
I

a =     (5.1), 

where Iin(λ) and Iout(λ) the transmitted intensities through the fibre before and after 

cutting, respectively. The attenuation in fibres differs by a factor of 2.3x10-3 cm-1 with 

the absorption coefficient, since the Beer-Lambert law follows a relation according to 

the power with base e instead of base 10. By having knowledge of the absorption 

coefficient α at the excitation wavelength and β at the emission wavelength, and 

assuming a constant rate of energy transfer between ions ηΕΤ along an optical fibre of 

length L, the probability of the transmitted emission P from the opposite end of the fibre 

can be estimated as [257], 
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ET eeLP ,   (5.2) 

In Figure 5.3 the probability as a function of fibre length is presented. The absorption 

coefficient a at 1530 nm, provided by the manufacturer, is 0.138 cm-1. It is noted, 

however, that much lower values of 1.196-1.541×10-3 cm-1 have been reported in 

literature [258] and relate to the pumping technique. The respective values for the 

energy transfer efficiency ηET and absorption coefficient β were not found in literature, 

therefore a value of 50% and 0.13-0.21 cm-1 were considered in this calculation, 

respectively. 

Equal probability of transmitted emission is found for fibre lengths of 2 and 20 cm with 

absorption coefficient β = 0.13 cm-1. The relation for these fibre lengths agrees very 

well with the photoluminescence measurements. Based on this estimation, the UC 

emission is expected to be increased at least by a factor of 2 for fibre lengths 6-7 cm. 

An ideal two-photon ηET was assumed for the presented calculations. This is expected to 

overestimate the probability of the transmitted emission, even for the most efficient up-

conversion materials based on low-phonon fluoride or chloride hosts [54]. 
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Figure 5.3: Probability of emission transmitted at the opposite end of the fibre as a function of fibre length 

for different absorption coefficients β at the emission wavelength. 

 

The highest probability is obtained for all absorption coefficients β at fibre lengths 

between 6-7 cm. The same result was confirmed even for ηET lower by an order of 

magnitude. The constant energy transfer rate considered here implies a linear relation of 

the energy transfer between ions. As discussed in Chapter 2, the ηET is affected by the 

up-conversion dynamics in the material. To further study the up-conversion dynamics in 

the optical fibre, the emission at different power of excitation is required and is 

presented in the next section. 

 

5.5 Power dependence 

The peak emission corresponding to the 4I11/2 to the 4I15/2 transition is displayed in 

Figure 5.4 as a function of excitation power at 1523 nm for the 5 mm and 20 mm fibres. 
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Figure 5.4: Power dependence of the emission for fibre lengths of 5 mm and 20 mm. The emission of a 

1 m fibre of 300 ppm Er3+ concentration from reference [259] is also included. The slopes of the least 

square fits are indicated by the numbers for each fibre length. 

 

As shown in the previous section, the 20 mm optical fibre exhibited the highest up-

converted emission of all the presented fibres. The slope of the least square fits is 1.05 

and 1.10 for the 20 mm and the 5 mm, respectively. For a two-photon process, a slope 

of 2 is expected. This has been observed in optical fibres of doping concentration 

310 ppm, at an excitation power below 0.70 μW [260, 261]. This low level of doping 

concentration is used to reduce energy transfer via ETU and cooperative processes. At 

higher excitation pump-regimes however, the slope is expected to be reduced due to 

competing processes. In addition, owing to the low lifetimes of the first excited meta-

stable level in silicate hosts in the range of several ms [260, 262], energy transfer 

between Er3+ ions is inhibited. Hence, higher order processes are not expected to 

contribute as a depopulation mechanism. 

On the contrary, ESA from the ground state to the first excited state is a more probable 

process. This has been observed in 1 m long optical fibres of 300 ppm Er3+ 

concentration [259]. Longer length was used due to the lower absorption at 5±0.5 dB/m 
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of this optical fibre (Thorlabs, M5-980-125). Since the peak absorption of Er3+ is at 

approximately 1520 nm, strong wavelength dependence was observed in regard to the 

emission spectrum between 950-1030 nm from the 4I11/2 to 4I15/2 level. While the 

highest emission was observed when excited at 1520 nm, reduced emission was 

observed upon excitation of 1480 nm, 1550 nm and 1580 nm at a constant pump power 

of 10 mW. The power dependence of the emission in this optical fibre is also plotted in 

Figure 5.4. A slope of 0.92 is calculated from the least square fit of the double-

logarithmic plot and is in reasonable agreement with the slopes of the 5 and 20 mm long 

fibres. This suggests that ESA is the main mechanism for the 980 nm up-conversion 

emission in this type of optical fibre and agrees with the low doping concentration. 

As seen in Chapter 2, ETU is a more efficient up-conversion process than ESA [133]. 

Since ETU strongly depends on the inter-ionic distance and further on the molar 

concentration [263, 264], optical fibres with Er3+ doping concentration higher than 

1000 ppm [265-267] would be possible candidates for 1520 nm to 980 nm up-

conversion. In fact, a doping concentration in the range of 10-30% for Er3+-doped up-

conversion materials has been reported in literature, as discussed in Chapter 2. In 

addition, the radiative lifetime can be significantly extended to facilitate population of 

meta-stable levels in hosts of lower phonon energy, such as fluorides. For example, one 

of the most widely applied hosts for up-conversion optical fibre applications [268, 269] 

is the fluorozirconate glass (ZBLAN). 

 

5.6 Conclusion 

In the investigated optical fibres, up-conversion is not optimised since it is undesirable 

for amplification and laser applications. However, adequate emission has been observed 

and studied. The emission was measured for optical fibre lengths of 5, 20, 100 and 

200 mm, with the 20 and 200 mm long fibres exhibiting the highest UC emission. A 

definite relation was not observed between the UC emission at all the examined fibre 

lengths. Good agreement was obtained, between the 20 and 200 mm long fibres with an 

absorption coefficient β at 980 nm of 0.13 cm-1. The emission, and hence the rate of 

transitions in the optical fibre, was shown to be influenced by the excitation power. This 

also confirms that adequate excitation power was available at the investigated pump 

regimes. 
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However at higher pump regimes, the length of the waveguide is expected to contribute 

to the up-conversion component. In order to maximise up-conversion, this would be a 

trade-off between the re-absorption of the emission and the length of the optical fibre. 

Nevertheless, the latter aspect does not exclude the feasibility of optical fibres as 

wavelength converters for solar applications and is further discussed in Chapter 9. 
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Chapter 6 : Enhanced up-conversion for photovoltaics via 

concentrating integrated optics 

 

6.1 Introduction 

In this chapter, concentrating optics were incorporated on the rear side of a bifacial 

silicon solar cell, with the intention to further concentrate only the sub-band-gap 

photons useful for up-conversion as shown in the schematic in Figure 6.2. In this 

manner, the solar cell can operate at a more suitable concentration to maximize its 

conversion efficiency, while the transmitted light is further concentrated to the high 

power densities required for efficient up-conversion. After further integration with 

primary optics, the UC-SC device could be fully associated with CPV systems. This 

route proposes the research questions of, firstly, what effect does the addition of 

secondary concentration optics have on the NIR response of an UC-SC device, and 

secondly how do different concentrator geometries affect the performance of the 

integrated UC-SC device. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

This chapter expands on material from the following publications: G.E. Arnaoutakis, J. Marques-Hueso, 

B.S. Richards, (2014, May). Optimizing integrated optics for up-conversion photovoltaic devices. In 

International Workshop on Photoluminescence in Rare Earths (PRE'14): Photonic materials and devices. 

San Sebastian, Spain. G.E. Arnaoutakis, J. Marques-Hueso, A. Ivaturi, K.W. Krämer, S. Fischer, 

J.C. Goldschmidt, B.S. Richards, (2014). Enhanced up-conversion for photovoltaics via concentrating 

integrated optics. Optics Express, 22(102), A452-A464. G.E. Arnaoutakis, J. Marques-Hueso, 

A. Ivaturi, K.W. Krämer, T.K. Mallick, B.S. Richards, (2013, November). Enhancement of Up-

conversion for Photovoltaics with β-NaYF4:Er3+ and Concentrating Integrated Optics. In Optical 

Nanostructures and Advanced Materials for Photovoltaics, (pp. PT3C-4). Optical Society of America. 

http://dx.doi.org/10.1364/OE.22.00A452
http://dx.doi.org/10.1364/OE.22.00A452
http://dx.doi.org/10.1364/PV.2013.PT3C.4
http://dx.doi.org/10.1364/PV.2013.PT3C.4
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6.2 Experimental details 

6.2.1 Monte Carlo simulations and ray-tracing - UC-optics model 

The profile of the concentrating optics was determined in a digital microscope. A 

description on the modelling of the tapered optics was given in section 4.2.3. The 

parabolic profiles were recorded by traversing the focus of the camera along the Z axis 

of the microscope. Then, the recorded profiles were converted into continuous Cartesian 

coordinates by least square fitting an exponential equation of the form: y = a + b ecx. 

The fitting parameters were a = -0.52381288, b = 3.31664876 and c = -0.16433. The 

coordinates could be then introduced in a 3D model to design the concentrating optics. 

The forward transmission and the irradiance profile at the exit aperture of the parabolic 

and tapered optics, exciting the up-conversion phosphor was determined via Monte 

Carlo simulations (Optis, Optisworks). The available power at 1522 nm from the fibre-

coupled laser after the solar cell was used to illuminate the entry apertures of the optics. 

The backwards transmission was also determined by Monte Carlo simulations. In this 

case, the isotropic emission at the main wavelength of 980 nm was modelled as a 

Lambertian source extending over a solid angle of 2π sr as shown in Figure 6.1.  

 

 

Figure 6.1: Ray-tracing schematic of the parabolic optics illuminated by a Lambertian source of diameter 

1 μm. 
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The diameter of the source was varied between fully covering the exit aperture of the 

optics. This translates from a diameter of 7.69 mm for the parabolic, 2 mm for the 

tapered optics and down to 1μm. 

 

6.2.4 Bifacial rear-line-contacted-concentrator solar cells 

Rear-line-contacted-concentrator (RLCC) silicon cells were used to realise the UC-SC 

device. The cells were based on a design originally intended for CPV systems with 

maximum efficiency optimised at 100 suns [190, 270, 271], however these were 

modified to be both planar and bifacial. The best cell used in this study had an 

efficiency of 14% under 1 sun and external quantum efficiency (EQE) of 38% at 980 

nm. It should be noted that for future research on the integration of UC-SC devices into 

systems, solar cells that have been recently specifically designed for this purpose [272] 

would offer significant advantages. 

 

6.2.5 Concentrating integrated optics 

The concentrating integrated optics consist of two different dielectric tapers  made of 

fused silica with refractive index n = 1.46 at λ = 589 nm as described in reference [188] 

(labelled 2 and 3) with effective acceptance half-angles 10.50ο and 17.16ο, respectively. 

Bare (uncoated) tapers were experimented with, as well as applying gold (Au) coatings 

(~240 nm minimum thickness) on the external surface of the tapers by plasma sputter-

coating (Fisons Instruments, Polaron SC502). Additional optical elements used in this 

study for comparison were an objective lens (Leitz Wetzlar, NPL100) with 

magnification 100×, numerical aperture (NA) of 1.30, entry and exit apertures 

28.26 mm2 and 3.14 mm2 respectively, and a parabolic concentrator made in-house 

from fused silica, with entry and exit apertures 107.64 mm2 and 46.42 mm2, 

respectively. A schematic of the configurations is depicted in Figure 6.2(a) and photo of 

the parabolic concentrator attached with the bifacial solar cell is shown in Figure 6.2(b). 

Optical coupling between elements was achieved with refractive index matching liquid 

(Cargille, L-RIA-766, n = 1.53 at λ = 589.2 nm) applied between the interfaces of the 

UC-SC device in limited quantity to avoid affecting the wave-guiding properties of the 

integrated optics. 
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Figure 6.2: (a) Schematic of the UC-SC device with integrated optics behind the solar cell. For detailed 

characteristics the reader is referred to the section of materials and methods. (b) One of the concentrators 

used in this study (parabolic) with a bifacial silicon solar cell attached. The up-conversion phosphor is 

attached on the exit aperture of the parabolic concentrator. 

 

6.2.6 Erbium doped NaYF4 

The up-conversion material consisted of β-NaYF4 micro-phosphors doped with 25% 

Er3+ cast in a perfluorocyclobutane (PFCB) polymer (Tetramer Technologies LLC, 

USA) matrix. The phosphor-to-polymer weight ratio was 84.9% and the material was 

prepared according to the methods in references [151, 232]. 

 

6.3 Coupling of integrated optics with primary optics 

As mentioned in Chapter 4, for incorporation of the integrated optics in CPV systems, 

coupling with primary optics is required. The coupling is analysed in this section, for 

tapered integrated optics coupled with plano-convex lenses. Figure 6.3 shows a 

schematic of the system with integrated optics which consists of: a lens of diameter D 

and focal length f, a bifacial silicon solar cell, a dielectric taper of acceptance angle α 

and the up-converter, in this case β-NaYF4:25%Er3+. 
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Figure 6.3: Schematic of the UC-SC device with integrated optics coupled with primary optics. 

The optical system was modeled to determine the geometrical concentration (Cgeo) at 

the end of the taper and consequently at the β-NaYF4:25%Er3+. Cgeo is defined as the 

ratio of entrance to exit aperture. As shown in Figure 6.4, Cgeo can effectively reach 

values above 6000× for acceptance angles below 10ο and f/# above 3. It should be noted 

that the transmission of the solar cell is not included in these simulations. This is 

expected to overestimate the solar concentration on the up-converter by a factor 

proportional to the transmission. Assuming a constant Cgeo per wavelength, this 

corresponds to a power density of approximately 1500 W/m2 under the AM1.5D 

spectrum at 1500 nm. 

 

Figure 6.4: Solar concentration of the system as a function of acceptance angle α of the taper and focal 

ratio f/# of the lens. The 1000× solar concentration is indicated, where state-of-the-art CPV systems are 

frequently designed. 
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6.4 Selection criteria of the concentrating optics 

Each of the optical elements in this study encompasses different concentrating 

properties and has been selected for the following reasons. The tapered concentrators, 

although non-ideal compared to the parabolic concentrator, feature higher concentration 

ratios – 28.7× and 33.7× for tapers 2 and 3, respectively. The parabolic concentrator 

although having a lower concentration ratio of 2.3×, is considered thermodynamically 

an ideal concentrator and its angular acceptance is superior to the tapers [273]. This last 

attribute plays a significant role on high CPV systems which are normally combined 

with primary optics. Last, the objective lens was also used to obtain a comparison of 

optics with higher concentration of 100×. As discussed in Chapter 2, the non-linear 

nature of up-conversion requires an UC-SC system in the range of 3500× solar 

concentration. With the assumption that silicon solar cells can operate at 100 suns 

(which is valid with state-of-the-art silicon solar cells [195] if characterised under 

standard temperature and illumination conditions [12]), the secondary optics should 

concentrate the transmitted sub-band-gap photons 35× to acquire the required solar 

concentration for up-conversion. Therefore a range of possible solar concentrations 

around this value is covered with the selected secondary optics. 

 

6.5 External quantum efficiency 

The EQE of the UC-SC devices with five different secondary concentrating optical 

elements is shown in Figure 6.5 as a function of the excitation wavelength at a power 

density of 0.007 W/cm2. The spectra are similar in shape, with the highest EQE 

observed for all three devices at 1522 nm, while secondary resonant peaks are observed 

at 1508 nm and 1497 nm. The line shape of the spectra follow also with minor peaks at 

1473 nm, 1543 nm, 1551 nm and 1564 nm, resulting from the convolution of the Stark 

levels with energy between 5500 cm-1 and 7500 cm-1 [138]. 
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Figure 6.5: EQE of UC-SC device characterised between 1450-1590 nm at 0.007 W/cm2 with five 

different secondary concentrator elements. The EQE closely resembles the 4I15/2 to 4I13/2 excitation 

spectrum of Er3+ shown on the secondary axis with main resonant peaks at 1497, 1508, 1522 nm. 

 

The highest EQE was measured with the parabolic concentrator, while a lower EQE was 

obtained with the objective lens despite its higher concentration ratio and entry aperture 

matching the area of the solar cell. An even lower EQE was measured with taper 2 due 

to optical losses associated with disruption of total internal reflection (TIR). The EQE 

did not improve even when the tapers were coated with Au. On the contrary, as 

demonstrated in Figure 6.5, a reduced EQE response was observed after coating taper 2. 

The reflectivity of Au at ±5ο angle of incidence for both the excitation (1450-1590 nm) 

and emission (940-1050 nm) wavelengths is greater than 99% [274], however this value 

would be multiplied for every reflection resulting in a factor of Rn+m, where R the 

reflectivity at the interface, n and m the number of reflections for the excitation and 

emission respectively. This is expected to affect the excitation at normal incidence, but 

especially the internal reflection of the isotropic UC emission. The EQE of the device 

with taper 2 shows a higher response than with taper 3. As taper 3 has a higher angle of 

acceptance than taper 2, a progressively higher angle of reflection and consequently a 

higher number of reflections n, before the excitation reaches the β-NaYF4:25%Er3+ up-

converter. 
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6.6 Optical efficiency (forward) of the integrated optics 

The response of each device is described on the one hand by the optical losses due to 

transmission of the excitation (named here also forward transmission), and on the other 

hand by losses due to transmission of the UC emission back to the solar cell (named 

backwards transmission). To estimate the losses due to excitation, each optical element 

was characterised for forward transmission between wavelengths of 900 nm and 

1600 nm (cf. Figure 6.6). As mentioned in the section of materials and methods, the exit 

aperture of the optical elements was positioned flush with the entrance port of an 

integrating sphere to make possible measurement over a solid angle of 2π sr. The 

transmission is constant within 1% for this wavelength range as expected for the 

material of the optical elements (fused silica). A reduced transmission is observed 

between elements with 82% for the parabolic concentrator, 77% for the objective lens 

and 65% for the Au-coated taper 2 at 1522 nm; the wavelength where the highest EQE 

was obtained. For comparison, the transmission of the bifacial solar cell is also plotted 

in Figure 6.6, with 42% at 1522 nm. 
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Figure 6.6: Transmission of the concentrating elements of the UC-SC device as a function of wavelength 

between 900-1600 nm. The transmission of the bifacial solar cell is also plotted for comparison. 

The transmission between optical elements follows the same trend as the EQE of each 

UC-SC device, which suggests that a significant portion of the optical losses in the UC-

SC device originates from reduced transmission of the excitation. 
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6.7 Optical efficiency (backwards) of the integrated optics 

The losses due to backwards transmission Tb can be estimated based on the light 

collection properties of the optical elements. For an objective lens this collection over a 

solid angle 2π is described by the NA and the refractive index of the immersion medium 

n from the following equation, 
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NATb     (6.1). 

For the parabolic and tapered optics the backwards transmission was determined by 

Monte Carlo simulations. The isotropic emission at the main wavelength of 980 nm was 

modelled as a Lambertian source extending over 2π. These results are shown in 

Figure 6.7 for source diameters between fully covering the exit aperture of the optics 

(7.69 mm for the parabolic and 2 mm for the tapered optics) and down to 1μm. 
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Figure 6.7: Backwards transmission of the concentrating elements of the UC-SC device as a function of 

the diameter of an isotropic emission centre. The lines act as a guide to the eye. The transmission of the 

objective lens, estimated from Equation (6.1), is plotted for comparison. 
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A backwards transmission higher than 88% is revealed for the parabolic optics, while 

69% is given for taper 2. The transmission of both parabolic and tapered optics is 

displayed to be higher as the diameter of the emission centre approaches the diameter of 

the aperture of the optics. As the diameter of the source increases, the angle of reflection 

traced from the Lambertian emitter to the edge of the optic is smaller, resulting in 

progressively higher backwards transmission. While the parabolic concentrator displays 

high collection properties for the emission, the collection efficiency of the objective lens 

is limited by its geometry to only 47%. This efficiency is multiplied by the forward 

transmission to result to a 36% backwards transmission. While this value might appear 

low compared to the parabolic and tapered optics, it agrees well with dedicated studies 

on objective lenses [275], where collection and transmission of fluorescence is crucial 

for multi-photon microscopy. 

 

6.8 External quantum efficiency vs power density on the UC-SC 

The forward transmission is expected to affect the population rates of β-

NaYF4:25%Er3+ in the up-conversion layer, while the backwards transmission is 

expected to affect the collection of the UC emission, and consequently the EQE of the 

UC-SC device. Therefore a power dependent characterisation of the UC-SC is needed to 

further investigate this effect. As the highest EQE was observed for an excitation 

wavelength of 1522 nm, the incident power at this wavelength was varied to obtain the 

EQE as a function of excitation power. These results are displayed in Figure 6.8 for all 

UC-SC devices. 

An EQE of 0.038% was obtained with uncoated taper 2, while this value was reduced 

by half following Au deposition. As expected the EQE of the device with the parabolic 

optics performed best with a maximum EQE of 0.075% under excitation of 

0.022 W/cm2, while under the same excitation power, the EQE of the UC-SC with the 

objective lens was 0.039%. A lower EQE of 0.006% was obtained for the Au-coated 

taper 3 as expected due to the optical losses described previously. 
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Figure 6.8: Power dependent EQE of the UC-SC device for the strongest resonant peak at 1522 nm. The 

slope of each least square fit indicates the order of the luminescence process involved on each device. 

 

The power dependence of non-linear optical processes is commonly plotted on double 

logarithmic scales to extract information about the number of excitation photons 

involved in UC emission and consequently the order of up-conversion. In an UC-SC 

device, the up-conversion emitted photons are measured directly by the solar cell and 

follow a quadratic relation between Isc and power density [165]. Therefore, the EQE 

follows a relation with power density expressed by Equation (2.22). 

As shown in Figure 6.8, the slope of the least square fit is 1.00 for the UC-SC device 

with parabolic concentrator which agrees with Eq. (3) for n = 2, i.e. two-photon up-

conversion. For the UC-SC devices with taper 2, Au-coated taper 2 and Au-coated taper 

3, the slope is 0.79, 0.86 and 0.90 respectively which suggests that mechanisms such as 

excitation of higher energy levels, cross relaxation or amplified spontaneous emission 

are more probable and are competing with ETU and ESA [148]. The slope is reduced 

further from the theoretical down to 0.43 for the UC-SC system with objective lens with 

the highest concentration ratio of all devices in the study. 
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6.9 External quantum efficiency vs power density on the up-conversion phosphor 

Although the EQE of each UC-SC device has been displayed in Figure 6.8 for equal 

incident power densities, the power density on the up-conversion layer should be 

quantified to indicate the achievable concentration that actually excites the up-

converter. As shown in Figure 6.9, where the EQE is plotted as a function of the power 

density on the up-conversion layer (measured after the solar cell and the concentrating 

optics), the power density is adjusted for the lower and high-pump regimes. In 

particular, the power density achieved with the parabolic optics remains in the low-

pump regime with slope 1.13 while the objective lens is at the high-pump regime with a 

slope of 0.53. It is noted that the output of the parabolic concentrator wasn’t totally 

illuminated; therefore the power density is expected to be higher in the case of full 

illumination. Despite this, the EQE resulting from the parabolic concentrator indicates 

the suitability of the optics for collection of the emission back to the solar cell. 

Although the tapered optics achieve power densities as high as the objective lens, the 

slope remains on the low-pump regime with slope of 1.02 which can be explained by 

poor collection of the emission with a backwards transmission of 70% back to the solar 

cell. 
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Figure 6.9: EQE of the UC-SC device for the resonant peak at 1522 nm at the up-conversion layer. The 

power density on the up-conversion layer and the respective regime, achieved by each concentrator, is 

indicated by the slope. 
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6.10 Irradiance profile exciting the up-conversion phosphor 

By comparing the power density in Figure 6.9 with the power density from independent 

measurements [151] of the up-conversion quantum yield for the same up-conversion 

phosphor, it is shown that the slopes leading to saturation at the high-pump regime 

observed here appear in lower powers. While this power is an average of the achieved 

concentration at the up-conversion layer, the geometry of each concentrating optic is 

known to have a non-uniform profile [276] that may lead to much higher local power 

densities. This effect was investigated further by Monte Carlo simulations for the 

parabolic and tapered optics and is displayed in Figure 6.10. 
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Figure 6.10: Irradiance profile at the output of the parabolic and the tapered optics. Localised peak 

concentrations are observed for both, that are responsible for the gradient of the least square fits in 

Figure 6.8 and Figure 6.9. 

 

As shown in Figure 6.10, the irradiance profile at the output of the parabolic 

concentrator is uniform at the centre, but exhibits local concentration towards the edges 

of the aperture that reach power densities as high as 3x10-2 W/cm2. Highly local 

concentration is also displayed for the tapered concentrator, at the centre of the exit 

aperture with values as high as 6.50 W/cm2. An experimental demonstration wasn’t 
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allowed, due to distortion of the output profile measured with an IR camera, originating 

from the optics used to expand the laser beam. An irradiance profile similar to the taper 

is expected also for the objective lens. Again, this could not be verified experimentally 

due to the aforementioned reasons and additionally due to the high NA of the objective 

lens. 

 

6.11 Discussion 

For increasing power density at the up-conversion layer, an inverse relation is observed 

for the slope, i.e. the order of up-conversion. It is known that for incident power 

densities in the high-pump regime (1000 W/m2,) the slope of the relationship between 

power density and the UC emission is 0.35 [169]. Thus, for a given system, the EQE 

can saturate at a certain high value of power density. These findings agree very well 

with my results. Higher power densities at the up-conversion layer, are also associated 

with a higher up-conversion quantum yield [151, 183]. Therefore, where lower slopes 

do not correlate with a higher EQE (as is the case for tapered optics) this is a sign of 

optical losses in backward transmission. However, the results confirm the initial 

hypothesis for independent optimisation of the sub-band-gap photons, since for a 

constant power density incident on the UC-SC device, the concentration on the up-

conversion layer can be optimised to levels that maximize up-conversion. 

The normalised EQE (NEQE) for the highest power density of 0.022 W/cm2 is listed in 

Table 6.1 for the five devices of the study along with the UC-SC devices based on Er3+ 

found in literature for comparison. A value of 3.38x10-2 cm2/W was calculated for the 

device using the parabolic concentrator. The NEQE of the device in this work is 

comparable with the other devices found in literature [164-166, 169, 182, 277]. The 

NEQE of the device without any concentrating optics was 13.15x10-2 cm2/W, higher 

than the NEQE of the best UC-SC device of the study with the parabolic concentrator, 

which reflects the optical losses discussed previously. 

The EQE values reported in this study are low for a functional UC-SC device, however 

they were acquired with integrated optics that have not been optimised for forward and 

backward transmission. Despite this, the proof-of-principle experiments have shown 

that the presented devices enhance the sub-band-gap response of a silicon solar cell 

without prior concentration. 
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Table 6.1: Comparison of UC-SC devices based on Er3+ with absolute and normalised EQE. 

 UC phosphor λ (nm) EQE (%) W/cm2 NEQE (cm2/W) Reference 
 NaYF4:20%Er3+ 1523 2.500 - - [165] 
 NaYF4:20%Er3+ 1523 3.400 2.400 1.400 × 10-2 [166] 
 NaYF4:20%Er3+ 1522 0.340 0.109 3.000 × 10-2 [169] 
 CaF2YF3:5%Er3+ 1540 2.400 100 0.024 × 10-2 [277] 
 BaY2F8:30%Er3+ 1557 5.100 2.400 2.100 × 10-2 [164] 
 NaYF4:20%Er3+ 1508 1.790 0.100 17.900 × 10-2 [182] 

N
aY

F 4
:E

r3+
 Taper 2 1522 0.038 0.022 1.750 × 10-2 

Th
is

 st
ud

y 

Taper 2 (Au-coated) 1522 0.021 0.022 0.960 × 10-2 
Taper 3 (Au-coated) 1522 0.005 0.022 0.240 × 10-2 
Objective lens 1522 0.039 0.022 1.770 × 10-2 
Parabolic 1522 0.075 0.022 3.380 × 10-2 

 

There are several points signified by the results of this work that can be indicated for 

further optimisation of the UC-SC device: 

 Transmission of the solar cell: The bifacial solar cell used in this study has exhibited 

poor spectral response at 980 nm and 42% transmission at 1522 nm. It is clear that 

with the current progress in solar cells for UC-SC devices with optimised reflection 

and transmission at the wavelength of excitation [272] and a reported NEQE of 

17.9x10-2 cm2/W [182], a significant enhancement of the NEQE is expected for the 

proposed UC-SC devices. 

 Optics for excitation: The transmission of the concentrating optics in this study 

exhibited a direct effect on the EQE of the UC-SC devices. However, the optical 

elements used in this study were selected according to their concentrating properties 

and not the absolute transmission. Refracting and TIR optics displayed better 

performance to coated reflecting optics in this study, although the incident 

excitation reaching the up-converter depends on the irradiance profile and the 

localised concentration. 

 Optics for UC emission: Concentrating optics are in general designed for forward 

transmission. In the case of the proposed UC-SC device the exit aperture of the 

optics is also the entry aperture for a source with isotropic emission (the up-

conversion layer). Optics that fulfil the last property have been extensively studied 

[61] and lessons can be learned from the optics of light-emitting-diodes [278]. 

However, the backwards transmission of the parabolic optics was shown to be 
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superior to the other optics of the study, exhibiting efficient collection of the 

extended isotropic emission. 

 Concentration ratio: It has been shown that the concentration ratio of the secondary 

integrated optics plays a significant role on the EQE of the UC-SC. Although low to 

moderate concentration levels can be adequate to maximize UC emission, higher 

concentration will populate higher energy levels and competing processes that lead 

to reduced up-conversion. In addition, the irradiance profile at the output of the 

concentrator can vary significantly from the geometric concentration and exhibits 

localised peaks that further enhance saturation effects. Finally this secondary 

concentration should be matched with adequate primary concentration at levels that 

maximize the efficiency of the PV layer. It is therefore envisaged that the elements 

that assemble the UC-SC device are optimised concurrently in order for this 

technology to have a direct effect. 

 

6.12 Conclusion 

In this chapter, concentrating optics were integrated in UC-SC devices to investigate the 

effect of independent solar concentration of sub-band-gap photons. The concentration 

was achieved by dielectric tapered, parabolic and imaging optics. The Au-coated tapers 

exhibit lower response compared to the uncoated as a result of the multiple reflections 

of the excitation before reaching the up-conversion layer. The UC-SC device with 

parabolic concentrators, results in the highest EQE of the study of 0.075%. This 

corresponds to a normalised EQE of 3.38x10-2 cm2/W, achieved without prior 

concentration of the excitation incident on the device. This result indicates that solar 

concentration of the sub-band-gap photons can be independently optimised and 

represents a significant step for UC-SC devices towards integration in CPV systems. 
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Chapter 7 : Enhanced energy conversion of up-conversion solar cells 

by the integration of compound parabolic concentrating optics – 

influence of the excitation profile 

 

7.1 Introduction 

The comparative study [279] between imaging and non-imaging optics was presented in 

Chapter 6. This analysed the limitations of the former and identified the advantages of 

the latter for integration in UC-SC which are three-fold: i) concentration of transmitted 

photons through the solar cell to excite the up-conversion phosphor, ii) high 

transmission of the excitation over a broad range in the NIR, and iii) high collection 

efficiency of the isotropic emission from the up-conversion phosphor back to the solar 

cell. It is highlighted that the collection of the isotropic emission shares common traits 

with the restriction in the angle of emission. This has been conceptualised as another 

approach to overcome the limiting efficiency of solar cells [280, 281] by taking 

advantage of the external radiative emission of a solar cell [282, 283]. 

In this chapter the focus is brought on the properties of the best performing non-imaging 

optics as mentioned above and particularly in dielectric-filled compound parabolic 

concentrators (CPC). An artistic impression of the concept utilizing CPC in UC-SC is 

depicted in Figure 6.1(a). I proceed by investigating the questions of how the angle of 

acceptance of the CPC – and therefore the angle for the collection of the emitted 

luminescence – can enhance the EQE of an UC-SC in section 7.4 and how the EQE is 

affected by the incident power in section 7.5. Finally, the performance of an UC-SC is 

quantified via current-voltage (I-V) characteristics presented in section 7.6, the first ever 

reported for UC-SC based on c-Si to the best of the authors' knowledge. 

 

This chapter expands on material from the following publications: G.E. Arnaoutakis, J. Marques-Hueso, 

A. Ivaturi, K.W. Krämer, S. Fischer, J.C. Goldschmidt, B.S. Richards, Enhanced energy conversion of 

up-conversion solar cells by the integration of compound parabolic concentrating optics. Solar Energy 

Materials & Solar Cells, 140, (2015), 217-223. G.E. Arnaoutakis, J. Marques-Hueso, K.W. Krämer, 

J.C. Goldschmidt, B.S. Richards, (2014, September). Up-conversion enhancement in photovoltaic devices 

via non-imaging optics. In 29th European Photovoltaic Solar Energy Conference and Exhibition. 

Amsterdam, the Netherlands. 

http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.solmat.2015.04.020
http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.solmat.2015.04.020
http://dx.doi.org/10.4229/EUPVSEC20142014-1BV.7.74
http://dx.doi.org/10.4229/EUPVSEC20142014-1BV.7.74
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7.2 Experimental details 

7.2.1 Monte Carlo simulations and ray-tracing 

A three-dimensional model based on ray optics and Monte Carlo simulations (Optis, 

Optisworks) was used for spatially resolved considerations, where the entry aperture of 

the CPC was illuminated with the maximum power available in the experimental 

configuration transmitted through the solar cell. The up-conversion phosphor coupled at 

the exit aperture of the CPC was also modelled with optical properties taken from 

references [237, 284]. 

 

7.2.2 Current-Voltage (I-V) characteristic measurements 

A schematic of the UC-SC and the optical setup used for characterisation is shown in 

Figure 7.1. Illumination between 1450-1590 nm from a NIR tuneable laser (HP-Agilent, 

8168-F, 6 mW at 1523 nm) was used, fibre-coupled, and collimated. This resulted in a 

beam of second moment width (d4σ) 4.2 mm and divergence of 0.02ο, spatially 

characterised by a NIR camera (Electrophysics, Micronviewer 7290A), and the power 

measured with a calibrated germanium photodiode (Newport, 818-IR). A source-meter 

(Keithley Instruments, 2440-C) was used to measure the I-V characteristics of the UC-

SC, as well as the photo-generated short circuit current (Isc) to determine the EQE. 

 

Figure 7.1: (a) Artistic impression of the UC-SC with a regular two-dimensional array of integrated CPC 

optics. The gaps between the layers are only for illustrative reasons. (b) Schematic and optical setup used 

for characterisation. The three-fold role of the optics – concentration, broadband transmission of the 

excitation (light red beam) and coupling of the isotropic emission (green arrows) – is depicted. 
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7.2.3 Bifacial planar solar cells optimised for up-conversion 

The UC-SC were based on planar bifacial solar cells fabricated on silicon wafers 

(1 Ωcm, 200 µm-thick, n-type float zone) with aluminium oxide (Al2O3) surface 

passivation on both front and rear surfaces. The solar cells feature anti-reflection 

coatings (ARC) optimised for high transmittance of sub-band-gap photons, with a 

double layer ARC (110 nm hydrogenated silicon nitride (a-SiNx:H) and 110 nm 

magnesium fluoride (MgF2) on the front and a single layer ARC (120 nm a-SiNx:H ) on 

the rear. This yielded a solar cell that exhibited an excellent EQE for rear-side 

illumination with 980 nm. A detailed description of the solar cells, their performance 

and optimisation is beyond the scope of this chapter and can be found elsewhere [272]. 

 

7.2.4 Compound Parabolic Concentrating Optics 

Two geometries of CPC (Edmund Optics) were used with acceptance angles of 25ο and 

45ο, denoted as CPC-25ο and CPC-45ο henceforth, with entry apertures of 9.01 mm and 

5.39 mm, lengths of 19.93 mm and 7.52 mm, respectively, and an exit aperture of 

2.5 mm for both. The dielectric used for both CPC was B270 borosilicate glass, without 

ARC deposited on any of the apertures other than a refractive index matching liquid 

(Cargille, L-RIA-766, n=1.53 at 589.2 nm) for optical coupling between the elements. 

Although it has already been suggested that the CPC may be combined with a lens of 

positive focal length as a primary optic on the solar cell [61, 279], this aspect is part of 

further system integration [188, 285] and will not be considered in this chapter. 

Therefore, all experiments in this chapter are performed with the illumination at normal 

incidence despite the wider acceptance angle of the optics. 

 

7.3 Spatial distribution of power 

The irradiance profile at the exit aperture of the two CPC geometries is displayed in 

Figure 7.2, as obtained by Monte Carlo simulations. The average power density at the 

input and output is 0.019 W/cm2 and 0.053 W/cm2, respectively, for both CPC. This 

corresponds to a geometrical concentration Cgeo of 2.79× and an optical transmission 

above 98%. 
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Figure 7.2: Distribution of the power density at the exit aperture of each CPC under normal incidence. 

The CPC are illuminated with light of 1523 nm and at the maximum power available in the experiment 

after transmission through the solar cell (0.019 W/m2 or 7 suns). The cross section of the two CPC, 

indicating the exit aperture at the x-axis, is shown in the inset. 

 

It can be seen that for both CPC the profile is uniform around the centre of the exit 

aperture, as expected for rays transmitted without reflection on the side of the parabola. 

Localised peaks that maximize towards the edges of the exit aperture are also observed 

due to the characteristic concentration profile of the parabolas. For the CPC-45ο the 

local maxima of 0.21 W/cm2 are at ±0.80 mm from the centre, while for the CPC-25ο 

the maxima of 0.41 W/cm2 are observed at ±0.32 mm. 

The CPC-25ο exhibits higher maxima than the CPC-45ο as a result of the curvature of 

the 45ο parabola reflecting more rays towards the edges of the aperture. To explain this 

aspect it is informative to mention that the CPC is designed according to the edge-ray 

principle. Subsequently, all the incident rays at the maximum (designed) acceptance 

angle are being reflected at the parabola and focused at the edge of the exit aperture. For 

a given design, as the condition for acceptance is relaxed and the angle is approaching 

normal incidence, the distribution of rays is deviating from the edge towards the centre 
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of the exit aperture. In other words, the parabola of the CPC-45ο is more abrupt in 

relation to the exit aperture than the CPC-25ο (see inset in Figure 2). Therefore, for rays 

perpendicularly incident on the parabola of the CPC-25ο, the angle of reflection would 

be higher, consequently concentrating more rays towards the centre of the exit aperture 

compared to the CPC-45ο. 

An example of this behaviour can be seen in Figure 7.3 where (a) CPC-45ο and (b) 

CPC-25ο are illuminated from a source with the same number of rays and angular 

distribution. 

 

 

Figure 7.3: Ray-tracing diagrams of the (a) CPC-45ο and the (b) CPC-25ο. A higher distribution of the 

light in the centre of the aperture can be seen for the CPC-25ο compared to the CPC-45ο as a result of 

higher angle of reflection on the parabola of the former optics. 

 

Following this notion, the acceptance angle can be further reduced to result in even 

higher local concentration. Additionally, the exit aperture is further reduced, while 

keeping the entry aperture constant to allow for comparison with experimental data in 

this configuration. It is noted that smaller angles and exit apertures will result in longer 

optics that can be further optimised via truncation, however to illustrate the purposes of 
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the current design these will not be considered here. Figure 7.4 shows the irradiance 

profile at the exit apertures of two CPC with acceptance angles of 4ο and 2ο, and exit 

apertures of 200 μm and 100 μm, respectively (CPC-4ο and CPC-2ο). The localised 

peaks are observed at the centre of the exit aperture for both CPC as expected. Output 

peak power densities of 530 W/cm2 and 3,240 W/cm2 are obtained while the average 

power densities are 11.92 W/cm2 and 41.95 W/cm2 from the CPC-4ο and CPC-2ο, 

respectively. From Equation (2.24) this would result in solar concentration Cexc of 

4,250 suns for the CPC-4ο and 14,980 suns for the CPC-2ο. Although, this solar 

concentration is more than 200× higher compared to the power density of the CPC-25ο 

and CPC-45ο, additional factors will affect the performance of the UC-SC. This aspect 

is analysed in the following sections along with the expected enhancement in EQE. 
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Figure 7.4: Distribution of the power density at the exit aperture of CPC-4ο and CPC-2ο with apertures 

200 μm and 100 μm, respectively. The illumination and modelling conditions are identical to these of 

Figure 7.2 to allow for direct comparisons. The cross section of the two CPC, indicating the exit aperture 

at the x-axis, is shown in the inset. 

 

The resultant spatial distribution with the assigned localised peaks will excite the up-

conversion phosphor non-uniformly, subsequently altering the rate of transitions 
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between energy levels and more importantly the energy transfer between Er3+ ions. 

However, it has been analytically and numerically confirmed [286] that even for non-

linear processes such as up-conversion, a good approximation can be derived for a 

Gaussian beam with a uniform beam of cylindrical radius and equal beam waist. The 

latter was also validated in respect to the incident pump power with insignificant effect 

on the UC emission [148]. This can be determined via power dependent characterisation 

of the UC-SC and is discussed further in section 7.5. 

 

7.4 External Quantum Efficiency 

Figure 7.5 shows the EQE of the UC-SC without any optics and with concentrating 

optics of two different geometries as function of wavelength between 1450-1590 nm 

and power density of 0.01 W/cm2. 
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Figure 7.5: EQE of the UC-SC without (reference) and with two different CPC geometries characterised 

at 0.01 W/cm2. The shift of the peaks between the UC-SC is an artefact of the software used for 

acquisition of the spectra. The excitation spectrum of the 4I11/2 to 4I15/2 UC emission for 4I15/2 to 4I13/2 

excitation of β-NaYF4:25%Er3+ is also plotted for comparison. 
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The highest EQE is obtained at the peak wavelength of the 4I15/2 to 4I13/2 excitation of β-

NaYF4:25%Er3+ at 1523 nm. For all measured solar cells the EQE agrees with the 4I11/2 

to 4I15/2 UC emission spectrum of β-NaYF4:25%Er3+ also plotted in Figure 4 for 

comparison. This can be one of the indications that the dominant mechanism for 

depopulation of 4I13/2 is ETU between Er3+ ions. For the main peak at 1523 nm the CPC 

devices exhibit similar EQE, while for the weaker peaks the solar cell with CPC-45ο has 

higher EQE than the CPC-25ο. 

Spectral narrowing of the weaker peaks is observed for the UC-SC with CPC. This 

suggests that the concentrating effect of the optics effectively alters the macroscopic 

excitation profile (shown in Figure 7.2) and affects the probability of ETU on the 

microscopic level. Shifting is observed for the UC-SC with CPC-45ο (3-8 nm) and 

smaller for the UC-SC with CPC-25ο (1-6 nm) which is an experimental artefact of the 

software used for acquisition of the spectra. The spectral shape of the up-conversion 

excitation spectrum varies with increasing excitation power since excited state 

populations increase and also higher lying Stark levels are populated due to a rising 

sample temperature [287]. Accordingly, UC emissions from the higher lying 4F9/2, 4S3/2, 

and 2H11/2 states, populated by more than two photon processes [133], contribute to the 

photocurrent of the silicon solar cell. Intense green luminescence due to the 2H11/2 and 
4S3/2 to 4I15/2 transitions was observed by naked eye under the characterisation 

conditions of 0.01 W/cm2 reported here, which corroborates the latter hypothesis. 

Although the EQE of the UC-SC in Figure 7.5 was obtained at a constant incident 

power density of 0.01 W/cm2, the power density exciting the up-conversion phosphor 

varies locally according to the concentration achieved by the CPC optics, see Figure 

7.2. As discussed in the previous section, despite that the average power density is equal 

for both CPC, the maximum local power density for the UC-SC with the CPC-25ο is 

significantly higher than this of the CPC-45ο. Consequently, a higher EQE was expected 

for the UC-SC with CPC-25ο. For increasing power density however, saturation of the 

EQE is also expected [165, 169], which is evidenced by the observed response at the 

abovementioned power density. Nevertheless, due to the non-linear nature of up-

conversion and hence UC-SC, a power dependent characterisation is required to 

investigate for lower and higher pump regimes. This follows in the next section. 
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7.5 Power dependence 

The EQE as a function of incident power is displayed in Figure 7.6 as open symbols for 

the reference and the UC-SC with integrated CPC. In the low power regime (0.0047-

0.028 W/cm2) the EQE is enhanced for both CPC devices by a factor of 2.7× from 

0.13% to 0.37% and 0.35% for the reference UC-SC compared to the CPC-25ο and 

CPC-45ο, respectively. The enhancement is lower for the high power regime (0.028-

0.057 W/cm2) from 1.33% to 1.58% and 1.80%, respectively. Due to the additional 

power density on the up-conversion material from the concentration of the integrated 

optics, the EQE saturates faster at high pump power for the UC-SC with CPC. A 

stronger pump power populates higher energy levels of erbium and increases the 

probability of processes competing with ETU [148]. 
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Figure 7.6: EQE of the UC-SC for the strongest excitation peak at 1523 nm as a function of incident 

power and monochromatic solar concentration on logarithmic scales. Open symbols correspond to values 

of power incident on the UC-SC, while solid symbols to power incident on the up-converter. 

Enhancements of 2.7× are observed in the low power regime and 1.3× in the high power regime of the 

UC-SC. The slopes of the curves for the various power regimes are given for the three experimental 

configurations. 
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To further analyze this effect, the power density incident on the UC-SC needs to be 

normalised to the power concentrated by the optics, consequently exciting the up-

converter. This is displayed in Figure 5 as solid symbols. The maximum equivalent 

solar concentrations from Equation (2.24) are 740 suns and 2090 suns for the reference 

and the CPC devices, respectively. These Cexc are high because the monochromatic 

irradiance PAM1.5D was used at 1523 nm. After normalisation of the power density the 

high power regime of the reference overlaps with the low power regime of the UC-SC 

with integrated optics. A lower EQE is observed at the low-pump regime of the CPC 

devices that at this excitation power overlaps with the high-pump regime of the 

reference. 

According to Equation (2.23) for a purely two-photon process an exponent equal to 1 is 

expected. But the slope for the reference starts from 0.94 in the low power regime and 

decreases to 0.83 in the high power regime, while even lower slopes are observed for 

the CPC devices. In particular, in the low power regime the slopes are 0.62 and 0.69 for 

CPC-25ο and CPC-45ο and change to 0.45 and 0.53 in the high power regime, 

respectively. The reduced slopes relate to the change in population at the high-pump 

regime, involving higher order processes and cross relaxation, which compete with ETU 

and excited state absorption. 

For the same incident power on the UC-SC, the power exciting the up-conversion 

material depends on the concentration achieved by the CPC. Since the beam size and 

exit aperture for both CPC are equal, the geometrical concentration factor is 2.79×; a 

value that agrees well with the observed enhancement of the EQE in the low power 

regime. However, the CPC-25ο locally concentrates the excitation beam up to 

0.41 W/cm2 which is twice the value obtained for the CPC-45ο, see Figure 2. This can 

explain the lower slope of CPC-45ο in the high power regime of Figure 5. 

An equation of the form EQE = a + b Pn, where a and b are fitting parameters, was used 

to fit the experimentally obtained EQE of the CPC-25ο UC-SC which exhibits the 

highest saturation. Furthermore, the expected EQE by extrapolating to power densities 

of 11.92 W/cm2 (4,250 suns) and 41.95 W/cm2 (14,980 suns) for the CPC-4ο and CPC-

2ο presented in section 7.3 could be estimated. An enhancement in EQE of 5.4% and 

8.9% is obtained, respectively. This shows not only that levels of concentration Cexc of 

104 suns, corresponding to Cinc of 6.78 suns from Equation (2.26) are required, but also 
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that substantial improvements can be achieved by the blending of concentrating systems 

with UC-SC. 

The normalised EQE (NEQE) is usually calculated for comparison with UC-SC in the 

literature. It has to be mentioned, however, that the NEQE is not totally independent 

from the excitation power density. For the highest incident power of 0.024 W/cm2 the 

NEQE were 0.55 cm2/W for the reference UC-SC, 0.75 cm2/W for CPC-45ο, and 

0.66 cm2/W for the CPC-25ο device. These values are in the range of the normalised 

ePLQY of the up-conversion material for which a value of 0.67 cm2/W was determined 

from photoluminescence measurements [151], albeit three times higher than the NEQE 

values from the recent work by S. Fischer et al. [182], the highest reported NEQE so far 

to the best of the authors' knowledge. The latter NEQE was obtained for an UC-SC 

utilizing the same up-conversion phosphor but a lower phosphor to polymer ratio 

(75.7 w/w%) and an excitation at 1508 nm with 0.1 W/cm2. Thus the values cannot be 

compared directly with our results. Nevertheless, it underlines the substantial 

improvements that can be obtained by concentration and photonic management. 

 

7.6 Current-Voltage characteristic 

For a more comprehensive characterisation of the performance of a solar cell, the I-V 

characteristic is required to indicate equilibrium conditions between photons and 

carriers as well as the origin of losses in the device [288]. This was measured for the 

aforementioned UC-SC and is displayed in Figure 7.7 with the performance parameters 

short-circuit current (Isc), open-circuit voltage (Voc), fill factor (FF), and efficiency (η) 

summarised in Table 7.1. For all the presented UC-SC, the I-V characteristics were 

measured under dark conditions, and only 1523 nm illumination at incident irradiance 

of 0.024 W/cm2 was used. 

The current from the un-doped reference solar cell with an undoped β-NaYF4 sample is 

shown to be negligible. Under sub-band-gap illumination, the Isc is mainly affected by 

dark current. The additional Isc resulting from UC photons is 0.054 mA for the reference 

UC-SC, and 0.065 mA and 0.066 mA for the UC-SC with CPC-25ο and CPC-45ο optics, 

respectively. The difference between Isc and dark current confirms the origin of the 

increased Isc from up-conversion in Er3+. 
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Figure 7.7: Current-voltage characteristics of the UC-SC under illumination of 1523 nm at 0.024 W/cm2. 

The additional Isc for the UC-SC with concentrating optics is displayed over the reference, while the 

negligible Isc from the undoped reference solar cell is also displayed. 

 

The Voc are 0.136 V, 0.145 V, and 0.153 V for the reference, CPC-25ο, and CPC-45ο 

UC-SC, respectively. Albeit quite lower than the expected Voc of a good silicon solar 

cell under AM1.5G illumination (approx. 0.7 V), these values of Voc result from the low 

Isc of the UC emission. The reference, CPC-25ο, and CPC-45ο UC-SC exhibit FF of 

55.38%, 54.35%, and 53.21%, respectively. Since the same silicon cell is used for all 

UC-SC configurations, losses due to series and shunt resistance between silicon and 

contacts as well as the p-n junction [289] are not expected to contribute to the reduced 

FF. Moreover, the FF of the silicon cell was independently measured under AM1.5G 

conditions and was determined to be as high as 80% [272]. The low FF of the UC-SC 

presented here are thus attributed to the low illumination conditions. Accordingly, under 

the conditions of the intended solar application, the solar cell would perform at a Voc as 

high as 0.7 V. An increased Voc can be expected therefore from the UC-SC, given the 

contribution of the Isc from the up-conversion additionally to the Isc from photons above 

the band-gap. 
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Table 7.1: Performance parameters of the UC-SC corresponding to the I-V curves in Figure 7.7 

characterised in the dark, under illumination of 1523 nm at an irradiance of 0.024 W/cm2. 

UC-SC Isc (mA) Voc (V) FF (%) η (%) 

Reference 0.054 0.136 55.38 0.123 

CPC-25ο 0.065 0.145 54.35 0.154 

CPC-45ο 0.066 0.153 53.21 0.163 

 

The efficiency, also displayed in Table 7.1, is extracted from the I-V characteristics and 

translates to 0.123% for the reference while for the CPC-45ο and CPC-25ο it is 0.163% 

and 0.154%, respectively. It has to be mentioned however that the presented efficiencies 

should be considered in relation to the absolute efficiency of the overlying silicon solar 

cell. Since this efficiency under one sun AM1.5G conditions is 17.6% [182], the 

presented UC-SC efficiencies display clearly the contribution of the up-converter alone 

and after the enhancement of the concentrating optics. The efficiency improvement 

achieved by the concentrating optics is marginal compared to the improvement in EQE. 

This again indicates that the UC-SC is operating at low illumination conditions, i.e. the 

emission from the up-conversion phosphor. At these conditions the additional Isc from 

the concentrating optics affects only marginally the FF, the Voc and therefore the 

efficiency. This performance aspect is made apparent by characterizing the UC-SC 

under open circuit conditions. In fact, characterisation so far has been mainly limited to 

short-circuit conditions, consequently limiting a complete evaluation of the performance 

of UC-SC. Although another step towards a comprehensive characterisation of UC-SC 

was presented here, additional steps can be foreseen. The effect of sub-band-gap 

photons along with the photons above the band-gap should be considered in these steps, 

to exhibit the higher Voc, FF and η. Such steps may comprise of characterisation under 

the standard AM1.5G conditions where solar cells are commonly characterised, and 

finally under the ambient solar spectrum. 

Nonetheless, these results are quite encouraging for UC-SC and highlight that 

considerable improvement can be gained via concentration and photonic management. 

Further improvements are expected by optimisation of the collecting properties of the 

CPC and merit further investigation to indicate the limits of the current design. In 
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addition, advances in two-photon lithography enable three-dimensional fabrication of 

CPC structures in the micro-scale [290] opening routes for thin-film UC-SC [158]. 

 

7.7 Conclusion 

It can be concluded that integration of CPC optics in UC-SC can significantly enhance 

the EQE. An increase is reported from 1.33% to 1.80% under an excitation of 1523 nm 

at an irradiance of 0.024 W/cm2. This improvement is achieved by the concentration of 

the excitation on the up-conversion phosphor and also efficient collection of the UC 

emission. Due to the non-linear relation of up-conversion with power, the concentration 

has an optimum regime where up-conversion luminescence is maximised and 

competing processes are minimised. This has been exhibited for the UC-SC without and 

with concentrating optics presented in this paper. Saturation of the EQE is displayed in 

power dependent measurements and underlines the requirements for photonic 

management in UC-SC. Increased Isc and Voc of the CPC enhanced UC-SC were also 

obtained from I-V characteristics. The effect of concentration after the solar cell in 

addition to the effect of the up-conversion phosphor in UC-SC was specified via this 

characterisation. This also indicates the performance parameters and the affecting 

factors that should be considered for further improvements. Additionally to the 

quantification of the EQE and Isc being widely used in characterisation of UC-SC, the 

Voc, FF and finally η provide a comprehensive performance rating. It can finally be 

suggested, that these performance characteristics should accompany future schemes, to 

identify routes for improvements and make UC-SC as competitive as other emerging 

solar cell technologies. 
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Chapter 8 : Up-conversion concentrating solar cells based on 

BaY2F8:30%Er3+ – influence of scattering 

 

8.1 Introduction 

In this chapter, concentrating UC-SC are investigated with BaY2F8:30%Er3+ as the up-

conversion material. The two geometries of the compound parabolic concentrators 

presented in Chapter 7, with acceptance angles 25ο and 45ο, are utilised. As seen in 

Chapter 2, another promising up-conversion material for photovoltaic applications and 

c-Si is the BaY2F8:30%Er3+. In this material system, Er3+ is again the rare earth of 

interest embedded in a fluoride host. What differs from the most efficient up-conversion 

materials, β-NaYF4 and Gd2O2S presented in section 3.4.6, is its crystalline state. Its 

monoclinic structure results in a crystal of high purity that can be grown into long 

boules and minimum scattering due to the size of the crystal. When doped with Er3+, 

this additionally results in a higher absorption coefficient and PLQY compared to the β-

NaYF4 and the Gd2O2S, as seen in section 2.10. For UC-SC, reduced scattering would 

increase transmission of the emission in the up-converter and the back reflector. 

Although the excitation has mainly been at a normal incidence, the conditions of the 

application are quite different. That is, either by the diurnal position between the sun 

and the solar cell, or the dilute irradiance profile of the concentrating optics. The 

question rises then on how would this irradiance affect the performance of the UC-SC at 

incident angles other than the normal. In this chapter, the effect of the back reflector in 

the ISC of an UC-SC is assessed in section 8.3 and how the EQE is affected by the 

incident power density in sections 8.4 and 8.5. The conversion efficiency of an UC-SC 

is also quantified via current-voltage (I-V) characteristics presented in section 8.6 and 

the analysis of the identified geometrical losses is presented in section 8.7. 

 

 

 

This chapter expands on material from the following publications: G.E. Arnaoutakis et al., Up-

conversion concentrating solar cells based on BaY2F8:30%Er3+. In preparation. 
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8.2 Experimental details 

A schematic of the studied UC-SC configurations is depicted in Figure 8.1. The 

geometrical losses were calculated via ray optics and Monte Carlo simulations (Optis, 

Optisworks) in three-dimensional models of the UC-SC configurations. This includes 

the optical properties of the CPC optics made of B270 and the up-conversion material 

from references [164, 239] that were incorporated in the model. The maximum power 

density available in the experimental configuration Pexp transmitted through the solar 

cell was used as the excitation at the peak absorption wavelength that is 1493 nm as, 

Pexc(λ) = Pexp(λ) * TSC(λ) 

For the emission, the power Pem was calculated by considering the iPLQY of the up-

conversion material at the main radiative up-conversion emissions 970 nm and 517 nm 

as, 

Pem(λ) = Pexc(λ) * iPLQY(λ) 

Ideal Lambertian scattering was considered for the isotropic emission in the up-

conversion material, while the back reflectors were modelled as ideal specular and 

Lambertian. 

 

Figure 8.1: (a) Isometric view of a concentrating UC-SC. (b) Schematics of the UC-SC configurations 

investigated in this chapter. For the two top schematics the excitation is at normal incidence and the 

emission is reflected either by a specular or a Lambertian back reflector. For the bottom schematic, the 

up-converter is excited at oblique angles as a result of the concentrating optics. 
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8.3 Preliminary assessment of the back reflector 

In an UC-SC, minimum scattering of the material should result in higher transmission, 

and hence longer propagation length, for the excitation and the emission. This makes 

the role of the back reflector more crucial compared to highly scattering material 

systems based e.g. on β-NaYF4 and Gd2O2S. In fact, one of the initial investigations on 

UC-SC utilised evaporated silver as a specular and white paint as a diffuse reflector. 

The total absolute reflectance of silver was higher than that of the white paint. That is 

99% for the silver, but only 90% and between 30-60% for the white paint [145], at the 

emission and excitation wavelengths, respectively. Despite the lower reflectance, 

diffuse reflectors such as PTFE were mainly utilised in UC-SC with up-conversion 

phosphors [291]. In particular, the diffusely back-reflected emission was expected to 

result in a minor contribution to the photocurrent. However, the additional photocurrent 

or the optical losses have not been quantified. 

Besides the absolute reflectance of the back reflector, the directional reflectance is 

expected to affect the performance of an UC-SC. Diffuse Lambertian reflectors have 

been shown to enhance the EQE of TTA-UC solar cells [292, 293]. A two-fold 

enhancement was demonstrated with a back reflector consisting of 100 μm Ag-coated 

beads in comparison to a reflector-free configuration. Furthermore, a 3.6× possible 

enhancement was estimated with an ideal Lambertian layer, while only an enhancement 

of 2.6× was estimated with a specular reflector. The effect of the back reflector in the 

up-conversion material is governed by two aspects. The first relates to the probability of 

absorption connected to the path length, while the second relates to the power density of 

the excitation connected to the PLQY of the up-conversion material. 

To investigate these aspects, in addition to PTFE back reflectors used previously, thin 

films of at least 100 nm Au and Cr, as an inexpensive alternative to Au, evaporated on 

fused silica slides were also used in this chapter. The back reflectors were applied 

directly at the back of the UC-SC with index matching liquid, without any concentrating 

optics. For the same illumination conditions at the highest power density of 

0.021 W/cm2 at 1493 nm the Au back reflector resulted in the highest photocurrent of 

109 μA. The current of the UC-SC with PTFE and Cr was 106 μA and 88 μΑ, 

respectively. Therefore, Au and PTFE were further used for characterisation of the EQE 

and I-V. 
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8.4 External quantum efficiency 

In Figure 8.2 the EQE of UC-SC was characterised in the range 1450 – 1590 nm with a 

resolution of 2 nm at 0.01 W/cm2. Bifacial planar c-Si solar cells, as described in 

section 7.2.3, were also utilised here. Three UC-SC are displayed, the reference without 

concentrating optics, with the CPC-25ο and the CPC-45ο optics. In all configurations, 

Au was used as a back reflector. The EQE follows the line shape of the absorption 

coefficient of BaY2F8:30%Er3+, with the main peak at 1493 nm for all three UC-SC 

configurations. 
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Figure 8.2: EQE of the UC-SC without (reference on Au) and with two different CPC geometries 

characterised at 0.01 W/cm2. The EQE agrees with the absorption spectrum of the 4I11/2 to 4I15/2 UC 

emission for 4I15/2 to 4I13/2 excitation of BaY2F8:Er3+. 

 

It can be seen that at the main peak of 1493 nm the reference and CPC-25ο have an EQE 

of 1.57%, while the EQE of the CPC-45ο is 1.32%. Lower EQE of the CPC-45ο 

compared to the reference and the CPC-25ο can be also seen for the peaks at 1520, 

1524, 1532 and 1536 nm. On the contrary, a different trend is observed for wavelengths 

between 1450-1472 nm and 1544-1590 nm. These bands match with the absorption tails 
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of the up-conversion crystal. At this range, the UC-SC with CPC-45ο performs better 

than the CPC-25ο. 

On the one hand, this is a result of a higher absorbance in the reference UC-SC, 99% 

compared to 95% for the CPC-enhanced, see section 8.7. On the other hand, the higher 

localised power density of the CPC-25ο, cf. Figure 7.2, induces a higher PLQY on the 

up-converter equally across the excitation spectrum than the CPC-45ο. This is the case 

for the EQE at the abovementioned absorption peaks. 

At the absorption tails, however, the excitation propagates a longer path length in the 

material. The propagation is retro-reflected back towards the solar cell, followed by 

emission and resulting in the high EQE of the reference UC-SC. But for the CPC-25ο 

with wider cone at the exit aperture than the CPC-45ο this further results in propagation 

towards the peripheral facets. Since the emission transmitted through these facets is not 

coupled back to the solar cell, a reduced EQE is measured. 

In other words, the EQE of the UC-SC is a trade-off between the localised power 

density, the absorption path length in the material and the geometrical loss from the 

solid cone at the exit of the concentrating optic. This is clearly demonstrated for the 

CPC-25ο, the higher localised power density results in an EQE higher than the CPC-45ο 

only at the main peaks, where a short absorption path length does not lead to further 

geometrical losses. The path length and the geometrical losses of the configurations are 

quantified in section 8.7. For the same configuration, one could consider that there is 

one wavelength where the power density of the excitation is optimised. Equivalently, 

for the same wavelength there would be a single power density that the UC emission 

towards the solar cell is optimised. To further investigate this consideration, the power 

dependence of the UC-SC was analysed and presented in the following section. 

 

8.5 Power dependence 

The EQE of the three UC-SC is presented in Figure 8.3(a), where the UC-SC were 

excited by 1493 nm illumination. Additionally, the reference UC-SC with a back 

reflector of PTFE is displayed. The EQE of the configurations is presented as open 

symbols for the power density on the SC and as solid symbols for the power density 

concentrated by the CPC optics and exciting the up-conversion material. 
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Figure 8.3: EQE of the UC-SC for the strongest excitation peak at 1493 nm as a function of incident 

power and equivalent solar concentration on logarithmic scales. (a) The EQE (open symbols) for the 

incident power on the UC-SC. While in the low power regime enhancements of 1.95× are observed with 

the concentrating optics, in the high power regime the EQE of the reference UC-SC is higher by 1.5×. (b) 

The EQE for power incident on the up-converter (solid symbols). The slopes of the curves for the various 

power regimes are given for the four configurations. 

 

The reference UC-SC with PTFE and Au back reflectors have similar EQE within the 

experimental error along the power density regimes investigated herein. This is an EQE 

of 1.55% and 1.60% for the reference on PTFE and Au, respectively, in the low pump 

regime. A maximum EQE of 2.98% and 3.08% was measured respectively at a power 

density of 0.021 W/cm2. The PTFE and Au back reflectors have two main differences. 

The former has a higher absolute reflectance over the investigated wavelengths in 

comparison to the latter. However, the directional content of this reflectance is mostly 

diffuse and spread over a full hemisphere, while for Au this reflectance is mainly 

specular. This could explain the relatively higher EQE of the reference UC-SC with Au 

back reflector over the PTFE.  

The EQE is quite different for the UC-SC with concentrating optics. For both 

configurations an Au back reflector was used, while the EQE with a PTFE reflector, not 

shown in Figure 8.3 for clarity, was similar. The CPC-25ο has 1.2× higher EQE than the 

CPC-45ο in the low pump regime, 1.60% and 1.33% respectively. But for the CPC-25ο 

the EQE saturates to 2.04% in the high pump regime, similar to the latter UC-SC with 

2.06%. 
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It is clear that at this excitation wavelength, the EQE of the UC-SC is enhanced by the 

CPC-25ο concentrating optics only at the low pump regime, until 0.009 W/cm2. Beyond 

this power density the additional concentration does not result in additional 

photocurrent in the overlying solar cell. This could be attributed to a loss of photons, on 

one hand from population of higher energy levels and subsequent depopulation through 

non-radiative processes. The population can be in part investigated by the power 

dependence on the up-conversion crystal. On the other hand, a reduced photocurrent 

may originate from loss of photons towards directions other than the SC. For the CPC-

enhanced UC-SC, where the excitation and the emission are reflected at other than 

normal incidence, optical losses may occur through the peripheral facets of the crystal. 

The effect of these losses would be analysed and quantified in section 8.6. 

The power dependence of the UC-SC, after normalising to the power density on the up-

conversion crystal, is displayed in Figure 8.3(b) by the least square fits of the solid 

symbols. From Equation (2.24), this power density relates to a maximum equivalent 

solar concentration of 657 suns and 1853 suns for the reference and the CPC devices, 

respectively. The theoretical slope for a two-photon process from Equation (2.22) is 

equal to 1. At the low pump regime a slope of 0.88 is calculated for the reference UC-

SC. This slope is decreased to 0.73 at the high pump regime, indicating the increasing 

influence of processes competing with ETU and ESA by population of higher energy 

levels. 

The slope of the CPC-25ο is 0.42 at the low pump regime and 0.26 at the high pump 

regime. For the CPC-45ο the slopes are 0.69 and 0.48 at the low and high pump 

regimes, respectively. As analysed in section 7.3, the CPC-25ο has a local concentration 

of 0.41 W/cm2 when the respective value for the CPC-45ο is 0.21 W/cm2, see 

Figure 7.2. This consequently results in the difference in EQE between the two UC-SC 

and the slopes. However, the slopes for the concentrating devices, relating to the order 

of the up-conversion process, are quite lower than the reference UC-SC. This indicates 

that a loss of emission occurs towards other directions, further analysed in the next 

section 8.6. 

The highest EQE of the reference on PTFE, on Au, the CPC-25ο and the CPC-45ο UC-

SC are 2.98%, 3.08%, 2.05% and 2.07% at 0.021 W/cm2. The NEQE of the UC-SC is 

1.40 cm2/W, 1.45 cm2/W, 0.96 cm2/W and 0.97 cm2/W, respectively. For UC-SC based 

on the same up-conversion crystal, the NEQE was reported as 0.021 cm2/W at 1557 nm 
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[164] and 0.177±0.010 cm2/W at 1520 nm [171]. The NEQE values reported here are 

among the highest in literature for up-conversion solar cells and were characterised at a 

wavelength of the peak absorption coefficient of the UC material in the 1400-1650 nm 

range. However, the power density of the characterisation was lower than in other 

reports in the literature and it is known [169, 285], cf. Figure 3.16, that the relation of 

the NEQE with the excitation is not linear. 

 

8.6 Current-Voltage characteristic 

The I-V characteristics of the UC-SC were characterised under excitation of 1493 nm at 

0.021 W/cm2. These are displayed in Figure 8.4 with the ISC and  the VOC extracted, the 

FF and the η calculated in Table 8.1. 
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Figure 8.4: Current-voltage characteristics of the UC-SC under illumination of 1493 nm at 0.021 W/cm2. 

 

The two reference UC-SC perform best with η of 0.315% and 0.333% with PTFE and 

Au reflectors, respectively. The trend discussed for the EQE in the previous section, is 

also observed for the η of the UC-SC, with the lower η of the CPC devices as 0.195% 
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and 0.199% for CPC-25ο and CPC-45ο, respectively. The FF of all UC-SC is similar in 

the region of 54%, which is expected from the low ISC and VOC at these illumination 

conditions. 

Table 8.1: Performance parameters of the UC-SC corresponding to the I-V curves in Figure 8.3 

characterised, under illumination of 1493 nm at an irradiance of 0.021 W/cm2. 

UC-SC Isc (mA) Voc (V) FF (%) η (%) 

Ref. PTFE 0.106 0.161 54.42 0.315 

Ref. Au 0.109 0.164 54.85 0.333 

CPC-25ο 0.072 0.149 53.12 0.195 

CPC-45ο 0.074 0.149 53.57 0.199 

 

 

8.7 Geometrical losses 

As discussed in section 8.1, the monocrystalline structure of the up-conversion crystal 

results in minimum scattering. The emission towards the concentrating optics and the 

solar cell will be directly coupled out of the up-conversion crystal, see Figure 8.5. But 

for other directions it will propagate towards the up-converter. 

Depending on the wavelength, the power density and the path length in the crystal, this 

emission will be, i) re-absorbed and re-emitted in the up-conversion crystal, ii) reflected 

at the back reflector with subsequent re-absorption and re-emission, iii) transmitted 

through the peripheral facets out of the up-conversion crystal as shown in Figure 8.5. 

In the two former cases the emission can propagate back to the concentrating optics and 

finally the solar cell to result in a photocurrent. In the third case, however, a proportion 

of this isotropic emission will exit the crystal and may end up in the solar cell, while the 

remaining is reflected through TIR inside the crystal. Finally, this will induce 

propagation towards the peripheral facets of the up-conversion crystal and additional 

geometrical losses, associated with a lower EQE. 
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Figure 8.5: Ray-paths of emission in an up-conversion crystal. Externally, the isotropic emission is 

collected by the CPC and coupled to an overlying solar cell. Internally, the emission may be: i) re-

absorbed and re-emitted, ii) reflected at the back reflector and transmitted towards the solar cell, or 

iii) transmitted from the peripheral facets. 

The back reflector of the UC-SC doubles the path length of the emission and any 

unabsorbed excitation. This effectively reduces the optimal thickness of the up-

conversion material for maximum ePLQY [185] in comparison to the case of a 

measurement configuration with an integrating sphere. An integrating sphere is 

universally the accepted method in the measurement of the PLQY. In this configuration 

the emission undergoes a single pass before being transmitted out of the up-conversion 

material. For the UC-SC however, the ePLQY of the up-conversion material is 

maximised at a higher path length for increasing power density, cf. Figure 3 [185]. 

Equally, for an up-conversion material of defined thickness, the ePLQY would be 

maximised at a single power density. This indicates the additional excitation photons 

from a higher power density that would require additional path length to be absorbed. 

The additional path length would be required for the emitted photons. This is 

demonstrated in Figure 8.6(a-e), where the up-conversion crystal was excited at 

1493 nm for increasing power density. Green emissions from the 4S3/2 and the 2H11/2 to 

the 4I15/2 energy level are clearly visible. The emission is shown to occur in longer path 

lengths as the power density increases. 
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Figure 8.6: Photographs of the up-conversion crystal, from a) to e) the excitation power density is varied 

at a fixed wavelength of 1493 nm. From f) to j) the up-conversion crystal coupled with the CPC-45ο is 

excited at wavelengths corresponding to the peaks of various absorption coefficients at 0.01 W/cm2. The 

propagation of the emission in longer path lengths can be seen for decreasing absorption coefficients and 

increasing power density. 
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A similar behaviour can be seen when the CPC-45ο is coupled with the up-conversion 

crystal at different excitation wavelengths and a constant power density of 0.01 W/cm2. 

In Figure 8.6(f-j) the same configuration is excited at 1493, 1508, 1520, 1524 and 

1550 nm. The absorption coefficient of BaY2F8:30%Er3+ at these wavelengths is 57, 9, 

13, 15 and 6 cm-1, respectively [164]. The emission is shown to spread further inside the 

up-conversion crystal at 1508 and 1550 nm, the wavelengths of the lowest absorption 

coefficient. On the other hand, at 1493, 1520 and 1524 nm the emission is accumulated 

near the CPC-crystal interface. This is in agreement with the Beer-Lambert relation 

between the absorption coefficient and the path length in a medium. The different 

colour compared to (a-e) is possibly a saturation effect of the Si detector in the camera 

used to take the images. 

In Figure 8.7 the cross-section along the axis of the emission intensity from Figure 

8.6(a-e) is shown. The intensity follows a log-normal distribution with the path length. 

The mean deviation of the emission intensity in respect to the path length could be 

calculated from the log-normal fit. That is 0.316, 0.309 and 0.291 mm at a power 

density of 0.05-0.03 W/cm2, respectively, where the signal-to-noise ratio was above 0.5. 
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Figure 8.7: Cross-section of the emission intensity along the direction Z in the up-conversion crystal from 

Figure 8.6(a-e). The distance at the horizontal axis is equally offset by approximately 0.15 mm for all 

cross-sections. 
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The emission from the 4S3/2 and the 2H11/2 to the 4I15/2 energy level was shown to 

propagate in longer path lengths in the previous section. However, the emission from 

the 4I11/2 to 4I15/2 level is more crucial for the performance of the UC-SC and is 

investigated via ray-tracing in this section. The ray-tracing results of the reference, 

CPC-25ο and CPC-45ο configurations with ideal specular and Lambertian back 

reflectors are summarised in Table 8.2. 

For the reference UC-SC, where illumination and excitation are at normal incidence, the 

back reflector would reflect the emission enabling a double pass which results in a near 

unity absorbance. Even for isotropic emission near the crystal-solar cell interface and a 

Lambertian back reflector, with the refractive indices of 1.59 for BaY2F8 [239] and 3.5 

for silicon [294], nearly all the emission will be out-coupled from the crystal towards 

the solar cell. 

 

Table 8.2: Absorbance, back-reflected and peripheral transmittance at the excitation and the main 

emission wavelengths of the reference, CPC-25ο and CPC-45ο UC-SC configurations. 

 Specular back reflector Lambertian back  reflector 
λ (nm) A (%) Tback (%) Tper (%) A (%) Tback (%) Tper (%) 

 Reference      
1493 99.99 1.30×10-8 0 99.99 7.12×10-9 0 

970 99.99 4.06×10-3 6.29×10-3 99.99 1.96×10-3 5.54×10-3 

517 99.99 6.12×10-9 0 99.99 1.33×10-9 0 

 CPC-25ο      

1493 96.27 6.11×10-9 3.72 96.27 1.34×10-9 3.72 

970 96.11 4.45×10-3 3.88 96.11 2.32×10-3 3.88 

517 95.95 5.88×10-9 4.04 95.95 1.28×10-9 4.04 

 CPC-45ο      

1493 96.26 6.11×10-9 3.73 96.27 1.37×10-9 3.72 

970 96.11 4.59×10-3 3.88 96.11 2.45×10-3 3.88 

517 95.95 5.87×10-9 4.04 95.95 1.28×10-9 4.04 
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The probability of coupling this emission from the UC-SC with concentrating optics 

would be quite different, since the concentrated excitation deviates from the normal. 

Even under normal incidence, this could extend over the full hemisphere, however, the 

near and far field irradiance profiles of the two CPC exhibited a higher probability at a 

specific angle. The half-angle θ was calculated from the simulated irradiance profiles, as 

66.85ο for the CPC-25ο and 35.30ο for the CPC-45ο. In this UC-SC configuration the 

half-angle did not change with the wavelength, that is for the excitation at 1493 nm and 

the main emission wavelengths, at 970 and 517 nm. 

An absorbance higher than 95% is obtained in all the configurations, which is by 1-2% 

higher than the measured absorbance [171] from a single pass. A Lambertian back 

reflector is expected to induce a longer path length in the crystal than a specular 

reflector. Interestingly, equal absorbance is obtained for both specular and Lambertian 

back reflectors at this power density. For the concentrating UC-SC, approximately 3-4% 

is transmitted through the peripheral facets of the material associated with the decreased 

slopes and EQE at the high pump regime. 

Less than 0.01% is transmitted towards the solar cell. Specifically, the backwards 

transmission Tback is by six orders of magnitude lower at 1493 and 517 nm in 

comparison to the Tback at 970 nm due to the lower absorption coefficient at this 

wavelength that is 17.97 cm-1. For all UC-SC the transmission at this wavelength, 

however, is too low and indicates the significant effect of re-absorption. 

To mitigate for losses due to the peripheral transmission, information of the irradiance 

of the out-coupled emission at 970 nm is required. It was seen in section 7.3 that for the 

excitation profile the CPC-25ο attains a higher local irradiance than the CPC-45ο. This 

explains why the CPC-25ο exhibits the highest irradiance of the emission at the CPC-

crystal interface in Figure 8.8. Within the up-conversion sample, i.e. at ±5 mm, it can be 

seen that the emission at 970 nm is transmitted from the crystal towards the CPC with 

an integrated irradiance of 3.06×10-7 W/cm2. As indicated with vertical lines in the 

Figure only 1.76×10-7 W/cm2 is coupled in the CPC and finally the solar cell. However, 

the remaining may still be absorbed subject to at least one reflection at the air-solar cell 

interface. 
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Figure 8.8: Irradiance profiles of the 970 nm emission at the CPC-crystal interface after reflection at the 

back. Six UC-SC are displayed for the reference, CPC-25ο and CPC-45ο with specular and Lambertian 

back reflectors. The insets expose the spatial distribution of the irradiance transmitted out of the up-

conversion crystal, with corresponding colours on the right axis. 

 

Clearly, the transmitted emission Tper can be coupled back to the system with an 

appropriate optimisation of the configuration. An apparent solution could include 

reflectors attached to the peripheral facets. The reflectors should ideally guide the 

970 nm emission directly towards the solar cell, thus avoiding re-absorption in the 

crystal. Alternatively, concentrating optics with excitation profile approximating the 

normal incidence, cf. Figure 7.4, seem more suitable for reduced peripheral losses and a 

less complex device. 

 

8.8 Discussion 

It is interesting to compare the performance of UC-SC for the up-converters, β-

NaYF4:25%Er3+ and BaY2F8:30%Er3+. For the reference UC-SC, it is clear from the 

EQE and NEQE that the UC-SC utilising the BaY2F8:30%Er3+ performs better than the 
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β-NaYF4:25%Er3+. That is, from an EQE of 1.33% at 0.024 W/cm2 and NEQE of 

0.55 cm2/W, the EQE of the former is 3.08% at 0.021 W/cm2 and NEQE of 

1.40 cm2/W. The enhancement can be also seen for the η which is almost tripled. 

Considering that all else remains constant for both UC-SC, that is the solar cell, the 

back reflector and the other coupling parameters, the improvement in EQE reflects the 

ePLQY of the up-conversion material. A comparison can be made at a power density of 

500 W/m2, where the influence of ETU is dominant. For the BaY2F8:30%Er3+ this is 

2%  [171] compared to 1% [151], under excitation of 1520 nm and 1523 nm, 

respectively. 

It is also interesting that the ePLQY of β-NaYF4:25%Er3+ is quite different from the 

iPLQY. A large difference between iPLQY and ePLQY relates to absorption of the 

excitation in the up-conversion material that does not result in emission. This is the case 

for β-NaYF4:25%Er3+ with 8.4% iPLQY and 6.5% ePLQY. The difference can be 

attributed to an absorbance of 53% at 1523 nm, of which approximately 75% is 

absorbed by Er3+ [151]. The remaining absorbance occurs in the host, evident from the 

scatter spectra of the un-doped phosphor sample, cf. Figure 2(c) in reference [151]. This 

can be attributed to absorption in β-NaYF4, but also parasitic absorption in the polymer, 

PFCB, since a higher PLQY was measured for the up-converter in powder form [291]. 

For BaY2F8:30%Er3+ with 10.1% iPLQY and 9.5% ePLQY, the difference was quite 

lower and the corresponding absorbance from Er3+ was 94% [171]. This suggests that 

scattering affects the ePLQY considerably, by inhibiting the emission to be out-coupled 

from the up-conversion material. This is also reflected in the absorption coefficients of 

the up-conversion materials. At the peak wavelengths these are 45.1 cm-1 [164] and 

5.5 cm-1 [284] for the BaY2F8:30%Er3+ and the β-NaYF4:25%Er3+, respectively. 

Comparing the reference with the CPC-enhanced UC-SC, it can be seen that the 

geometrical losses discussed in section 8.7 deteriorate significantly the performance of 

the UC-SC with BaY2F8:30%Er3+. Instead of enhancing the reference devices, they 

result in decreased EQE, NEQE and η, at the highest power density of 0.021 W/cm2. On 

the contrary, the enhancement of the reference UC-SC based on β-NaYF4:25%Er3+ is 

clear. In fact, in the low-pump regime, the enhancement in EQE is equal to the 

geometrical concentration. This proves that the optical losses by integration of the CPC 

optics in the UC-SC are minimal and the potential of a two-photon up-conversion is 

maximised. For a highly scattering material, it is expected that the absorption of the 

excitation takes place near the surface and the emission is scattered towards the external 
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surface. Consequently, for a highly scattering up-conversion phosphor such as the β-

NaYF4:25%Er3+, an additional thickness of the material would not contribute to the 

ePLQY. On the other hand, for a non-scattering up-conversion material such as the 

BaY2F8:30%Er3+, the excitation and the emission propagates further into the material. 

Since the UC luminescence of the material is non-linear in relation to the excitation 

power, the absorption length depends on the power density of the excitation. This was 

demonstrated for the UC-SC with CPC-25ο with the highest local excitation between the 

optics. For this UC-SC, saturation of the EQE occurred at a lower power density than 

the CPC-45ο and the reference UC-SC. 

 

8.9 Conclusions 

In this chapter, concentrating UC-SC based on the up-conversion material 

BaY2F8:30%Er3+ were investigated. The reference UC-SC exhibited an EQE of 3.08% 

under 1493 nm excitation at 0.021 W/cm2, relating to a NEQE of 1.45 cm2/W. This 

corresponds to a conversion efficiency of 0.315% at this illumination condition. The 

UC-SC with concentrating optics displayed a maximum enhancement of 1.95× in EQE 

compared to the reference UC-SC at low power density. At a higher power density, 

above 0.009 W/cm2, the emission was shown to propagate further into the up-

conversion crystal. Τhis lead to further geometrical losses towards the peripheral facets 

of the up-conversion material, due to the excitation profile of the concentrating UC-SC 

as was investigated in this chapter. However, these exhibited an EQE of 2.06% and a 

conversion efficiency of 0.199% under the abovementioned illumination conditions. 

These values are among the highest in literature and highlight on the one hand the 

potential of this up-conversion material and on the other of the concentrating concept in 

UC-SC. 
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Chapter 9 : Overall conclusions and outlook 

In this thesis approaches to enhance the sub-band-gap response of silicon solar cells via 

up-conversion and solar concentration were presented. Enhancement of the EQE and 

consequently the conversion efficiency was achieved by improving the short circuit 

current in novel designs either by increasing the up-conversion emission or the 

concentration ratio of the device. The approaches that lead to the most exceptional 

results of this thesis will be reviewed, as well as the potential for future work will be 

highlighted in this chapter. 

 

9.1 Tapered and rare earth-doped optical fibres 

On the first investigated approach, a solar concentration of 2000 suns was demonstrated 

at the end of a single optical fibre. This was obtained in a simple optical system 

comprising of spherical plano-convex lenses and dielectric tapers, directly attached to 

optical fibres. For longer f-numbers and shorter acceptance angles for the lenses and 

tapers, respectively, a maximum experimental coupling efficiency of 29% for 

broadband and 72% for monochromatic light was achieved. An upper broadband 

coupling efficiency over 85% was calculated for this optical system, which is limited 

merely by the alignment between primary and secondary optics. 

The solar concentration was also characterised as a function of wavelength, an 

insightful method that is rarely applied in concentrating systems. For solar energy 

devices such as photovoltaics, with reduced conversion efficiency at high solar 

concentrations, characterisation of spectral effects at the solar cell and the concentrating 

optics becomes imperative. At high solar concentration, solar cells are characterised 

under the reference solar spectra with integrated spectral irradiance. In the investigated 

system, the effect and magnitude of the chromatic aberration of the primary optics was 

revealed through the wavelength dependent method. The solar concentration was 

spectrally characterised as broadband, whereas it maximised at specific bands. The 

maxima were shown to have an inverse relation to the f-number of the lens, or otherwise 

proportional to the focal length. 

In regard to the Er3+-doped optical fibres, the effect of the length was investigated in a 

double-clad silicate fibre of low doping concentration. The up-conversion emission at 
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980 nm was characterised under 1523 nm excitation and was maximised for a fibre 

length of 20 mm. The emission power dependence was found to agree with the literature 

as ESA being the dominant up-conversion mechanism. 

 

9.2 Future research on tapered and rare earth-doped optical fibres 

Improvements in coupling efficiency are expected with improved optical design. As 

presented in Chapter 2, optics such as the DCPC and the DTIRC have a better angular 

transmission compared to the tapered. The NA of the optical fibre still restricts the wave 

guiding of sunlight in the optical fibre. However, the sharper cut-off of the transmission 

at the acceptance angle of the optic will enable a higher coupling efficiency. As has 

been demonstrated for the DCPC optics [295], this would be accompanied by a more 

uniform irradiance profile at the end of the fibre which is desired in high irradiance 

applications such as solar cells and laser beam shaping. 

In doped fibres, the emission from the investigated type of fibre was low to provide a 

significant enhancement by further incorporation in photovoltaic systems, due to its 

design for minimum up-conversion. Of course, other material systems based on 

fluorides were shown to be more suitable for up-conversion. Further limitations 

however exist, to transfer the optical fibre platform in up-conversion photovoltaics. The 

incomplete absorption of sub-band-gap photons is the main. An advantage of this design 

is that optical fibres doped with different rare earths, such as Tm3+ and Ho3+, can be 

incorporated into a fibre bundle receiving sunlight via a concentrating coupler. This 

way, the absorption spectrum is broadened and the up-conversion emission can be 

independently optimised in each optical fibre. 

 

9.3 Up-conversion solar cells 

On the second investigated approach, concentrating optics were integrated in UC-SC. 

This way, the solar concentration required to excite the up-converter need not be limited 

by the concentration at the overlying solar cell. For silicon, this limit is approximately 

100 suns, whereas a solar concentration above 350 suns results in increased PLQY of 

the up-converter and EQE of the UC-SC. A systematic study of imaging and non-

imaging optics ranging from 2 to 100× concentration was conveyed. The non-imaging 
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optics investigated in this thesis, exhibited higher EQE in comparison to the imaging 

counterparts. This was associated with the better optical properties of the non-imaging 

optics for this application. In particular, the forward and backward transmission of the 

non-imaging, the parabolic and the tapered optics, were superior to that of the imaging 

objective lens. 

This further led to a significant enhancement in EQE and η that was first ever 

demonstrated upon the integration of CPC optics in UC-SC with β-NaYF4:25%Er3+. In 

this demonstration an enhancement equal to the concentration factor of 2.79× was 

obtained in the low pump regime with a quadratic relation to power. An enhancement of 

1.95× was obtained for UC-SC with BaY2F8:30%Er3+ at the same pump regime for the 

same non-optimised design. The enhancement was lower than the concentration factor 

despite the higher PLQY of the material, due to optical losses of the emission through 

the up-conversion crystal. 

The integration of concentrating optics enabled the transition of the UC-SC from 

quadratic to linear in the high pump regime, at a rate faster than a non-concentrating 

device. Expectedly, the enhancement was lower in the high pump regime for both 

investigated up-conversion materials. On the one hand, this probed the non-linear 

behaviour of the up-conversion material, where higher order and non-radiative 

processes become more probable. On the other hand, the abovementioned optical losses 

associated with increased transmission through the up-conversion material were shown 

as a higher saturation of the EQE. The latter was clearly the case for the 

BaY2F8:30%Er3+ where the transmission was shown to increase further inside the 

crystal for higher power density. For the β-NaYF4:25%Er3+ the saturation in EQE was 

shown to be lower at the high pump regime, possibly due to higher scattering in this 

system. 

The EQE was 1.80% under 1523 nm illumination while for BaY2F8:30%Er3+ was 

2.07% under 1493 nm illumination. This resulted to a high normalised EQE to the 

incident irradiance, a figure of merit usually calculated to compare the performance 

between up-conversion materials and photovoltaic devices. This result was obtained for 

UC-SC with CPC-45ο optics and was 0.97 cm2/W for BaY2F8:30%Er3+ and 0.75 cm2/W 

for β-NaYF4:25%Er3+, which is nearly two times higher than the highest normalised 

EQE for UC-SC to-date. Both results were obtained at an irradiance of 0.02 W/cm2, 

corresponding to a monochromatic solar concentration in the range of 2000 suns. By 
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further optimising the geometrical parameters of the CPC to over 104 suns 

concentration, an EQE higher than 8% was estimated with the presented up-conversion 

materials. Although this solar concentration is incident on the up-converter, the 

presented concentrating concept required only a concentration in the range of 7 suns on 

the solar cell. 

The I-V characteristics of the UC-SC were also characterised under the same 

illumination conditions. This enabled the quantification of the conversion efficiency 

under sub-band-gap illumination, first ever reported for UC-SC based on c-Si. The 

relative efficiency was determined as 0.163% for the UC-SC with β-NaYF4:25%Er3+ 

and 0.199% for the UC-SC with BaY2F8:30%Er3+ at 1523 nm and 1493 nm, 

respectively. Since these values were measured under sub-band-gap illumination they 

are relative to the 17.6% efficiency of the silicon solar cell under standard AM1.5G 

conditions. 

 

9.4 Future research on up-conversion solar cells 

The EQE and efficiency results presented in this thesis are among the highest for UC-

SC and can highlight some of the directions for further improvement: 

i) Improvements can be achieved via concentration of the sub-band-gap photons 

transmitted by the overlying solar cell before these excite the up-conversion 

material. If the concentration is at an irradiance corresponding to the low pump 

regime of the up-conversion material, the maximum from the quadratic 

behaviour of a two photon up-conversion is gained. The coupling of the up-

conversion emission with the solar cell must also be considered. Since this 

emission is isotropic, optics designed for collection over a solid angle 2π are 

required. An additional advantage of the concentrating optics is the shaping of 

the localised irradiance. This is important especially in other than the standard 

characterisation conditions. For example, the irradiance during the course of a 

day can be quite different than the AM1.5G spectrum. Hence, a way of adjusting 

this irradiance at levels that maximise the up-conversion emission can be in the 

form of suitable concentrating optics. 

ii) The importance of an up-conversion material of high PLQY. This was shown for 

both up-conversion materials in this thesis, and particularly for 
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BaY2F8:30%Er3+. On the one hand, the monoclinic structure of the crystal and 

the excellent absorbance resulted in the better performance of the UC-SC 

compared to β-NaYF4:25%Er3+. On the other hand, the importance of this result 

can be recognised especially in view of the fact that an amount of up-conversion 

emission in the device escaped in the peripheral sides of the crystal. 

iii) The high transmission of the solar cell at sub-band-gap wavelengths and the 

excellent EQE at the emission wavelength of the up-conversion materials, i.e. 

980 nm. Ultimately, a high transmission relates to more sub-band-gap photons 

available to excite the up-conversion material. The c-Si solar cells utilised in this 

thesis enabled a greater portion of the incident illumination to reach the up-

converter. However, the transmission for other than the normal incidence angle, 

e.g. when concentrating optics are used, is expected to be different. In this case, 

TIR due to the high refractive index of the solar cell would result in reduced 

transmission. Equally, the up-conversion emission has to be coupled with the 

solar cell. To this end, an optimised antireflective coating proved to play a 

significant role by reducing the reflectance at the respective emission 

wavelengths. 

While this thesis focused on the up-conversion improvement via concentration, other 

approaches are required for extending the sub-band-gap response of solar cells. The 

restricted absorption spectrum of the up-converters remains the main challenge for UC-

SC. Spectral concentration is currently the main approach to extend the absorption, 

however several challenges still remain. To this end, optical designs could direct the 

downshifted emission from the quantum dots only towards Er3+, and the emission from 

Er3+ directly to the solar cell, thereby avoiding any re-absorption. Such designs could 

comprise of spectrum splitting or photonic structures that permit this one-way coupling, 

but also non-imaging optics to permit omni-directional collection of the emission. 

To conclude, promising concepts were demonstrated towards up-conversion and solar 

concentration during the course of this thesis. Novel system and UC-SC device designs 

with available semiconductor and up-conversion materials were reviewed and studied 

throughout this thesis. To this end, the response of UC-SC with concentrating optics 

integrated in the device was shown to improve significantly. In conjunction with the 

investigated concentrating concepts, they present important future directions for 

photovoltaics and a wider exploitation of the solar resource. 
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Appendix 

Selection rules for optical transitions 

Here, I provide further details on the mechanisms that allow the optical transitions in a 

rare earth which controls the shape of the spectral lines. An overview of relevant 

literature is also given that can be traced into more details for the interested reader. 

Generally, f-f transitions in free ions are parity forbidden according to the Laporte 

selection rule. Accordingly, states and consequently wave-functions are by convention 

divided between odd and even parity. Empirical observations on iron [296], later 

formulated into the parity conservation law [297, 298], led to the conclusion that 

electric dipole transitions were not allowed between like states, i.e. only transitions 

between even and odd parity states were allowed. Equally, the orbital angular 

momentum of electrons in the initial li and final states lf can only be connected if, 

     Δl = li - lf = ±1    (A.1), 

However, it was later suggested [299, 300] that the observed spectral lines of the rare 

earths occur due to the mixing of parity states by the crystal field of the solid 

surrounding the ion. In fact, as the active ion is screened by the electron shell, when 

incorporated in a solid host, it is further surrounded by a crystal lattice. Therefore, the 

electronic transitions will be consequently coupled to the lattice before being externally 

observed. The energy of these transitions will be affected by the coupling of the forces 

described by the interaction Hamiltonian of the lattice HL and the crystal field HCF in 

addition to the free ion interaction Hamiltonians. The latter consist of the central field 

between the nucleus and the valence electrons H0, the Coulomb (electrostatic) 

interaction Hee and the spin-orbit interaction HSO between the valence electrons. The 

complete interaction Hamiltonian H would then be [140], 

    H = H0 + Hee + HSO + HCF + HL   (A.2), 

The crystal field forces in rare earth ions are weaker than the spin-orbit and the 

electrostatic forces. Nevertheless, they lead to the Stark splitting of the energy levels 

into an extended manifold (cf. Figure A.1), consequently allowing transitions in the 4f 

shell that are observed as a distinctive broadened spectrum depending on the 

surrounding lattice. 
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Figure A.1: Forces and interactions leading to crystal field splitting. An equidistant energy splitting is 

shown only for illustration purposes (adapted from [301]). 

 

The probabilities of the optical transitions can be determined owing to the theory 

derived independently by B.R. Judd [302] and G.S. Ofelt [303]. Accordingly, either by 

calculating ab-initio or by obtaining experimentally a set of phenomenological 

parameters, the line-strength Sm of a transition can be expressed as [301], 
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from the absorption cross section σ(λ) over the wavelength range of a respective 

manifold, the angular momentum number J, the refractive index n of the host at the 

mean wavelength λ. The line-strength depends on the oscillator strengths SED and SMD 

of the electric magnetic dipoles, respectively. The oscillator strengths though, are 

independent of the host and have been extensively tabulated for several lanthanoids 

[304-306]. From these, the so-called Judd-Ofelt intensity parameters can be determined 

and the radiative transition probabilities Afi for all excited states are given by, 
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Finally, the radiative lifetime τr and the branching ratio βfi between states f and i, 

especially useful in the case of excited states where experimental data cannot be 

obtained, are given by, 

     1 / τr = Σ Αfi      (A.5), 

     βfi = τf Afi      (A.6). 
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Absorption and emission 

In a simplified system of two distinct energy levels, initial (i) and final (f), the 

probabilities of stimulated (induced) absorption Waif, stimulated emission Wstefi and 

spontaneous emission Wspefi are connected by the Einstein coefficients A and B as, 

    dWaif = Bif ρω Νi dt     (A.7), 

    dWstefi = Bfi ρω Nf dt     (A.8), 

    dWspefi = Afi Nf dt     (A.9), 

with N being the population density of either i or f level, and ρω the energy density per 

unit angular frequency. The energy density is described by Planck’s law of radiation as, 
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               (A.10), 

with h the Planck constant h divided by 2π, c the speed of light, k the Boltzmann 

constant and T the absolute temperature. It has been shown [307, 308] that for 

monochromatic transitions the Einstein coefficients are connected as follows, 

     gi Bif = gf Bfi              (A.11), 

    Afi = 16π2h(ω/2πc)3 Bfi             (A.12), 

where gi and gf the degeneracy of each level. It has later been shown that for broadband 

transitions the emission cross section σε is reciprocally connected with the absorption 

cross section σα by [309, 310], 

     σα = σε e[h(ω-ω
fi

)/kT]              (A.13), 

where ω the zero line frequency at room temperature and ωfi the angular frequency 

interval between states f and i. The angular frequencies ω and ωfi are measured from the 

lowest Stark levels of each manifold [301, 311]. Conveniently, owing to this relation the 

unknown emission cross section can be derived from the known absorption cross 

section as has been applied for example in Er3+-doped optical fibres [312]. However, if 

the energy levels can be matched via phonons, the spectra are affected by vibronic 

transitions and deviation from this relation occurs, as has been observed in Nd3+-doped 

yttrium aluminium garnet (YAG) [313]. 
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